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CliAPl'ER I 
Il'lTRODUCTION 
A. Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this dissertation is to identU'y some charac-
teristics related to the reputed practice of vicarious sacrifice by 
certain ninth grade youth. These characteristics pertain to the 
youths' background, capacities, value systems, self-concepts, and 
interpersonal relationships. 
B. Definitions 
1. Vicarious Sacrifice.-- In this dissertation the definition 
of vicarious sacrifice used is that presented in the literature published 
by the Union College Character Research ProJect. The author made his 
study in close cooperation with, s:ad in the framework of, this ProJect. 
It therefore seemed advisable to use the concepts s:ad definition of 
vicarious sacrifice which are presented in the ProJect's materials. 
The followiDg statement concerning vicarious sacrifice appears 
in the general introduction to the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit 1 which is 
part of the Character Research ProJect curriculum: 
• • • By definition 'vicarious' meiiZ18 'performed or su:f.'i'ered 
by one person with results accruing to the benefit or advs:atage 
of s:aother' • • • 'Sacrifice' meiiZ18 •to make sacred • • • a 
giving up of some desirable thing in behalf of a higher obJect. • 
The 'giving up' sometimes includes suffering, a kind of suffering 
l 
which meana •to endure or ~o Without s1nk1ng1 to sustain, 
to bear up under. •1 
2 
This definition is conceived u haTing two prilllary facets, one moral 
snd relating to social vision1 and the other service and relating to 
personal sacrif'ice. 
A detailed account of this concept Will be presented in a later 
chapter 1 as well u the specif'ic attitudes Within this general concept 
which Will be anal:yzed in this reseerch. 
2. Characteristics .--In this st~ the term characteristic re-
fers to a trait 1 quality, or property of an attitude, person, or situa-
tion which is distinctive to it. A characteristic related to the 
practice of vicarious sacrifice is that distinctive trait 1 quality, or 
property which exists when vicarious sacrifice is practiced. Vicarious 
sacrifice and a specific characteristic are considered related if they 
appear sillul.taneously. This does not mean that these characteristics 
never appear 1lben vicarious sacrif'ice is not practiced. However 1 these 
characteristics were IIIOil'e evident in this study when vicarious sacrif'ice 
was practiced thsn when it was not. 
'l'he nature of the relatioaship between a characteristic and 
vicarious sacrif'ice1 whether causal or incidsntal1 is not considered in 
this study. 'l'he author recosnizes 1 however 1 that the nature of the 
relationship varies fr0111 one characteristic to snother. The nature of 
the relationship is also affected by the relative importance which an 
lum.on College Character Research Project 1 Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit 1 General Iutroduction (Ann Arbor: CUShing-Malloy1 Inc., litho-
prtnted, 1953), p. 3· 
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individual places on various iiiterrel.cted characteristics at; the time 
vicarious sacrifice is practiced. 
3. CRP.--cRP is the ahbrevist;ed form of' the Union College Cbarac-
-
ter Research Project, wbich is af'f'illsted with Union College, Schenectady, 
New York. Since these letters are widel;r used both 1n the priiited 
materials and among sta:rf' members and subscribers to refer to the 
Character Research Project 1 they will be used 1n the S8111e manner 
throughout the dissertstion. 
C • Scope of' the St~ 
This st~ is au sttet~~~t to discover some characteristics re-
l.cted to the reputed practice of' vicarious sacrif'ice 1n certain ninth 
grade youth. The conclusions are based primar1ly on evidence obtained 
f'raa au experimental. design created by the author. The author recog-
nizes that characteristics identified by this method are subject to a 
number of' limitations 1 but he al.so believes the findings have signif'i-
cance for people 1n religious edncation. 
Identiticstion of' characteristics rel.cted to the practice of' 
vicarious sacrifice can be a first step 1n he~ing to predict those 
who mi8ht practice it. These characteristics ~possibly suggest 
areas where further growth and develop~~~ent mi8ht tend to encourage the 
practice of' vicarious sacrif'ice. 
It is hoped that this st~ can form a preliminary work for 
further research wbich ~ identUy the characteristics relsted to the 
practice of' vicarious sacrifice for all age levels 1 by ~ classes of' 
people. It is al.so hoped that; it can be the pre11m1naey st~ leading 
4 
to future ilm!stigation coDCel'll1llg the nature al the relationship al 
these characteristics to vicarious sacrifice 1 to determine which 
characteristics have a causal illflueDCe. 
The characteristics preseuted here are not considered to repre-
seDt all the characteristics al vicarious sacrifice 1n ninth grade youth, 
1101' is it as81DIIed that these characteristics are causes ror this kind al 
behavior. The term "related" s~ lle8ZI8 coexistaat with the reputed 
practice al vicarious sacrifice by certain nillth grade youth. 
The interpretation at the meani.Jig at T1car1oua sacrifice has 
been conf'ined priDCipal.ly to that preseDted 1n CRP mater1al.a. This 
was doDe siDCe the methods used, as well as the conteDt ror the study 1 
are orieDted 1n the CRP program. For example 1 the Slllllple at ninth 
grade youth participatil:lg 1n the ~ both 1n the pre-testil:lg and the 
rinal. test were largel)- young people who 1n some ~ were caunected 
with CBP and tbererore did not represent a t;ypical s~~~~ple ot the total 
Dational population. In the CRP Census Study it was round that the edu-
cational and professional levels al pareuts 1n the project were f'ar 
above average. However 1 it vas f'elt that az:r:r l.11111tations 1Jr!posed on the 
study by its close relationship to CBP were exceeded by the contribu-
tions which CBP staf't members made, such as research experience, methods, 
equipmeut 1 and the necessary contacts f'or :ruJJ.est cooperation both 1n 
pretestil:lg and f'inal. testil:lg rr0111 churches and the public schools al the 
SchenectacQ" area. 
The s~~~~ple ot ninth grade youth used 1n this study was not only 
a select group but also a rather small one. The size al the s~~~~~ple was 
l.11111ted by the kind al data gathered and by the methods employed 1n the 
5 
aualysis ot it. The 1nsti'UIIIellt created for this study ade use ot 
eSSII\Y' or open-ended type questicme. It would be impossible to IIDILcyze 
eccurat~ lllld ccaplete:cy a large ~ ot essii\Y' Jmterial. For this 
reason a s.U. SIIII!Ple was preferable. Moreover, the methods used in 
~ the data, such as the Method ot Characteristic Differences, 
selection by- reputation in the "Who Would" Test, lllld c011parison ot whole 
sets at phrases frOID one grou;p with those ot another grou;p as in the 
Sentence COIIpletion Test, required that no group be too large. 
Although in a few instances statistical ana.l.ysis was applied to 
the type at data obta:f.Ded frOID the quest1onns1re1 IIIUCh at the material 
had to be handled by- descriptive quantitative ana.l.ysis. The validity 
lllld reliability at the data have to be defended largely by the nature 
at the queetinnn•'re, through pre-testillg and cross-reference at material, 
lllld by- the use of a number at people to evaluate the meau:ii:Jg of the data 
obta:f.Ded. 
other lilllitaticme 1 such as the t;vpe of instrument used and the 
time l:I.JII1t for collectillg data, are discussed elsewhere in this disserta-
tion, where they can be described more adequately. 
A study at this kind al~ raises more problems and possibilities 
for further research than it solves. The conclusicme are al'Wli,YB tentative 
untU further 1Jmtst1gatian verUies or refutes the findings, or uses the 
conclusicme as bnlatheses for additional research. It is hoped that this 
study will provide suggesticme 1 methods 1 lllld bnlatheses for educators who 
are concerned about the practice at the Chrietian concept at vicarious 
secrifice. 
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D. Background and other Studies 
One maJor study relating to the practice of vicarious sacrifice 
as presented in CRP curriculum materials has been made by Gene Schwil.ck1 
as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ed.D. degree at 
Indiana University in 1956. His stu~ concerned the effectiveness of 
direct and indirect methods of teaching vicarious sacrifice to seventy-
four boys enrolled in grades five through eight at Park School, 
IndiiiDIIiPolis 1 Indiana. His conclusion was: 
Thus the basic ~othesis 1 that the direct teaching of attitudes 
of vicarious sacrifice 1s more effective than indirect teaching, 
has not been conclusively proved or disprovsd. However, there 
was no single test or standardized teacher-observation that the 
indirect methods were the more effective. All measures were in 
the direction favoring the use of direct techni~s 1 but all 
were not signiticant et the five per cent level. 
Although other studies of a less c0111prehensive nature are con-
stantly being made at the Character Research ProJect Laboratory dealing 
with Vicarious Sacrifice and the other units of the CRP curriculum, none 
have a direct bearing on the fiM1ngll of this st~. These studies 
deal more with the revision of the curriculum materials and iJ!provement 
ot teaching methods than with the practice of vicarious sacrifice. 
However 1 a lllllllber of studies being conducted at the CRP Laboratory 
have influenced the author in the methods he used to carry out his re-
search. These are the HOllie Dynamics St~1 which helped to determine 
the six major areas to be covered in the Sentence COII!Pletion Test; the 
Census Study, which hel;ped to determine the topics to be considered on 
2aene L. Schwilck1 "An Experimental St~ of the Effectiveness 
ot Direct and Indirect Methods of Character Education," Union College 
Studies in Character Research (Schenect~1 New York: Union College 
Cii8i'acter Research Project, .Ma;r1 1956)1 Vol. 1 1 No. 141 p. 227. 
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the Face Sheet Data Test; and the Camp Study, which ini'luenced the 
author in COIIStructing the Situational 'l'est and the "Who Would" Test. 
other studies cOIIducted oatside the CRP Laboratory which pro-
vided ideas for the development of the questionnaire and its llll&lysis are 
the Rotter IncC!IIlllete Sentences BJ.ank3 and the "Self-Idea CC!IIllletion 
Test 1 Form V. n
4 The "Guess Who" test described in Studies in the Nature 
or Character!i by the Character Education Inquiry was the inspiration 
for the "Who Would" Test in this st~. 
Studies in altruism, a subJect closely related in meaniDg to 
vicarious sacrifice, have been made b;r the Ban'ard Research Center in 
Creative Al.truism UIIder the direction or Pitirim A. Sorokin. 6 Al.though 
there is some simiJsrit;r in the subject matter or this dissertation and 
the work or the Harvard Research Center 1 the methods used, the samples 
or people studied, and the characteristics sought were sufficiently 
different that the tvo studies have little further in ccaDOII. However 1 
the findings or both the Ban'ard Research Center and this dissertation 
lllie;ht supplement each other to form l:Qpotheses for future studies in 
UIISeltish lOYe. 
3Julian B. Rotter and Janet E. Rafferty, ~el, The Rotter In-
CO!!!Plete Sentences Blank, Collee;e Form (New York: PeYdiOioe;icBi 
Corporation, 1§50). 
4 
John Elderkin Bell, 
the Stud;y of Personality (:Nev • 
5Character Education Inquiry, Studies in the Nature or Character: 
u, Studies in Service and Selt-ccmtrol, 'bi lt\18h Bartshorne, Mark I. ilii, 
and J11lius i. M8lier (:Nev York: The llacmillan Com,paey, 1929), PP• 87-91. 
6The findings or this research can be fOUIId in the publiaatiOIIS 
or the Hel'Yarll Research Center in creative Al.tru1sm1 the first or which 
is 
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E. Procedure 
!'ol.loW1Dg this 1Dtrochlction, there will be a diacusllion or 
vicarious sacrifice as presented in the CBP literature. This presenta-
tion will include a historical statement about the development of CBP 
itseli' 1 with a discussion of the place end meani!lg or vicarious sacri-
fice in the CBP program. A SUJIIII&r7 or the attitudes contained in the 
Vicarious Sacrifice UDit or the CBP lesson materials for all age levels 
will then be presented. F1nsll:y1 a list of the attitudes 111011t applicable 
to this stud;y will be given. 
In doing the research, after the meani!lg ot vicarious sacrifice 
had been clarified end the specific attitudes identif;ying it were select-
ed, a questionnaire had to be created which would perform two priBie.r,y 
functions: (l) to make it possible to separate ninth grade ;youths who were 
reputed to be 11011t apt to practice vicarious sacrifice in their general 
behavior end in specific situations troll those who were least apt to do so, 
and (2) to provide data making it possible to identit:y characteristics re-
lated to the reputed practice ot vicarious sacrifice in these ;youths. 
A paper end pencil questionnaire which seemed to meet these 
dem•nds was created. It was caaposed of tour separate tests. The Face 
Sheet Data Test provided material descriptive ot the ;youth, his fsmil;y1 
church participation, interests, and activities. The puzpose ot this 
section was to provide information which would lll8ke it possible to com-
pare the s8111.(1le population with the national population, and also to 
provide caaparative descriptive information concerning those within the 
s8111.(1le who were reputed most apt 1 and those who were least apt 1 to 
practice vicarious sacrifice. 
9 
The Situational Test ot the questiODII&ire consisted ot four 
hypothetical situations. Each youth doing the questioiiii8ire was to write 
wbat he would do in each situation and tell Wily he would act in this 
III8DI1Eir. The purpose of this section was to identii'y those youths who 
demonstrate vicarious sacrifice in specific hypothetical situations 1 
and to provide information describing the reasons for their behavior 1 
Mlr1ng it possible to C<IIIPel'e the same type of inforMtion with youths 
not demonstrating Yicarious sacrifice in these situations. 
The third test was a "Who Would" Test 1 in Which the youths se-
lected others in their group who would be most ~ to act in the manner 
described in two separate paragraphs included in the questionnaire. The 
teachers ot the youths were also asked to select young people who would 
be 11011t apt to act as described in the paragraphs 1 and also those who 
would be least apt to behave in this !Renner. 
The Sentence COIIIpletion Test c011q1osed part four of the question-
naire. In this test 1 the youths were asked to form sentences by complet-
ing the given phrases with expressions of their own thoughts. The pur-
pose of The Sentence Cmqpletion Test was to obtain the feelings of the 
youth regarding themselves 1 their schools 1 homes 1 churches 1 physical and 
mental characteristics, and activities and interests. 
The youths taking the test were later :uanked into high and lov 
groups according to their reputed tendency to practice vicarious sacrifice. 
The renldngs were determined by a tabulation ot the judgments ot peers 
and teachers in the "Who Would" Test. The answers supplied by these 
high and lov groups to the Face Sheet Data Test and the Sentence Com-
pletion Test of the questioiiii8ire were then cmqpared and analyzed. Arry 
10 
characteristics ot the top r!!!lk1ng group, when these di.ffered signii'ic!!!lt-
ly trom those ot the bottom r!!!lking groap, were considered to be character-
istics related to the reputed practice ot v1cer1ous sacr1fice. 
'l'h1s questicmne1re was given to :f'orty-:f'ive ninth grade youths 
at the Van Antwerp School ot !lis~, !lev York. 'l'h1s sample ot youth 
was used because ot the 1lUIIIber ot CRP-tra1ned yow:~g people 1n it. The 
;youth c11111e from two haae rooms, but all took the questicmnei re 1n one 
large roGII during a study hour. The reason given to the youth :f'or asking 
them to do the questionnaire was that the author was collecting 1n:f'orma-
tion :f'or this study. The nature ot the 1n:f'ormation desired was not dis-
closed 1n order to prevent the youth :f'r011 gi v1Dg answers which would not 
represeut their true :feelings. The words v1cer1ous sacr1:f'ice were not 
mentioned either 1n the questicmne1re or 1n the instructions :f'or doing it. 
The youth were told ~that the author, who administered the test, was 
a grednate student at Boston University. No youth 1n the study had 
prev1oasly met the IPithor or 1mev o:f' his association with CRP. 
Each questionnaire was given a code llUIIIber, ident1:f'ied ~ 1n 
the author's records, 1n order to preserve the enonym1ty o:f' the youth 
who were tald.ng the teet. The youths 1 n8llle8 were not revealed to other 
persons who ass1eted 1n the ranking end anel.ya1e o:f' the answers. 
The data :f'rom each test 1n the quest1onna1 re were analyzed 1n 
the :following ~. In:f'ormation :f'rom the Face Sheet Data Test was com-
pared with the s11111e type ot 1n:f'onation available i'rom the United States 
Census Bureau. :f'or the national population. The 1n:f'ormation i'rom th1e 
test was then used to compare the top end bott0111 ranking groaps 1 as Judg-
ed by peers end teachers. Where there seemed to be trends descriptive o:f' 
ll 
one grmw 1 tbese were noted. 
In the Situational Test, the so1utions to each situation which 
the youth had written were rrmked separately by three CRP staff members 
accordil:lg to the emount of vicarious sacrii'ice demonstrated. Approxi-
mately fii'teen answers showing the DIOBt vicarious sacrii'ice for each sit-
uation were COJI!Pared with a similar number which showed the least. On 
the basis of this ranking, the reasons tor the type of behavior demon-
strated were also COJI!Pared for characteristics typical of each grOIJ.P ot 
answers. The observed characteristics which were typical. of the answers 
exhibitiDg vicarious sacrii'ice were considered related to the reputed 
practice ot vicarious sacrii'ice in ninth grade youth. 
These characteristics were ideutii'ied by a method known as the 
Method ot Characteristic Differences. 7 In this method, two sets ot 
answers, represeutiDg two groa.PB 1 are given to a number of people who 
are not told on wbat bases the sets were selected. Working independ-
eutly 1 these people then list the characteristics which they observe in 
the two sets ot answers. Where there are differences between the two 
sets of answers 1 these are recorded Slid are known as characteristic 
differences. The results of the various persons usiDg the method are 
then combined and later varii'ied. 
For this stud;r 1 one set ot answers showing a great deal ot 
vicarious sacrii'ice was COIIQ?ared with another showing little. The 
distinctive characteristics ot the set showing the greatest amount ot 
vicarious sacrifice were considered characteristics related to the 
7Ernest M. Ligon Slid Mary A. 0 1Brien1 aThe Method ot Character-
istic Differences," Rel.:lgious Education. 1954, Vol. XLIX, No. 4, 
PP• 284-290. 
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reputed practice at Vicarious sacr1f1ce. 
In th1s particular st~ 1 another step was added to the tradi-
tional Method at Characteristic Differences. The characteristic differ-
ences frail all the persons stud;yi.Dg the sets at answers for all situa-
tions were s~1zed and then given to other people who had not seen 
either at the sets at answers or the characteristic differences. These 
people were asked to match each characteristic with the set at answers 
they thought it best described. In th1s step a verification was made on 
the differences noted by the first group at people anal.yzing the sets at 
answers. I1' the differences suggested by the first step could not be 
matched by the second group to the correct set at answers 1 these charac-
teristics were not considered valid. Only those characteristics which 
could be correctly matched by the second group with an adequate degree 
at reliability- were considered 1n the conclusions at th1s st~. 
When the selections at teachers and ~ils frCIII the "Who Would" 
Test at the questionnaire were being tabulated, the fifteen ;youths fr0111 
the sample at forty-five who receiTed the most votes were considered the 
top rsnldng group. A pupil or teacher "voted" for a youth by mentioning 
h1s or her name 1n answer to the questions asking who would be most apt 
to stand for the right or to help others. Although the ~1ls were not 
asked to name their peers who were least apt to practice Vicarious sacri-
fice, the teachers were asked to make both positive and negative selec-
tions. The fifteen youths who receiTed the fewest n\llllber of votes frCIII 
their peers and the largest number at negative votes frCIII their teachers 
were placed 1n the bott0111 ranldng group. The fifteen ;roaths who received 
an intermediate nwiber at votes were not included 1n the st~ since 
the 8180UDt at Vicarious sacrifice they were apt to demonstrate seemed 
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1ndefini~. 
The data from the fourth or Sentence Completion Test of the 
questicmnaire were also divided accordiDg to the BDSwers slqlplied by 
the youth 1n the groups selected 1n the "Who Would" Test. The BDSwers 
tor each phrase completed by the youth 1n the top group were compared 
with those completed by youth 1n the bottom group for the same phrase. 
Where at least five BDSwers for a given phrase coul.d be classified 
under one idea or category 1 this category 1s usual.ly discussed 1n this 
PII!Per. However1 only when there was a ditference of at least five be-
tween the two sets expressing the same or opposite ideas was this 
ditference considered great enough to be a characteristic of either 
group. When such a characteristic was found which represented the top 
group of youth1 this was considered a characteristic related to the 
reputed practice of vicarious sacrifice 1n certain ninth grade youth. 
Further details concerning the procedure followed and the 
results obtained from each test of the questionnaire will be presented 
1n the remaining chii!Pters of this dissertation. 
C!W'TER n 
VICARIOUS SACRIFICE AND rrs COMPONENT ATTrrUDES AS PRESENTED 
IN THE CHARACTER RESEARCH PROJECT MATERIA.LS 
This chapter will provide a brief historical background of 
the Character Research Project and will present a survey of repre-
sentative component attitudes of vicarious sacrif'ice as published in the 
curriculUIII materials entitled Vicarious Sacrif'ice Unit. Special 
recognition will be given to the attitudes of that unit which have 
been chosen for use in this study. 
A. The Character Research Project 
Although the Character Research Project, commonly !mown as 
CRP, had its official beginning in 1935, it was for man;v years before 
a dream of Ernest M. Ligon. As Ligon BaYS# 
The development of the Project may be divided into four periods. 
The first period, which saw the growth of the idea in the mind 
of the author and was ·almost entirely pre-experimental, covered 
the period 1920 through 1934. A class assignment at Texas 
Christian University in 1920 was the initial impetus for the 
author's life-long search for the principles underlying the 
development of Christian character.! 
Ligon continued this search with increased vigor both in his 
seminary work and in his graduate study in psychology. While he was 
~rnest M. Ligon, "An Outline of the Conceptual History of the 
Union College Character Research Project, 1935-1953. Historical Intro-
duction," Union College Studies in Character Reaearch, 1953, P• 1. 
teaching at Union College, Schenectad;y, Nev York, 
in the spring of 1933 he vas invited to make a series of lectures 
in the Westllinster Presbyterian Cburc:h of Alban;y, Nev York, 
aDd gave as the content of those lectures the results o:t his 
study • At the end of the series, the officers o:t that church 
proposed that the principles of character developraent which had 
been presented in the series or lectures should be made the 
foundation for thei:l' character education program in the church. 2 
In this series of lectures, Ligon presented material based on 
hie psychological anal,ysis of llbat seBII8d to billl to be the teachings 
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of Jesus conceming the goals o:t Christian personality. He grouped 
these teachings into eight character traits1 or dilllensioDS of character. 
These eight dilllansions of Christian character ae81118d to parallel veey 
closely the eight Beatitudes included in the Sermon on the Mount. Thus 
the Beatitudes beCUIEI the !ralllevork around which the attitudes were grouped. 
The eight character traits are di:rided into two groupe of four 
each. The fi:l'st :tour traits are described as character traits of Chrie-
tian faith. They ares 
lo Having a dolllinating purpose in the service of wan!dnd 
••• 
2. A genuine belief that one can so live his life as to ll8ke 
the world a better place to live in becauae he has lived 
in it ••• 
3. Love or right and truth • • • 
h. Faith :in a father God, the frieDdliness of the universe) 
'!'he second group of four traits has to do with Christian love. 
They ares 
lo SensitiTeDess to the needs of others 
••• 
~at M. Ligon1 !'hei:l' Future Is Now (New Yorks 
Colllp&IQ', 1939) 1 Po rlv. 
3Ernest M. Ligon, A Greater GeDsration (Nev York: 
c~, 1948), PP• 78, 79. 
The )fscmilJpn 
!he Macmillan 
2. Being determined to see that every man gets his chance 
at happiness and success • • • 
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,3. Being determined to resolve the conflicts within and between 
and among men • • • 
4. Christian courage, being lietermined to serve men whether they 
want to be served or not.4 
These lectures, given at Westminster Presb,yterian Church were 
published in 19.35 as a book entitled The Psychology of Christian Personality. 
ftThis book attempts to put the philosophy of Jesus into modern psychologi-
cal concepts which in turn have become basic hypotheses for our research."5 
With the publication of this book and the opportunity to set up an experi-
mental laboratory school in character education, the first period of 
CRP history came to an end. 
The second period, dating from 19.35 through 1944, saw the beginning 
of actual research. This was the period when clinical data were collected 
concerning the youth from the Westminster Presbyterian Church in Albany, 
New York. Hundreds of young people were tested in the Union College 
Paychological laboratory and personality profiles were made of them. 
While these tests were being made, Ligen and his associates catalogued 
the attitudes listed in a number of attitude inventories available at the 
time, such as Woodworth's Psychoneurotic Inventory, under the eight 
dimensions of character derived from the teachings of Jesus.6 In this 
4Ibid., PP• 80, 81. 
%rnest M. Ligon, 11An Outline of the Conceptual History of the 
Union College Character Research Project, 19.35-1953. Historical Introduc-
tion," Union College Studies in Character Research, 1953, P• 1. 
~rnest M. Ligc!'l' "Minimum Essentials of Character Education," 
Religious Education, 19441 XXXIX, No. 6, P• 326. 
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cataloguing process only those attitudes which would have value for 
character education in the light of the criteria set forth by Jesus 
were selected from the inventories. Those attitudes which would be 
learned naturally without special training by a child reared in a Christian 
society were also omitted. 
After the attitudes from the various inventories were collected 
and selected for the eight general traits, they were sorted according to 
age level calibration. This sorting was baaed on the evidence of age 
level characteristics found at the Union College Laboratory and b,y others 
working in the field, such as Roger G. Barker and Arnold Gesell. 
The next step was to explore the attitude habits of the youth 
in churches associated with CRP. This study was to make further evalua-
tions possible regarding what attitudes were taught in society and what 
attitudes needed additional emphasis in the church school. Also, this 
study was to help in arranging the attitudes at the proper age level for 
the child's capacity to learn them. A parent questionnaire was made 
in which parents were given an opportunity to state the attitude development 
of their children. More than six hundred copies of this first question-
naire were filled out by parents and returned to the CRP laboratory. 
On the evidence of these returna, the questionnaire was revised 
and used again to obtain further evidence in 19371 1939, and 1940. As 
a result of the evidence accumulated by the preliminary investigations 
and by these four questionnaires, the attitudes were arranged according 
to the dimensions of character derived from the teachings of Jesus and 
according to the age level potential of the youth. The wording used in 
the statement of attitudes followed very closely the wording of the 
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attitude inventories from which they were originally copied, except that 
where the attitude was stated in a negative manner a rewording was made 
to make the attitude statement positive.7 
When the list of attitudes was completed and the developmental 
characteristics of children had been carefully studied, it was believed 
that sufficient evidence had been collected to begin developing a 
curriculmn which could be used in further research testing of the then 
present findings. 
The curriculum formation opens the third period in the histor,r 
8 
of CRP. This period extended from 19L4 to 1951. At first it was hoped 
that curriculum materials could be found which could be adapted to meet 
the requirements set up as a result of the research of the previous period. 
However, it was soon found that entirely new materials would have to 
be written. 
The CRP staff members compiled the evidence that had been ob-
tained from the laborator,r tests, the questionnaires, their personal 
interviews with parents, and their awn practical teaching experience. 
Along with this evidence was added the evidence found by other develop-
mental psychologists and religious educators. With this mass of material 
before them, the staff members of CRP set out to write a curriculum geared 
to the needs, interests, and abilities of youth at the various age levels, 
which they thought would be helpful in developing Christian character. 
7Ernest M. Ligon, "Minimum Essentials of Character Education," 
Religious Education, 1944, XXXIX, 321-324. 
~rnest M. Ligon, "An Outline of the Conceptual History of the 
Union College Character Research Project, 1935-1953. Historical 
Introduction," Union College Studies in Character Research, 1953, p. 2. 
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These materials were written for parents and teachers; there were no 
pupils' booklets. Each lesson contained a statement of the attitude to 
be learned, an explanation of it, suggestions for the church school 
session, home teaching plans, and suggestions for evaluation. The eight 
traits of Christian personality which Ligon discussed in his book ~ 
Psychology of Christian Personality were grouped into six units of learn-
ing with each unit having thirteen lessons. The six attitude units were 
then divided into eight age level divisions, including children from 
nursery through senior high school. Each age level division covered a 
two-year span. Thus the attitudes were grouped in the lesson materials 
according to age level suitability and according to groups of attitudes 
which were closely related, in order that they would form one continuous 
learning experience. 
This curriculum material was different from denominational 
materials in that it was a research curriculum rather than a consumer 
curriculum. The materials were not written to have widespread usage 
or popular appeal but rather were intended only for those churches which 
would cooperate on a research basis with the CRP laboratory in Schenectady. 
Although more than fifty churches of various denominations, plus YMCA• s 
and private schools, have used this material, permission to use it was 
granted only after an agreement was made to cooperate in the research 
work of CRP. 
On the basis of the evidence received from the weekly parent 
reports, teachers' notes, and other surveys made by CRP, the lessons were 
revised every two years until three revisions had been made. The pro-
cedure for making lesson revisions is described in the minutes of the 
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staff meeting of March 16, 1949. The Authority Unit was always the first 
to be revised. It formed the pattern for the revision of the other units. 
An excerpt from the minutes follows: 
Procedure for turning in Authority Unit Lessons. 
A. Turn in to Dr. Ligon: 
Summary of reports, plus ratings 
Any suggestions for revision that you have, 
plus a statement of the nature of the 
evidence on which you make those suggestions. 
Note: When you include your own opinions 
or ideas, put them in parentheses, with your 
initials at the beginning. 
B. Dr. Ligon will write the Introduction to the lesson 
and add~ suggestions he has about the lesson itself. 
c. Write the lesson, turn it in for final checking by 
Dr. Ligon. 
D. Work out the sample adaptations. 9 
As the revisions were made in these materials, the contents, 
usability, format, and interest level were improved. However, after 
three revisions had been made, it was decided that too lllllch time was 
required to write these revisions when only a few improvements were being 
made at that time. More time had to be spent in research before ~ 
further major improvements could result. The decision to discontinue 
the lesson revisions for a few years and concentrate on extensive 
research brought to a close the third period in the history of CRP. 
liThe fourth period, beginning in 1951, is still under wa:y and is 
characterized by increasing efforts to design more intensive and f~ 
reaching research in areas which seem to offer possibilities for fruitful 
9From the minutes of the Character Research Project Staff 
Meeting, March 16, 1949. 
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exploration. n10 
Some of the studies which have been completed or are in the 
process of being completed are: The Home Dynamics Study, the Census 
Study, the Senior and College Attitude Studies, the Youth ~cs Study, 
the Attitude Measurement Study, and the Positive Potential Study. These 
studies are all designed to make character education more effective, 
The results of these studies will be incorporated into the forthcoming 
curriculum. 
B • The Concept of Vicarious Sacrifice as Presented by the 
Character Research Project Materials 
Of the eight traits for character education listed by Ligon 
in his book P!Ychologr of Christian Personality, this study is concerned 
primarily with the one "Christian courage, being detennined to ~ !!!!!!! 
whether ~ ~ i!?_ ~ served 2!: not, nll which is based on the Beatitude, 
"Happy are they who are persecuted for righteousness' sake.n12 The unit 
title for this trait is the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit. 
For Ligon and others of the CRP staff, this concept of vicarious 
sacrifice is considered the highest and most characteristic of the Christian 
faith. It represents the culmination of all the attitudes, for as the 
attitudes of the other units are learned, the student naturally approaches 
the practice of vicarious sacrifice. 
10Ligon, Union College Studies in Character Research, 19.53, p. 1. 
1948). 
liugon, A Greater Generation (New York: 
P• Bl. 
The Macmillan Company, 
12Ibid., P• Bl. 
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Ligon has said of vicarious sacrifice: 
Our fourth dimension of agape, and the most uniquely Christian 
of all the dimensions, is the one to which we refer as vicarious 
sacrifice. A tentative definition of it is: the courage to 
carry through one's social visions, especially those aspects of it 
which can only be achieved through personal sacrifice. Jesus, in 
his discussion of this phase of human behavior, pointed out that the 
prophets have regularly been persecuted. At the same time he 
pointed out also that they have just as regularly been happy. 
Probably his best statement of the principle is found in the quo-
tation, 'Whoever would save his life will lose it, and whoever 
loses his life for~ sake will find it.• This1!s regarded by many as the central core of his whole religion. j 
Vicarious sacrifice is further defined in the general introduc-
tion to the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit: 
••• By definition 'vicarious' means 'performed or suffered 
by one person with results accruing to the benefit or advantage 
of another.• Human nature is so made-and this llli\Y be the divine 
element in us--that we are happiest and most effective when we 
give of ourselves to others. 
'Sacrifice' means 'to make sacred ••• a giving up of some 
desirable thing in behalf of a higher object.• The 1 giving up' 
sometimes includes suffering, a kind of suffering which means 
'to endwe or undergo without sinking, to sustain, to bear up 
under.•l4 
The motivational force behind self-sacrifice is love, a desire 
to serve men with no thought of reward but rather out of a sincere 
ambition to give of oneself for the good of one 1 s fellow men. The intro-
duction maintains that it was "Jesus' conviction that love is the chief 
force in the world. 11J5 While millions of people have recognized and 
do recognize the power of love, there is sufficient evidence in the 
world that man has not mastered the art of loving his fellow men to 
l%rnest M. Ligon, Dimensions of Character (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1956), P• 2S7. 
lhunion College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, General Introduction, P• 3. 
l5Ibid., P• 3. 
the highest degree possible. However, the history of the human race 
is not all black. There have been 111811 like Jes1181 C'•ndhi 1 Pasteur, 
Schweitzer, and cOU!It;less others who sought the good of humanity in 
preference to their own good. 
c. The Attitudes Included in the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit 
of the Character Research Project Materials 
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The lessoDS in the Vicarious Sacritice Unit include forty-eight 
attitudes which are grouped into four Factors. .A. Factor is a related 
group of attitudes which can be treated as a unit. The four Factors in 
the Vicarious Sacrit'ice Unit ares Courage# Reaction to Injustice, The 
D,rnamics of Vicarious Sacrifice, and Courageous Leadership. 
The writers of the Unit realized that the grouping of the atti-
tudes llight soaet:l.mes be questioned. Regarding vicarious sacrifice, thST 
wroter 
Parents, teachers, and thinld.ng teen-agers 7111q find themselves 
asld.ng throaghout the Units Doesn't this attitude belong in the 
Social Adjust:Ent Unit {or the Vision Unit, etc.)? Mature 
Christianity cannot be split up into COllp811 ents. When we put 
our beliefs into practice, we act as whole persons, with all our 
attitudes coaing into pl.q • In a 11811881 the attitudes of all other 
Units caae to a foc118 here • • • • Vicarious sacrifice, therefore, 
should permeate all the Units. Its unique contribution is that it 
pl'O'Yides a therapeuticJt'thod of dealing with deep-seated eTil1 
with persistent Wl"'Dgo 
lo Attitudes Presented in Lesson Materials for Nurserr throusl! 
Junior Age Levele.--The attitudes included in the Nursery through the 
Junior age lev'ele of the Vicarioua Sacritice Unit are presented here to 
provide background for the attitudes considered later in thia stw:J;r. 
J.6 Union College Character Research Project, Vicari0118 Sacrifice 
Senior I, P• 7o 
Factor A in the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit is ncourage. 11 There 
are many different t,rpes of courage, but this unit refers not so much to 
heroic physical prowess as to "social and moral courage.n17 This type 
of courage, often more difficult than heroic action at a time of crisis, 
is required every day when people or circumstances tempt one to advance 
one's own ends at the expense of another's good, or to choose what is 
expedient rather than what one believes to be right. Such courage means 
remaining steadfast to one's highest convictions, yet being open-minded 
to accept new and better ideas when they are presented. 
The Vicarious Sacrifice Unit teaches that this type of courage 
cannot be achieved in a moment of high resolve unless such high resolve 
has been preceded by years of preparation and training. In ordinary 
situations, emotional stability and highly developed skills are required 
to permit this type of courage to be effective. It involves more than 
lack of aggression; it demands positive action for the right. "Vicarious 
sacrifice does not inhibit man; it brings out his best.nlB 
Examples of attitudes in the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit19 express-
ing this concept of courage are: 
Kindergarten: "Developing the courage to engage in constructive 
play and work even though bmnps and bruises may be involvedn20 
17union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, "General Introduction, n P• 4. 
18.!.!&!!•• P• 4. 
19The attitudes grouped in this and each of the other Factors 
at the upper age levels, Junior High through Senior II, will be dealt 
with separately in a later section of this chapter, since they relate 
more specifically to the total research of this dissertation. 
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Union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
~. Kindergarten, P• 7. 
Primary: "Developing the courage to do one's best in the school 
situation, overcoming its social difficulties and accepting its 
challenges to social growth112 
Secondary: "Making a dynamic adjustment instead of a surrender 
reaction to discouragement in the home, school, and community. 
11ead us not into temptation•n22 
Factor B of this Unit, entitled "Reaction to Injustice," deals 
with the manner in which people can react in a Christian way to bullying, 
teasing, ridicule, unfair aggressions, and frustrations arising from un-
pleasant contacts with people or social institutions. People cm react 
to injustice negatively and respond with anger and hostility, or they 
can, as Jesus taught, return good for evil. In this unit, an attempt 
is made to teach children to "overcome evil with good."' (Romans 12:21.) 
Practical methods of controlling anger and making wholesome reactions to 
injustice are suggested in the lessons of this Factor. To learn the 
attitudes of this Factor and to make them effective in life requires 
emotional growth and training in social skills over an extended period 
of time •. 
Some attitudes included in this Factor are: 
Nursery: "Learning to adjust to the fact that others will sometimes 
have the things he wants and will not give them upn2.l 
Primary: "Learning to master one's temper at :!Jljustice by means 
of getting a sense of achievement in doing son24 
2lunion College Character Research Project,.Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, Primary, P• ll. 
22 Union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, Secondary, P• ll. 
23Union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, Nursery, P• 23. 
2hunion College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, Primary, P• 23. 
Junior: IIJleTeloping a vhole80118 contidence and skill when con-
fronted nth injustice and persecution, Sllch as ridicule and 
teas in~ 
Factor C of thill Unit, ~s of Vicarious Sacrifice, • fOCUIIes 
on the power and creatiTe possibilities that are derived from practic-
ing Ticarious sacrifice. The basic idea included in this Factor is that 
by practicing vicarious sacrifice -.n can reach his highest potential 
as a child of God. The Biblical basis for this assertion is found in 
Jesus' teaching that be who loses hill life shall save it (Matthew l.6t2$}. 
The Vicarious Sacrifice Unit teaches that one should be motivated not 
to save <meself but rather to tarther the cause for which he giTes hila· 
self. Personal aalntion comes t:hen as a by-product of self-dedication, 
not as an end in itself. It is on:Qr when one loses oneself :for a noble 
cause or in service to wn!dnd tbat one can reaJ.J;r find hilllself in the 
traest sense of the word. 
The teaching of Factor C is that one who practices Ticarious 
sacrifice -st learn to appreciate its Talue and power as a 1Rcy" of li:fe. 
The first step in learning the attitudes of thill :factor is to acqull'e 
the klDd of selflessness that enables - to lose thellselTes :for a great 
cause. The secoDd step is to learn the psychological power o:f this 
attitude in dealing with others. WThere is 80118thing disanaing in 
doing good to a person vho1 because of hill actions, could on:Qr e:xpect 
26 . ham.• The third step is to gain the insight that the power of prac-
ticing Ticarious sacrifice is greater and nobler than ph;ysical force. 
2Suzu.on College Character iesearch Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Junior, P• 19. 
~ College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
•Geaeral Introduction,• P• S. 
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Finally, the fourth step is to learn the meaning of the Cross and the 
central position this attitude holds in Christian thought. 
Examples of attitudes emphasized in the Vicarious Sacrifice 
~which express the meaning of Factor C are: 
Nursery: "Learning to take a parental attitude instead of one 
of jealousy toward other members of the familyn27 
Secondary: "Willingness to acce~g and carry out with energy 
the 'lesser' tasks assigned him" 
Junior: "Learning the value ~f making sacrifices for his friends 
and the skills for doing so"2 
The attitudes under Factor D, "Courageous Leadership," deal 
specifically with the effect our lives have on others. Leadership is 
interpreted to mean one's social influence, whether it be great or 
small. One can be a leader by this definition when he appears to be 
only a follower. A good follower in a group can be a tremendous influence 
for good in a society. To be a good leader as interpreted in this Factor 
is to be actively willing to contribute to the good of the group regard-
less of one's official role in the group. One must have an enthusiasm 
for helping others. For example, instead of waiting to be asked to help, 
such a person volunteers his services where they can be most helpful. 
To be a leader in the sense of the term used in this factor, 
one must learn skills that will make his influence for right felt to 
27union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Nursery, P• 31. 
28Union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Secondary, P• 47• 
29Union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Junior, P• 31. 
its greatest potential. UDski11ed efforts for the r1gb:t often do Mrs 
hana than good. Sldll 1a needed to ll8ke pure, 1Ul8elfish 110tivation effec-
tive :in Sllpporting the causa for which it ill mtended. 
Real leadership in a group d ncl• responsibilit7 ancl stabillt,y. 
In this factor, children are taught to beco.e responsible IHllllbers of 
soeist,y 1 learning to ahara in all group act1Tities that are couistent 
with their own 1110ral com:l.ctions. One 1a obliged constantly to test hill 
moral co!IV'ictions by the will of God aa he can best interpret that will. 
To be a leader as described in the Character Research Project -terialB, 
one aut haTe a 'Vision be;yoDd either hill own or his group's vishes. One 
is upected to lllaBUl'e and detel"'line hia life by the will of God. 
'l'bree attitude Ulphases :lnch!.ded :ln Factor D ares 
I:lndergarten: "DesiriDg to learn ef'fectiTe sld.ll.s of leadership which 
will make hill able to help himself ancl others do what is right.•30 
Secondaey': lltfnderstand:lng tbat weryone, whatever his and01111e11ts, 
has some leadership respons:lbillties to C&l'l7 out•3l 
Jtmiors "Lea.rail!g a concept of real greatness built arouncl 
Tiearious_ sacrifice (instead of built around such things as 
pllfsical prowess, glamour, etc.)a32 
2. Attitudes Prellfl!lted in the Lesson Materials Included :1.n This 
Stud;r.-In addition to the attitudes for chi.ldren just considered, which 
were grouped according to the four Factors in the Vicarious Saorifice 
Unit 1 there are additio!!al attitude ellphases which pertain to this stud;y :1.n 
30 
Union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, Kindergarten, P• 51. 
3lun1on College Character Research Project, VicarioUB Sacrifice 
Unit, Seconda:t7 1 P• 57 • 
3~ion College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, Junior, P• ltl. 
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the Junior High, Senior I, and Senior II age level materials. Although 
the following discussion of these attitudes does not include all the 
attitude emphases in the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit, the attitudes con-
sidered are representative and are the ones most closely identified with 
the situations contained in the questionnaire which was used in this study 
with ninth grade youth. 
A general attitude emphasis for each age level is a statement 
which expresses in a general way the specific attitudes grouped in the 
four Factors. There is a general attitude emphasis for each age level. 
The following general attitude emphasis, for the secondar,y age level, was 
sought in the ninth grade youth who participated in this study: 
General attitude: Com:ing to recognize that everyone can have 
some important social responsibUities, whatever his endowment, 
the achieving of which gives a satisfaction that far outweighs 
the taunts, ridicule and frustration he ~ undergo33 
According to the meaning of this attitude, people, as social 
beings, have responsibUity, to the extent to which they are capable of 
being respons:ihle, at all ages and in all degrees of achievement. To be 
aware of this responsibility and to do something about it requires sensi-
tivity to others' needs, a desire to help others, and the skill for carry-
ing out these insights. Under this general attitude, Christian courage 
is defined as the will and determination to do what is right no matter 
what the cost ~ be. 
Sympatcy, a necessary element in this attitude, is described 
as the process of thinking .!!1!! another person. 0 Mind-reading" is the 
33union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrii'ice 
Unit, Secondary, P• 1. 
term used to help secondary youth understand the meaning of sympathy • 
Under Factor D, "Courageous Leadership," is the following attitude 
emphasis for the secondary age level: 
Understanding that everyone whatever his jndowments has some 
leadership responsibilities to carry out 
The CRP lessons teach that while youth do not have a:rry choice about whether 
they are leaders or not, they do have a choice as to what kind of leaders 
they will be. "Four secrets of good leadershiptt are included in the 
lessons: 
1. Know what is right •• • 
2. Think of the best ~ to get others to do what is right. 
3• Have the courage to be a good leader - no matter what 1 • 
4. Set a good example; do it quiet:cy. • .3S 
• • 
• • 
The CRP material stresses that youth who follow these "secretsn 
can become good leaders and exercise a wholesome social influence. 
When they do so, they are practicing vicarious sacrifice. 
Advancing to the junior age level, the attitude emphasis for Factor 
A, "Courage, n is: "Developing the determination and the courage to carry 
out one's tasks in spite of fatigue or pains.n36 Since Juniors admire 
courage in the face of physical danger, the CRP lessons emphasize that 
the courage to persist in carrying out one's tasks in spite of fatigue, 
boredom, or pain is the most difficult kind of courage. Because the courage 
3hunion College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Secondary, P• S7. 
3Sibid., PP• SB-6o. 
36
union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Junior, P• 11. 
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to persist is something a junior chil.d has an opportunity to practice 
f1V8r'1 da;y of his life, there is usuaJ.:cy little or no glamor connected with 
it. Nevertheless, at this age level, if childran can be taught to look 
for long-range objectives, they can see that the advantages of sticking 
to a job until it is completed far outweigh the disadvantages of peysical 
discomforts. They can also experience the satisfaction and sense of 
achievement which come from completing a difficult task. 
"Learning the value of making sacrifices for his friends and the 
skills for doing soaJ7 is the attitude emphasis for Factor c, •The ~cs 
of Vicarious Sacrifice," at the junior age level. In these lessons 
Juniors are taught that the secret of happiness is to learn to be sensi-
tive to other people's needs and to find satisfaction in meeting those 
needs, even at cost to oneself. The CBP material points out that sacri-
fice is not an end in itself; it is merel;r a means of contributing to the 
wall-being of others. It is therefore necessary to develop the skills 
which would enable one to help people in emergencies, although these skills 
require long periods of training and preparation. Since vicarious sacri-
fice IIIUSt be based on •know-haw, • the children are encouraged to think o:r 
skills which they could develop, such as learning to stop quarrels or to 
swim, which might some de.v enable them to help others. 
At the junior high level the general attitude emphasis is: ltThe 
courage to undergo UllpOpularity in doing what he believes to be right and 
38 
in returning good !or evil"'. 
As a person matures he becomes more capable of seeing others' 
needs and of helping in a skilled manner. Consequentl;r, different actions 
37Ibid., P• 31. 
38 Union College Character Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Junior High Department, P• 7. 
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are considered sacrificial at each age level. 
Since Junior Highs are stronglf influenced by their peer group, 
it takes real courage and maturity for them to stand for their convictions 
in the face of group pressures. Because Junior Highs crave excitement 
and adventure, the CRP lessons present Christian living as a challenge 
to be strong, creative, courageous, and understanding in spite of the 
risks imolved. 
The attitude emphasis for Junior Highs in Factor A is: "The 
courage to carry on in spite of discouraging experiences involving un-
popularity"~9 At this age level youth begin to have visions of the kind 
of persons they are and what they want to make of their lives. However, 
the pressures of the crowd often lead them to do things which conflict 
with these ideals. 
WhUe living up to one 1 s highest ideals is difficult and may 
bring unpopularity, it need not do so. In these lessons, youth are 
encouraged to learn skills which would help them win other supporters to 
the righteous cause rather than drive them aw;r. Although it is, of course, 
sometimes impossible to influence opponents to share your ideals or to 
work for altruistic goals, the cause of right has a mch better chance of 
winning in azv given situation if it is supported by people with the 
proper skills. Six skills which the CRP lessons recolllllend to Junior Highs 
to help them carry out their visions are: 
l. Be interested in the other person. • • 
2. Pa;y attention and give credit to others for the good things 
they do ••• 
39Ibid., P• ll. 
.3 • Be helpful. when they need help. • • 
4. Be reasonably humble about 7ourself, your achievements, 
and your "righteousness n. • • 
$. Cultivate enough popular skills to have some interests in 
common with your associates. • • 
40 6. Acquire all possible skill in self-expression. • • 
.3.3 
"Melli:lership in and sacrifice for the group114l is the Junior High 
attitude emphasis for Factor B1 "The ~s of Vicarious Sacrifice." 
Three points are emphasized in the lessons concerning this attitude: (l) 
Junior High youth need to learn that their group relationships are im-
portant; (2} they should come to understand that they will have influence 
in their group only as they themselves are accepted and respected; and (3) 
the value of their influence depends on their helping their f'ellow members 
become better persons. 
Junior Highs are encouraged to consider caref'ully the consequences 
of group actions. If they are willing to risk censure from their group, 
they can often change group attitudes by skilled leadership. The CRP 
material stresses that Junior Highs IIIUst be helped to develop the ability 
to stand for the right in such a wa,y that other group 111811i>ers will en-
thusiastically join them in this effort. 
In the attitude emphasis under Factor D, "Courageous Leadership, n 
which is stated as "the dete:nnination to stand for the right even when 
there is social pressure to the contrar,y~ Junior Highs are again reminded 
40rbid., 
-
P• 16. 
~id., P• 29. 
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that it takes great courage to stand for the right when all of one's 
gang or society is doing otherwise. Progressing alwa,ys toward a higher 
ethical level, Junior Highs ought to lmow llhat is right, to have the 
courage to stand for their convictions, and to do it with such skill that 
others will be won to their wa,y of thinking or 1 if not won, will respect 
them for the stand they take. 
Contagious Christianity is the goal of these lessons, not smugness 
or priggishness. Junior Highs are challenged to win supporters for Jesus 
and his wa,y of life by :maldng the right seem attractive to others. 
At the Senior II age level, the attitude emphasis under Factor ~ 
is: "The courage to develop and maintain Christian convictionsn~3 
The CRP lessons on this attitude attempt to help young people understand 
the difference between conviction and rationalization, as well as to 
evaluate their convictions. The lessons stress that althpugh it takes 
courage to maintain Christian convictions, people often practice vicarious 
sacrifice eagerl,y :In order to support the principles they hold most high. 
When Jesus said, "He that loseth his life shall find it1 " he must 
have been convinced that service is a basic law for happy living. Con-
sequentl,y, the attitude emphasis for Factor C in the Senior II lessons is: 
"The abUity to maintain one's determination to serve men, llhatever their 
response"~ Yet one cannot be motivated to serve or pretend to serve 
others by the desire for personal happiness. If one is to practice vi-
carious sacrifice, he must learn to serve others for the good of others 
4Jbnion College Character Research Project, 
Senior II Department, P• 13. 
44 !2.!J!., P• 41. 
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even when they do not want to be served. Because this kind or service 
is dependent on others' needs, and it is sometimes dirricult to knOll' 
their real needs, one is bound to make some mistakes. Nevertheless, it 
is still better to try although such an attempt may bring ridicule and 
resentment;. 
While all the attitudes in the Vicarious Sacririce Unit were con-
sidered in making this stuqy, the attitudes discussed above are representa-
tive or the entire unit, which is based on the Beatitude, "Happy are they 
who are persecuted for righteousness• sake; ror theirs is the kingdom or 
heaven.n45 
The situations in the questionnaire were created to provide oppor-
tunity for the children solving them to manirest these attitudes in their 
solutions. The questionnaire was designed to aheM the youth 1 s tendency to 
appzy these principles rather than how IIIUCh they had learned by stueying 
the CRP lesson materials. 
45Quoted from Matthew 5:10 in the "General Introduction to the 
Vicarious Sacririce Unit" (The Union College Character Research Project, 
Schenectady, New York, 1953), P• 3. 
THE QUBS'l'IOJIKliRE tm:D TO COLDlC'l' IVIDJ5NC15 OF VICARIOUS 
SlCBIFICI .AS PBACTICED Br CIRl'Ailf NDTH GJWll YOtml 
A paper and peucU queetiaamai.re 'liaS the prillar,r tool ued 1D 
collecting m.dence for this research design. A description of the P'U"-
poae, development, and liJdtationa of this questiomaaire follOIIllo 
1.. The Fora and PUJ1)ose of the QaeatioJmaire 
Since no :I.Dat.l'UIIInt existed. to •aau:re the reputed practice of 
vicarious sacrifice 1D individuala or the characteristics related. to it, 
ene had to be created.. 
It -- adviaabls to use a paper and pencU type questionuai.re 
as the •asuring :I.Dat.l'UIIIDt 1D this stuctJ" for the fol.lowing reasonst 
1. Time to work with the youth doiDg the questiGnuaire wae 
liJdted to one class period. of about forty-five llimttes. 
2. Written d.ata which could ba jvdged b;r _.. than one person 
csn be more ob;jectively studied thaD iaformatien ga:insd by :l.nterrien. 
3· Judpenta of ballavior tbroagh leng ~ iat:IJIIate relation•bip 
b;r peers could be recorded. These eee.d more 't'al1d than a single obaena-
tion of an iDdi'Yidllal. 1 a behavior by an outsider. 
4. There could be UDifol'llitr 1D the questions asked and the 
instructiona given. 
$. A_.. accurate ar&~.Tsis could be ade of the d.ata received 
.fiooJI the written questionnaire siDce it could be more cOlllpal'able 1a fOl'll • 
.36 
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6. Alloup:l.ty could be 1101'8 eanq maintained on paper than through 
personal interviews, thus allowing the i!ldividuals to express their real 
.feelings without .fear of identification or criticia. 
The purpose of the questionnaire 'All to prorl.de the followillg 
kinde of infol'lllations 
1. Objective descriptive data about the JOUDg people in the 
118111Pleo 
2. Various t)<pes of behavior in rsaction to specific situations, 
80118 behavior dUIODStrsting acre vicarious sacrifice than other behavior. 
3• Reasons for each kind of behavior as given b,r the person llho 
111ade the response. 
h· A list of youth reputed b,r their peers and teachers as prac-
ticing vicarious sacrifice 110re than other youth. 
s. Ini'o:raation concerning the attitudes of the youth in the 
sample regarding thelllselves, hOM, school, church, their own attitudes, 
activities, interests, and .friends. 
The questiollllBire contained four separate tests; the Face Sheet 
Data Teat, the Situatioul. Test, the IIWho Would" Test and the Sentance 
CCIIIIpl.etion Teat • 
The final .fCll"lll which each o.f these .four parts took ns the re-
sult of extensive ruearch and pre-testing. The writer operated on the 
premise that one hour of pre-testing people the age of those llho would 
do the final queatiamlail'e was worth~ hours of speculation in an 
office. During the development of this questionnaire there were a total 
of seven different pre-tests given to one hundred eighth and ninth grade 
students. The follOIIing account ot the devel.op1111mt of the questionnaire 
and ita TBrious 1'8'fisiou is b8Hd on the IJI81Ttical atlld;y ot into:rmtion 
derived priEr~ trOll this p~test:lng. 
B. The Teats Included :In the Questionnaire 
1. The Face Sheet Data Teat • ....:rhe Face Sheet Data Teat contained 
objective qll8ations aillled at obtaining descriptive inf'Ol'lation about the 
people taking the questioiiDB.ire. It prorl.ded data such as age, sa:, sise 
and status ot £~, and persolllll :lntersats and activities. Several 
questions were :Included with the specif':l.c pvpo• ot obtain:lng :lntormtion 
which 'IIOUl.d Eke it possible to C0111pa1'8 the sUipl.e uaed :In this attldr with 
the national poptllation. TheN questions dealt with the father's and 
. l 
~~ether's eclucation, their oceupatiou, and the sise of the tallil;y • 
.Utbough this part ot the queat1cmpaire required several revisions, 
these dealt ~ with the clari't7 o.t the questions rather than with 
the aaterial. to be :Included. For eraple, several changes had to be -.de 
:In the question concerning the father's occupation before the students 
1IOUld state his specific job :Instead ot a broad, general categor,r. The 
sue ditficult7 •• encountered :In the attempts to acquire specitic :ln-
toration regarding the ,-oung people's church affiliation and social 
acti't'ities. 
At this po:lnt it was necesaar,r to deri.ae a Mans to E:lnta:ln 
the stud81!1t1 s eoD;)'lllit7 and, at the Balle tU., ll8ke the tace sheet data 
available f'or studT and cc.parisoD along with the rest ot the questionnaire. 
This problea 1RUI solved br giYing each person do:lng the qll8stionna1re a 
code nUIIber. The code DDIIIber and the papU 1 s 1111111 and address were put on 
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a separate card which waa to be used caJ;r if turtber i.Dformtion were 
needed at a later date. 'l'be code nuber wu tbe onl1' means ot idctifi.ca-
tion included on the questionnaire itself. As a further ~~eans of preaen-
iDg anoJQJI~:tr~ the queat1orm•1re dicl not ask for the -• of parents~ 
brothers~ or sisters. 'l'he data obtamed. £1"011 this teat will be anal1"se6 
in Chapter Foar ot this dissertation. 
2. 'l'he Situational 'l'eat.--£n effort waa -.de fl'Oll 1;he beginning to 
d8'Yelop a ..anriDg :l.natrument that 1101lld be as close to real life as 
possible. A situatioDal. qaeaticmnaire se.-d to .tUl.f'ill this requirau.t 
JIOl'e adequateq than au.,y otber 't1pe of paper and penoU tool. 
In order to -.Ice the situations in the questionnaire as realistic 
as possible~ the author first atv.disd several hundred Positive Potential 
cards eoncerniDg Junior and Junior High youth~ which are on file in the 
CRP laborator,y. 'l'hese Positive Poteatial cards record actual events in 
the yoUDg people's lives llh1ch have been described by tbnselves or by 
their parents on f0l'll8 supplied by the Character Research Pro;Ject reporting 
program. i'he events had been selected from the parents• reports by 
sta.fi' 11811bers and then typed 011 the cards~ which are ident:U'ied as Positive 
Pote!ll:.ial cards becaue tbe;r ill.uatrate 1;he Tarioue levels of behavior 
of which ehUdren are capable at various ages. 'l'hese cards have been 
catalogued according to age level and topics corresponding to the CRP 
currie'alum 11aterials. 
Twenty-:f'oar sitllS.tions 'W8J"8 ~~elected and edited froa tbe Junior 
and Junior High Positive Potential card tUea for the Vicarious Sacrifice 
~· While the actual solution to the problem or event reported on the 
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Positive Potential card waa used for the test, three other possible reac-
tions were added. 
Three CRP staff II&Jibers nre than asked to rank each situation 
aecord:lng to the llllount of 'rl.cariou sacrifice which could be de.onstrated 
b7 an;y of the four given solutions. It ns folUld b7 this rank1ng that saM 
situations provided IIOl'e opportunity than others for the practice of 
Ticarious sacrifice. Onl;y thirteen of the tnnty-.f'our situations nre 
approved b7 staff ~ers for use in thia :f.nstrulllent. 
The next step was to rank ths fQUl' solutions to ssch situation 
according to tbe degree of Ticarious aacrifice vhieh it displqed. In 
consultation with several CRP staff Embers, it was agreed that four 
criteria could be used to judge whether Ticarious sacrifice was daon-
strated in a given BOlution. Each response wst shows (l) a determina-
tion to sern the needs ot others; (2) persistence in doing right in spite 
of pain, fatigue, unpopularity, or discQUl'age~~ent; (.3) forgiveness and/or 
understanding; and (4) a bumble acceptance of personal J.illlitations and/or 
reaponsibilit, tor the situation. 
On the basis of these criteria, each of the four solutions to 
the thirteen situations nre rated b7 three other staff IISii>ers than tbose 
who helped set up ths criteria. These ratings were grouped, and the 'Various 
solutions were ranked according to ths total acore giTen by ths three 
judges. 
When this process was ce~~pleted, it was fOIUid that the agreement 
tor the best solution was a:ceedingl,y high. The three judges agreed on the 
solution showing tbe 110st vicarious sacrifice in all ths situations but 
ons. In that situation, one solution was ranked first by two judges, while 
the third judge ranked that same solution second instead of first. 
The question vas raised llbether JUDior High students migllt not be 
able to select tbe best anner as tbe judges had done, and there£ore 
choose it for effect rather than as a 81Jibol of what tbs.T would do in a 
sili!Uar lite situat:!.Gn. Previous experience at CRP had indicated that 
people could and would select the right an81111!1r i£ one were giTen rather 
than the one which represented their own babarlor. 
In an attempt to noid this teod81'1.C7 to OYerrate oneself, 
three possible eJq»resaiona of behavior were proTided for each situation, 
in addition to the four giTeD solutions. Although this test is verr 
different f'roll the one described bT S;rlaonds which was uaed by L. Sweet 
in his studies entitled "Persoual Attitudes Test,• the cue for the three 
. 2 
levele of expression waa taken fl'Olll it. 
In t.Ae re'Vil!led fol'll, each person be:i.Dg E"'•ined 1IIB asked to select 
f'roll the four solutions givenr (l) what the person in the situation Yllllted 
110st to dOJ (2) what he would do; and (3) what he should do. The pupils 
tak:i.Dg the test nre asked to 8D81Ml' for the person in the situation rather 
than for tbell8elTes. While this teebnique permitted a more illlpersoual 
approach and a .feelillg of greater ~ty 1 it nsvertheless produced 
persoual responses s:i.Dee the indiTidual IIBking the selection still gave 
hie 01111 opinions.3 
In an attempt to obtain 110re than ;juat a perecmal opinion of an 
indiT.l.dtlal.' s behavior, the pupils taking the test nre alae aalced to select 
2PerciT&l M. S)>laonds, D~ing Peracnalit.y and Conduct, New Yorks 
D • .lppleton..Centvr.r Co., Inc., 1 P• 71i. 
3 See Appendix B. 
the person in tbe group who thq though'&; would be 1110st apt to act in the 
llllllll8r suggested by each solution to e-rery situation. These names were to 
be written in the blanks on the right of each solution. This aspect of 
the questio:rmain later was developed iBto a separate test and is 110re 
tuJ.ly described in another section ot this chapter. 
After this preJ imnary work bad. been done with the adult statt 
JIIBibers, this part of the instrument vas rea.ey- tor its first pre-test 
with youth ot the age leYel to be used in the final st1iJdT. The results 
ot this pre-test were a:xtre.l;r difficult to lll8lyze with ~ degree ot 
reliability. Although there was a wide distrlbutiou ot solutions selected 
tor each level ot expression tor eacJI aituation, there was little uni.tOl'lllit,' 
ot pattern tor 8liJ' student in all situaticma. Because ot the inconsis-
tency :in the type ot solu1oiou selected by eaeh student tor the thirteen 
situations, the :I.Dstru.nt dili not pro'f'ide a clear picture of whether 81JY 
stvdent practiced Yicariou sacrice 110re than au;y other student. 
One atat.f llfllliler felt that perhaps the difficult,' rested with 
the possible solutions giYen to each situation, since three ot the tour 
bad. bean created by the author. It waa suggested that another pre-test, 
in llhieh Olll1' the situatiOJUJ would be illcluded, be given to dit.f'eren1o 
ninth grade students. 
The revised questiolll18ire inclllded the niDB situaticma which bad. 
showed the least distrlbution to the preceding pre-test. :Ro solutions 
to the situtions were provided. For three ot tbe nine situations, the 
students were asked to write in llhat the,r would want to do; tor three 
others, what they should do. The three situations which bad. showed the 
greatest distribllt.ion in the :toner test were also included in this 
second pre-test tG determille whether the distribution relllained high. 
Thirteen eighth and ninth grade students :troll .Ubmr;y aDd 
ScheDected;y took this pre-test. The entire CRP sta:t:t then ranked the 
solutions given b)' the students according to the 81110\mt o:t vicarious 
sacrifice which the,r exhibited. It ~ hoped that this ranking might 
provide new soluti01l11 to the situati01l11 llhich would show a wider range 
o:t viearioos sacrifice and would also be expressed in the language e• r crl:y 
ued b)' the young people. However, it was found thet1 although these 
answers could be ranked w.l.th a high degree o:t reliability 1 the,r act~ 
variecllittle in content :tNa the solutions prerlousl;y given to the situa-
tions in the earlier teat. 
J.t this t:lae another ad'riaor suggested thet perhaps the illper-
sonal nature o:t the situatiou in the :tirst pre-test, llhere solutions 
were provided, did not yield as :truit:tul IU1IIW8l'S as would a more personal 
approach. Consequen~, in the next rerlsion o:t the situational test, 
three eituations were included, w.l.tb :tour solutions given :tor each. For 
each situation, the students were asked to select a:rq of the :tour given 
solutions to c0111plete the following .tat.-utsa •I:t I were in thia situa-
tion, I would like to ••• •; •I would :teel I ought to. • .n; DI probably 
would. • .• Since it had been possible to rank the anssers to open-ended 
questions written b)' the students in the previous teat, three situations 
o:t this tn~e nre also included in this pre-test. 
:l:llle students .f'roll the Forest H1lJ.a Presb)'terisn Church of Forest 
Hill.B, PtmllSJ'lvania, ansnred this pre-test. The results showed that 
again tbe lll'itten-in solutions to the situations were rankable and that 
these 8D8119rs presented a vide range ot poss:lble solutions. However, the 
three situations vbere the solutions wwe proT.I.ded showed leas distribu-
tion than had ed.ated in the earlier testa libere the questions were 1101"8 
illlperaoual.. 
In the uaxt pre-teat, the opu-anded situational teat was used in 
preference to the type vlwrs :amltipl~oice solutions were providad. 
The open-ended situations had the ad't'autage ot giving the student an 
opportlmit¥ to state ~ he 'IIOUJ.d act the wq he wrote he 1IOUld behaTS 
in his solution to each situation. Tbia brought a new eleamt, a IIOtiva-
tional factor, to the data obtained. A. turther advantage was that the 
student vaa not intluenced in his solution by the nggestions ot the 
author ot the questionnaire, since each atadent had to create his Cllnl 
solution instead ot •re~ selecting one answer frioJa givan solutions. 
Consequentl;r, the answers an"Pd to reprssent a :.ore valid expression ot 
the stndeut.1 a behavior. A tiDal adTantage was that the anavers giTan to 
the open-ended questions could be ranked with a high degree of reliabUi't)'. 
Four open-ended situations wwe selected for the tiDal inatrwaant. 
These '1181'9 chosen on the bases ot distribu.tion and poteut.ial vicarious 
aaeritice d.elllonatrated in the ensvers aeCUIIIllated by the pre-tasting. 
These situations in'folved behavior with peers and adults vben there were 
ethical problems to be solved. The situations nre written so that the,y 
would app~ equall:y 1l8lJ. to either 118lt• They' were situations that could. 
eas~ happen to alaost an;r niut.h grade person. k 
'!'he results obtained !roa this test are dUcuased 1n Chapter Five of 
this dissertation • 
.3. '!'he "Who Would• '!'est.--Ear:Qr in the preparation of the Situa-
tional Test, it vas realized that answers could be given to the situations 
'IIIlich did not tral;y represent the person's behavior pattern. '!'he question 
then arose, hOY could a person's no1'1181 bahaTior pattern be judged 
according to the amoant or Ticarioua sacrifice he practices. 
The possibUity of obaerrl.ng the students in the classrooa, 
p~ground, or in other social activities was considsred. '!'b;il. proce-
dure vas rejected !or several reasons. (1) Individuals de not behave in 
the presence or strangers the sue as they aight behave when alone with 
their own .f'riends and associates. (2) At best, the nllllber and kinds or 
situations that could be observed in thie fashion would be l.illited. (.3) 
J.a obsernr 110uld alwa;rs reJII&in on the •autside" and could not possibl;r 
observe tbe person's 110tivation. (4) i'he intOl'lll&tion gained tl'OII observa• 
tions cauld be too depeilldent upon the llllbjective reactions or one person, 
the observer, rather than on the actual behavior ot the stlldtmts ~ 
selves. Because of these l.i:mitations it 'AS felt that little knOYledge 
or a person's real behavior pattern cauld be gained by such structured 
observation. 
It was then decided to utilize a technique s1wi1ar to the 
•Oaess Who• Test ~loyed by Hart.shoma and Ma,y in their studiea .5 
. 
This procedure 1IOI1ld have the adnntage of peers' rank1ng or one auother 
on the basis of behavior obnrved emil' a longer period of tiae. It 
would also be doll8 by those intblate:q inYolved in the behavior pattems 
of the person being judged. AD additional adTalltage would be that the 
results liOuld be based on the judpents of a large number of people, not 
jut one. 'l'o strengthen the reliability of this test, it 1188 decided to 
have the teachers, who were 110st fllllil:iar with the pupils being tested, 
also rank the pupils according to the 81101Ult of vicarious sacrifice they 
displayed in their general behavior with adults snd peers in the school 
enrirolllll8!1t. 
This type of III!&SUl'elllllnt has, of course, certain possible nak-
nesses. (1) The IIOSt popular or best lmo1m studeJII;s are apt to be 
selected whether the testing be for 't'icariou sacrifice or for so119th1ng 
else. Even teachers have been lmo1m to attribute character traits to 
studeJII;s who had real:q showa onl;r ca.petence in the subjects the teacher 
was teaching. H0118V'81", it might be asked whether this ia a real nakness. 
'!'here ia the possibilit;r that a student 1 s popularity :u;y be based, in part 
at least, on the fact that he does practice vicarious sacrifiee in his 
associations with others. Ia aJr¥ event, 'llhile no final coiiClusions csn 
be reached by thia procedure, definite trends csn be observed. A second 
nakness is that, :In a measur .. nt such as thia, all judglllents would be 
subjective. 
In spite of these wall:rlesses it 1IU believed tlat no known test 
would obtain the inforu.tion ueeded better than the IIOuess Who• type. 
Consequent:q, it 1IIUJ decided to iiiClude a •Ouess Who• type of test in 
the questionnaire used in thia study • '!'his test is lmo1m as the lllfho 
Would• Test. 
During the ear:cy- f'or.atin stages of' the questicmnaire1 the "Who 
Would• 'l'eat vas included with the Situational Teat. 6 J.f'ter each student 
had cOIIpleted the Situational 'l'eat in which .U.tiple choice anavers were 
given., he 1IU asked to go back to the beginning and write the JWI8II ot 
the people in his class who vould be :ust like:cy- to solve the situations 
according to each of' the f'our given eoluti8DS to each situation. 'l'he 
sue individual could be-d •re than ODCe if' hie clasSlll&te taking the 
teat act~ belieYed hs would behave in the giTa faabiOll• 
Although this Ethod was aatisf'actor.r 1 it had several disadvantages. 
It f'orced the students to think negativel;y of' oDe another, since SOM 
solutiou showed little or DO positive behavior. Vhi.le this was unde-
sirable in itself', it also lessened ths reliability of' the teat. 'l'he 
st'Ddeul;s 118re reluctant to express their true f'eelings about their clasa-
•tes, f'or f'ear their negatin attitudes would soMhov get back to the 
persona whoa they were describing. .Anotber 118alaless vas that oftal the 
students thought o~ in teru Gt a particular sex or of' the speeif'ic 
situation. Genaral.iu.tion was dif'f'icult f'or them. If' they had uver seen 
a person perf'ol'll the ~citic act described. in the situation, they 118re 
unable to pereein that the giftn situat:l.en nevertheless ref'lected behavior 
which was typical of' s0118 indi'ri.dual in the class. Moreover, it was ver,r 
ditf'icult tc ~ze the answers which were given., because ot the incon-
sistency in the type ot behavior attributed to scae students. For example, 
ona ;routh was pickecl. b7 various students so that his name appeared atter 
eTe1'7 possible solution. At the other extra., SOlie ;routhe were not 
selected eYen once tor a:JIT solution. It 111.11 ob'Yioua that the IIWho 
Would• test in tbis fol'll did not produce into:naation that could be 
cODSidered reliable enough tor aD&J,ysis. 
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Because of these disadvantages, as wJ.l as the changed tol'll ot 
the Situeticmal test, it was necessar,r to reTise COIIIpletel;r the socio-
•tr:l.c part of the questiozmairee the first re'ri.sion vas in the fora of 
a paragraph which vas 'lll'itt811 to describe the aspect ot vicarious sacri-
tice being studied. Each youth was asked. to ll8liiB tin other stUiiellts 
taking the test who would tit this description. Honver, the peragraph 
proved to be too general and abstract tor the yotmg people to understand. 
Moreover, the boys tended to vote tor bo;ys, and the girls, for girls. 
In place of the geueral paragraph, two ahort, ure specific 
stat .. nts were 'lll'itten in an attempt to describe vicarious sacrifice 
both in interpersonal relationsh:l:ps and in ethical problells. Each 
stud&llt was then asked to select t110 bo;rs and t110 girls who would be Eat 
apt to act in the described IIIIDD8r. this version eliminated the tendeney 
for those being tested to select onl;r persons of their own eex and also 
1'8110Ved the ugative aspect of the questionDaire • 
.After the student bad selected two boys who would be ust apt to 
act in the described unner, he 1IU asked to give his reasons for nning 
the persons be did. The 88118 procedure 1IU follewed after the selection 
of the girls. This provided intoru.tion to explain the selections made 
and also indicated whether the person taking the test understood the question. 
this revised tom was pretested with the thirty-three pnpils in 
the Van Corlear EJnentarr School in Scheaectsd;r. 'l'hrse tsachers who mew 
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all of the students nll were asked to list three bofs and three girls 
who would be most like:Q' to behave in the anner described in the sue 
two paragraphs used b7 the students in eelacting one another. The teachers 
ware also asked to - three boys aDd three girla who would be least 
l.iJall1' to behave that wq, and than to gin their reasons for their sel-
tione.7 A mere detailed acc011Ilt of the method used in handling the 
data obtained and tha results of it :l.s giftD in Chapter Four of th:l.e 
d:l.ssertation. 
4. The SenteDCe Csl.et:l.cm fest.-It was felt ona pert of the 
questiOJlllaire should be a test 1lhich vould reTeal certain feelings which 
the :yov.th being questioned had abclut 'theuelves and their emiroument • 
It :l.s not 8D01Igh ·to laHnr the objective detailli of the person' • l:l.:te and 
envirollllleJlt as obtained in the Face Sheet Data feet, but one 8hould liDalr 
the indi:r.l.dual1 s reaction coDCerning these things. Six .ajor areas were 
coneidereda 118118:Q', the st11dent1 s att:l.t11da toward (l) hilllself; (2) h:l.s 
home and fami.l1'J (3) h:l.s school; (4) h:l.s church; (5) h:l.s 118Dtal and 
plv's:l.cal characteristics; and (6) h:l.s interests, activities, aDd .f'r:l.sllds. 
In its orig:I.Dal form, th:l.s test was in six parts corresponding to 
8 
the areas listed above. fhere vas a brief general introducto:ey state-
meDt to each pert, listing a DUIIber of things in the broad area which 
influence people to be the ldDd of pereou the:y are. fh:l.s stateii8Dt was 
foll011ed b7 the qtK~stion, •In 'lt'bat wq did. these influence :you to solve 
7 See Appendix E. 
8s.. .&.ppe:adix c • 
the above situati01l8 in the lllll!lll8r you dici?• After several pre-tests, 
it was found that this type of' question was too ge118ral and d8B'9nded too 
IIIIJCh introspection for ninth graders. Their answers, when given1 bad 
little maaning and indicated that the students did not understand the 
question. 
'l'lro major changes were made during the re'rlsion of' thia test. 
The first major sblplif'ication was to include a check list of' items 'llb1ch 
influence a person. in each of the six lllljor areas. The student was uked 
to check the it8111 llbich influences biJII .est and to write a stat~t re-
gardiDg that ita. The other major change was in vbat was requested in 
the statement. Instead. of requiring the student to relate hia statEIIISIIt 
to the situatiOD&l test axamples1 the re'rlsed version permitted hia to 
write a general description of the influence of' the item checked or to use 
specific• real life illustrati01l8 from hia own experience. 
Even in this sblplified fora, the questions were too difficult 
for D.inth graders, and the results, .for the most part1 were f'ruitless 
in d8110nstrating the d;yDam:l.c forces in the individual' s lite. Conse-
quent:cy, another type o£ question was deaed necessary. Fro. the testing 
of' several hundred young people at the CBP ps.rchological laboratory, it 
had been found that a sentence c011pletion test si•ilar to the one used 
by J • Shor, Fol"lll V, cl.ear:cy revealed certain personality characteriatics.9 
Using the sentence COIIpl.etion test by J. Shor as a guide, twenty-lliml 
sentence COIIIpletion phrases were included in the questionnaire whlle the 
10 previous:cy described f'ora was still being pre-te.ted. Sentence COIIIpletion 
'See John Elderkin Bell, Projective Techniques (New York: Longmans1 
Green, 1948), P• 49. 
lOses Appendix D. 
tests are composed of phrases llhich are to be c0111pleted by the persons 
being tested, preferab:cy with the first thought that c0111es into their 
llillds. The persona doing the saateme capletion are to work rapidJ;r aDd 
are not to spend a great deal of t:t.e thinking vbat they should sq. 
There.t'ore, the anawers are spontaneous and reveal 1111ch of a person's 
emotional feeling. 
The twent;r-aine sent.ance cgpletion phrases produced soae 
interesting insights into the nature of the student's personallt;r. When 
the s:b: general questions, 8'Vell in their silllplitiAKl form, :failed to 
produce the desired results, they were discontinued. The INI!ber of sentence 
capletion phrases was then increased to ninet;r-rour. In the pre-test with 
the niDet;r-tour stat811S11ts, it was found that this llllllber made the question-
naire toe leng for the students' attention span snd tor the t:t. allotted 
tor the total test. Morecm~r, there were man;r phrases llhich did. not pro-
dllce 8111' significant information. .&.tter the results had been care.f'lllly 
&na:cyzed, it was possible to reduce the Dlllllber of phrases to tift;r-one. 
These were divided into the six general areas listed abOYe and were followed 
by a g&eral open-ended question tor each area, thus alloring each student 
to Eke additiODal c0111118Dh not included in the OOlllpletion sentences.11 
A nllli:ler ot weaknesses ware recognised in this teet. (l) Although 
sen:tence COllpletion did. reTeal 1111ch Taluable information about the per-
sonalitiss ot the people ansnr:l.ng the questionnaires, it did not relate 
direct:cy to the eituationa in the Situational Test. (2) B;y the very uture 
ot the test, a lot o:r •sart• answers could be given, but even the cleY&reat 
llsee Appendix E. 
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studem would find it dif£icult to think up ti!t;y-ooe 1llpudant U181fers 
for all the various areas covered in these q,.stio!l8o (3) .l person 
cannot be judged by a single seut;ence he baa cc:.pl.eted, although certain 
limited conolusiol!UI can be dra1ln llhen these semences are cOIIbined and 
c011pared with the stateaents of others • 
.l cOliiPlste ana:Q'sis of the data obtained in this test and the 
conclusions reached are found in Chapter Six of this Dissertation. 
C • LD:I.tatiou of the Questionnaire 
Before drawing 8l:ltY conclusions or making 8l:I;,Y :lmplicatio!l8 about 
the in:rOl'lllation gained fro. the illstrallellt described in this chapter, 
one IIUst be aware of its lilllitationa and possibilities. 
Pl"ffbabl;r the greatest limitation of this test is tha't it is a 
paper and pencU tool, which Jeans that writing is the Olll7 tecllnitfa8 
of coammication. Some anllllllll's to questions Jl8iY not adequatel;r express 
the feelings of a studeut; in a particular situation. Since :MJJi1 people 
do DOt express themselns well in writiDg, and others, because of their 
l.aok of abilit;r to spell or write laglbl;r, hesitate to write at all 
or write as little as possible, and a f• rebel at &liT kind of written 
test. 
.l second limitation is that written situations or questions in 
a questionnaire often do not stillulate ths IIIIIGtional inTolv81119nt of a 
real life situation. In real life situations, 'IIbera a person IIUSt act 
with his total seltJ 1111D;Y 110ra detaila and hlplications are involved than 
can be described in a brief written stat-t. Conseqllentl;r, the validity 
of arq amnrer is effected. 
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A third l.iDd.tation is that a large percentage ot the written 
answers mq be based on knowledge ot an ethical code rather than the 
actual behavior pattern ot the iDdi'riclual. It ia rel.ati~ eaq tor a 
student to write that be would help a per- ill need, but it is another 
thing tor hi.a to actual.:cy do it at incenvenieJloe to IWiselt. Even it the 
student were trying to be entire:b' honest, no one can eYer 1aJov exactl,y 
llbat he wuld do ill a real situation lriwilar to the ~tical oDe 
which is described. .Horeonr, tor those 1lbo were eager to llllke a good 
:blpression on the tester, there 1188 alwa;ys the t~tion to write answers 
which the student believed would be apprCJY~ rather thaR answers vb1ch 
represented their tzu behavior. 
Another li.a1tation was the tiM span ot forty-tin to s:lxty 
llimztes. While this was plenty ot tille .for the .fast worker, other students 
aq have felt nshed. In addition, siDee the written questionnaire was 
given to all students on the s8118 ds,y, 801118 IIIQ" have felt ill or discouraged 
at that particular tU., when ord.iDaril,y thq aq have been alert and 
happy. There was no wa;y ot determining such individual diti'erences which 
ld.ght iDfluence the student's answers. These pJ:vsical or emotional l:!EI.-
tationa are no:naal and, to a Ye1'7 large extent, cannot be avoided. It 
ia probable that these Tal'iations in pJ:vsical condition and feelings are 
no greater ill a questionnaire setting thaR in orciinarJ lite situations. 
Since it was decided to distinguish experiences rather than persons that 
sholred vicarious eacritice ill the situational test, the reactions to the 
8ituations wre probabq quite no:naal tor a group ot children • 
.An attempt was ll&lie to keep all the above lllllltioned li.a1tations to 
a Jr!nimm in the instrument used in this atucl;y. In the pre-testing, tor 
example, a question which was llisuJideratofld was discll8sed with the student 
who had llillinterpreted it aDi 1lll8 thea reworded far the next pre-teat, 
untU eve:ey ;routh seemed to 'llllderatand. the meaning of all the questions. 
Where situations were ansnred. earel.es~ or flippantly, the description 
and COIIplexit,r were ohaDged 1111tU -rr situation included in the inatl'll-
ment seemed to present a challenge to the students taking the test. Where 
the answers to the pre-teats were too 8hozot or inc0111plete to be ~sed, 
reTisions were ude which encouraged the students to write more coaplete 
auwers. Filially, in an atte19t to <mU"O- the tlrlrd l.ildtation, 11111D;f 
things were done to 1111.118 the situations as realistic as possible. B)' 
kl!leping the answers 8DQD1JIIDUII, each student was atl'Ollgly encouraged to 
answer exactly the 1RV he felt. 'l'he inat:rv.ctions po:inted out that 
since there were 110 right or lll'ODg IUIIIV8l'll1 only his ova 8ll81l8l" would be 
tile right oll8 for hia. 
XeYel"thelees, the effects of the l.ildtations still exist to a 
degree, in spite of these attaapts to !riniwfze thea. For that reason, 
especially in the situationsl and sentence ctlllpl.etion parts of the question-
naire, it can O!ll1' be said with certainty thet the 11DS118rs obtained are 
atateamts which represented what 1188 a satisfYing response for each youth 
at a giTen tiae, thet there was a nff:l.ciently vide range in the answers 
to perwi.t thea to be 1'lll1ked with a high degree of reliability, and that 
there was a 11lliqueaess about each persoa' s ansvers which would :l.ndicate 
that he 1188 revealing scathing of hiaself. 
THE SAMPLE OF YOUTH AND J!ETHODS OF DIFl!WIA.TDfG THEM 
ACCORDING '1'0 REPUTED PRA.C'fiCE OF VICARIOUS SA.CRIFICJ: 
The aample of ;reuth selected to complete the questionnaire is 
described in this chapter. The 1118thod the author used in differentiat-
ing the ;youth in the sample froa - u.otber according to their reputed 
practice of certain attitudes of Yicarious sacrifice ia also preseated. 
A. The Suple ot Youth 
It was necessary to select a group of ;routh which would -t 
the re~ts ot this stucV" regarding bath size aDd cOJDpOsition. 
1. The Selection ot the Sp5!'!e.-.The sample used in this stlUly 
contaiDed a good imli:,er of CRP J'CI1IDi people. Because of the emphasis placed 
on the concept in the CRP edliCaticmal program, this se8118d desirable. 
The ;routh of the First Retozwd Clrarch of SchenactadT seellled a 
natural choice for nch a suple. This church has been in the CRP pro-
gram tor 11&111' ;rears. It has a statf which supports thia progl'UI aDd 
which receiTes guidance froa close association with the CRP st;aff. Be-
cause 111m11 Mllbers of the CRP staff are &lao •IIbera of this church, tbq 
are able to giTe mre addit1cmal leaderelrip to the church school progl'UI 
there than to a1q other CiP church. HoreOYer1 the First Retozwd Church 
through the ;rears has cooperated. to a high degree in the experiMntal and 
research aspects of the CRP prograa. FinaJJ;y1 the pl'Qldaity of the church 
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to the CRP headquarters ade it feasale to obtain additio:aal :l.nforaa-
tion abov.t the youth and their furlliee if this se81118d mcessary. 
Upon iDqui.r1 1 the church leaders :l.nfoJ'IIIId the 111"1ter thet a 
large Dll!lber of the failise of the Gburch liTed in IT1slar;yuD&1 a residen-
tial eubul'b of Scheneotad;J' 1 and thet the yO\Ulg people f'rolll these families 
attellded the Vsn Ant'llltl'P School. 
Arrangeaents were then ade with the priDcipal and teachers of 
the Van Antwerp School to have two Dilath grade hoM roou, where aost 
of the CRP trained yoa.th 118l'e loeated, ansnr the questioml&1re during 
sn ele'Nil o'clock stud;y period. '!'here ware seven CRP trailled children 
in these tvo home rooms. 'l'he questionnaire vas adlll:inistered by the 
author, nth the aseistance of the stuq period teachers. 
Si.Dee the author had Mver at aiV of these yO\Ulg people, he 
._.not identified by thea as a ..Uer of the CRP staf'£1 rather the youth 
1l8re told that he •• a graduate at'lldeat at Boston University. While the 
students UDderatood that the :l.nforaatioa obtained f'rolll the questionnaire 
... to be used in a doctoral dissertation, nothing was aa1d to identify 
the test with CRP or the cOJICept of vicarious sacrifice. 
2. 'l'he Sin of Sa!!ple-'l'here wre forty-aeven youth who vorked on 
the questiODDaire for the entira fOl'tir-five llinute stud;y period. 'l'vo 
additional stlld.ents arrived late but 1181'8 unable to complete it. Bec&ll8e 
two of the or~1ul forty-ven copied .t'roa each other, gave flippant 
11J18118l'a1 and left IIII!V bl.anks1 their qussticmnaira annera could not be 
used for 11%184'sia in this stud;r. 'l'hia left fOl'tir-five questiODDairea 
proper:q completed that cCiiUld be used in the anaJTais. In the 11a11ple of 
forty-five youth thera were twenty-tw girls and t.nty-three bo;rs. 
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The 111100operative attitude of the two boya lllll!l;ioud above 1163 
illdicate that all thoae who 0011pleW the test are y1JJ1pg to practice 
vicarioua aacritice to a degree, and tbat thia test d.oea not i.aclude 
thoae who would be least apt to follolr thia high Christian pri:Aciple. 
Since it 11&8 aot knom 'IUltil after the questionMirea vere 
anal7zed that tae testa of these tw b.,a would haTe to be diaearded, 
then beys qre iaeluded when their peer• and taachera 11111'8 ranking the 
group according to thoae 110at apt or leut apt to practice Yicarioua 
aacritiee. Aa a reault of the votiag by peera and teachers, then two 
boya wuld haTe placed ill the group leaat apt to practice Yicarioua saer:l.-
tice had their questiOIIII&irea be• ued in the atud;r. 
3o COJII)!!ition of the S•eyle.-when it waa decided that the aaaple 
to be uaed ill this atud;r ahould contain a IIWiber of CBP chil.dreD., it wall 
recognised that fiD'T aueh a1111ple 'lfiNld not be a t;,p:lcal. aegErdi of the 
total United states population. 'l'he CBP population, according to the 
fiDdings of ita om Canna Stud;r, g-ral.l1' coll8s .froa an upper lliddle 
clua :l.ne0118 group, ld.th an eclucatioul level CODBiderab]T above the 
anrage population. The 70uth of lrialurl71ma were alao expected to fol.lolr 
thia pattem. 
Fna the data colleeted 1n the questionnai.re, it wall possible 
to c011pare the aaple ued. ill thia stu!V' ld.th the natioul population in 
aome illportamt ereaa such aa the educati.Gnal level of the pareuta, and 
the oecupatilllll.a of the fathera. 
a. Fo1'118l. Educational Level o~ Parents 
Below is a coaparison of the educational level of the parents 
of youth m the sample with that of all people O'f'er twenty-five m the 
United States m 1952. 
(l) Male 
COLLEGE 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 
ELEMENT ARt 
SCHOOL 
Males - Ecl:u.cation 
Percentage of persons 25 years old and over 
by school years completed 
4 or aore years 
l to 3 years 
4 years 
l to 3 years 
8 years 
$to 7 years 
l to 4 years 
JIJone 
8.2% 73.7% 
7.5% 4.7% 
20.7% 17.<>% 
16.6% 4.7% 
20.~ 
14.9% 
7.o% 
2.11% 
JIJational Total 97 .$%. Source of error - listing scores m whole per cents 
and 1.5% of aale population did. not report 
The table shows that 81.8% of the males 25 years of age or older 
in the national population han had four years of high school education 
or less, while onl1' 21.7% of the fathers of youth m this study fall 
into this categorr. ll'earl;r 711% of these fathers have had four or 110re 
years of college education, but onl;r 8.2% of the total United States aale 
lobart Jlo. 129. Persou l4 years old and over, by years of school 
0011pleted by age and aax: 19$2, Statistical Abstract of the United. States 
19$6 (77th anma] edition, Washington, D.C.: u:S. Bureau of the Census, 
19$6) 1 P• lll. 
population has bad this .u;r years of f'Ol'IIIBJ_ education. This means a 
dif'ference of' 65.6% between the snple and the national populations in 
the n'Wii:ler of' men who have completed college. 
(2) Female 
Females - Education 
Perceatage of pereons 25 yeare old and aver by 
school years c0111pleted 
COLD!:GE 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 
ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL 
k or more ;years 
1 to 3 years 
4 years 
1 to 3 years 
8 ;reare 
5 to 7 years 
1 to 4 years 
None 
Sample l9$S 
National Total 99.2%. Source of' error - total population not reporting 
The margin between the 11111011llt of f'omal education of mothers of 
youth in the 88111Ple• as compared rlth the total United States female 
population twenty-five years of age or older. is not so great as that 
of the males. but it is still impressive. While nearll' 27/. of both the 
YOJDen in the national population and the mothers of' youth in the sample 
bad f'1n1shed high school, there is wide T&riation at other educational 
levels. None of the youth in the sample indicated that their mothers had 
2rb1d., P• m. 
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had less than .tour years o.t high school education, but S9% or tile 
naticmal. female population falls into this categol'7. Fi.i'ty-tbree aDd 
three teDths per cent ot tbs mothers of tile suple had .finillhed college, 
but o~ .$.7% or all 1fOII8l'l 1n the United States are college graduates. 
bo Occupational Pattern of Malee 
As the educational leTel of tile fathers of the SIIJI4lle COlllpared 
with the national le"Yel 1IOUld indicate, there is a vide difi'erenee in 
the occupational patterns of the t110 populatiOllBo 
on:cy five or tae eleVeD aa;)er ocou.pational grcraps listed by the 
United States Census Bureau were f'ound iB the slllllple population. h the 
chart; below, tbs pereeutages of the national male population are giveD 
for these u.jor occupational groupe whers cc.parison with fathers et 
children in the sesp'<- is possible • Tile reuilrl.ng SS% of the male United 
States population, which is not shown Oll the chart;, comprise the other 
ajor occupational groups, 81ICli u faiWrs aDd flll'lll ~gers, pri"Yete 
household workers, 88X'Yiee workers, and laborers. 0nJ.7 S% of the fathers 
claaa1:N.ed as operatives and kindred workers, as cOIIp&l'ed with 20% ot the 
national male population. The pereeDtages of crattnen, fo~eD, and 
kindred 110rkers 1n both populations ware ai•ilAr, 15% aDd 18.6%, 
rsapeetivel1', for the Ballple and DatiODal populations. There was a smaller 
percentage of sales worlc&rs in the 11811ple than national..q 1 but the ~ 
eeDtage of :unagera, officials, aDd p:ropristors was twice as great as the 
total United States IIIBl.e labor population. 
In the sample, ~-two, or SS%, of' the fatllers .fell into the 
categorr of professional, tedlaieal, and kindred workers, although ~ 
6J. 
7.3% of the United States male labor force in 1950 could be so classified. 
This category of professional and technical workers shows the largest. 
deviation from the utional pattern and is consistent with the higher 
educational level of the fathers of :youths in the Slllllple. The following 
chart shows this inforu.tion more clear:cy-. 
Major Occupation Group and Class of Worbr or E!lplgred Persons3 
llational Population Stated in Thousandsr 
Professional, technical, 2,971 7o3 22 55.0 
and ld.ndreci workers 
Managers, officials, and 4,.3ltl 10.7 9 22.5 
proprietors, except fiiDI 
Salea worbrs 2,597 6.4 1 2.5 
crsn-. fore:lleD and 7,547 16.6 6 15.0 
ld.ndreci workers 
Operatives and kindred 8,120 20.0 2 5.0 
worbrs 
Totals 40,519* 45.o 40* 100.0 
*'rhe occupations of five fathers of the supl.e 11ere not reported. 
One per cent of the total United States lllale labor force was 
not reported. 
These cqparisons of the supl.e and the national populations 
cleer:cy- indicate that the suple used in the study' is not typical of the 
3Ibid., Chart No. 253, Major Occupation Group and Class of Worbr 
or Employed Persons, 'b7 Se:x, 1946 and 1950, P• 206. 
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national population. The educational level. ~ parents of the ;rouths in the 
stuey was -ch higher than the national level. A much larger proportion 
of the .fathers were in professional, techDical, or aanagerial occupatiou 
than were their counterparts in the United States population. 
However, 1lhen the qusstiODT!8'ires were being anal.;rzed, it was dis-
covered that these areas where the saple :ls not t::rpical~ucational 
leTel ot parents and occupations o.f .fathers did not appear related to 
the practice o.f vicarious sscri.fice. In these areas there were onl,y 
slight differences within the sample betwen the top and bottom groups, 
;ret there were other 11arlted distinctions within the sample between the 
group IIOSt apt to practice ricarious sacrifice end those who were least 
apt to practice it. 
B. Ditterentiation of Groups Based on Data .froa the "Who Would• Test 
Be.fore the characteristics related to the practice of ricarious 
sacrifice could be identit'ied, it wes necessar,y to separate those within 
the sa11ple who were most apt to practice ricarious sacrit'ice, fl:oaa those 
who were least apt to do BOe The most feasible end valid way of doing 
this se-.ed to be to have the claeSIIIltes end teachers of the chUdren 
IlPke the selections on the bss:ls of their observation end expar:lsnce. 4 
'1'wo d:lscrildnatoey questiona ot the who-would t::rpe were in-
cluded in the "Who Would" Teet o£ the questionnaire. One ql'lestion 
dealt with the ethical aspect of ricarious sscrit'ice, and the other with 
the unselfish aepect of it. Three teachers, as well as the chUdren, 
were asked similar questions. 
hs .. Chapter In. 
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The first question concenad an ethical probla and 1la8 stated 
as .rolJ.ous •r.r you ware to take an unpopular stand in your class far 
something ;rou believe ia right aDd ought to be done, llho in this roo111 
would be 1110st apt to stand for tbe right with ;rou? Hue two be7s and 
two girls in this room • .S A!'ter the selections wre made, the children 
were asked to give the reasons llh;y tbe;r selected the persons the;r did. 
This question 111.s designed to ideutii)' the ethical quality in 
Ticarious sacrifice as .anii'ested by peopls and observed by others. 
This attitude ia stated in the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit or the CRP 
Mterials at the Junior High leTel as .-.rhe determination to stand far the 
6 
right llT8Il when there is soc:lal pressure to the contrar,y .• 
Requiring the pupils to select wo bo:ya and two girls 1a known aa 
forced choice, llhich preVI!IIlts the bO)"'I .f'roa selecting all bo,ys, and the 
girls, all girls. This requirement 1"811a9'ed an:r aez: bias which llight 
ctberwdae han akewd the results. Tbere were twenty-two girls and 
tvent;r-three bo;rs included in the suple o.r fort;r-fiTe. 
In order to detel'llline tbe validit;r o.r these selections, it was 
necessar;r to know if the youths understood the bases on llhich the;r wre 
to make thea. Therefore the queation was uked after each set of choices, 
"Wcy do you think tbese bo:ya (or girls) would take an unpopular stand for 
the right with youJ• 7 
Ssee Append±.t E. 
6union College Character :Research Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
Unit, Junior High Depart.aeJit, P• 16. 
7see Appendix E. 
Since each of the forty-five youths was ulced to give a reason 
for selecting the bo;ys he did1 and alao a reason for selecting the g:ll-ls1 
nillet,' reasons for Jla!d.ng the selection nre possible. However, onl;r 
eight]'-one 8JlS118l'S were actual.ly given, the other nine being left blank. 
Of the eightJ"-one answers, three indicated that the reaBOlUII for which the 
selections were to be -.de were not ftiJ.q understood. Three others ada 
the:ll- selections onl;r on the basis of .friendshjp, IRlch as "'l'he;y like • 
and would probably stand up for ma,• or "Because we're good friends.• 
TwentJ"-one of the ans118l'S included floislldahip u one influencing factor in 
the choice but also included other re&BOns as wll. Typical answers of 
this ldnd are: "Because ths,y are lQ' !riends and not afloaid of criticism," 
and "Because ths,y llight think the - wq as I ®; we are fairly close 
.friends .• This type of 8llBII9r was considered Talid because the wrding 
or the question illpl.isd that the respondent felt he would be do:lng right. 
Ot course, what is 111811Jlt by 8rigbt" here is purely subjective and 1111st be 
defined by each person IUISifer.l.ng the qu.estiOJ!I:Iaire. 
FittJ"-four anarers clearq llhOII'ed that the children understood 
what was to be considered in making their selections. fypical ~ 
:from this group area fiThey do not t:ey to • go with the cl'OIId,' but think 
for thellselves"'; "They are both broad"''llinded people and can see both sides 
of the problem and are willing to fight for what they believe to be right•; 
"These two boys have their IIIWn belief's and are not influenced by the 
beliefs of others.• 
It was tmf'ortlUI&te that the question, "Who wuld stand with you 
for the right,• was aaked in IRlCh a wa;y that floiandship -.s almost :llaplied. 
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Yet wben seventy-five o:r the eight.f-one llllSiiers given included ideas of 
people standing for the right in spite of social pressure to the con-
trary 1 the eighty-one selections lltl.de by the entire group were tabulated 
:ror this stuey • 
A second discrilrdnating question waa asked in order that those 
people who would be moat apt to help others could be distinguished fl'OII 
those who would be least apt to do so. rbe question 1RI8 aaked: •some of 
your classmates are willing to help others and to work :for the good of 
the group; others seem to think 01'Lcy' of their own interests and welfare. 
!lame below two boys and tw girls in this rooa now who you think are 
most apt to help others, with little concern for the inconvenience it 111q 
8 
cause thea.• This question waa intended to ident:Uy those persons who 
exurplifisd the unselfish quality o:r vicarious sacr:l..fiee, which is dis-
cussed in the CRP materials at the JUDior High level of the Vicarious 
Sacr:l..fiee Unit in "Attitude Eapbasis 3l lfeJabersh:ip in and sacrifice for 
the group." 
Here, as in the first discrl:ldllatoJ.'7 question, the choice of 
two boys and two girls was sought. The respondents were again asked to 
stete wl:ty thEir chose the partieular boys and girls they did. 
The wrding in this question was apparent:cy- much clearer, since 
all eight.f-one of the answers given shoved an understandhg of what was 
wanted. CoDIIequent:cy-, all selections were couidered 't'alid. Typical of 
the ansvars which were gi,_: ll'fhey have, in the past, been V8J.'7 capable 
of doing a good job at .oat things. They coDBider their duties more 
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iqlortaut. than their pleasure.• (S.!)0) 9 "Because as long as I have 
known thllm they have helped the wel.tare of others.• (J47) ll'fhe,y are 
basketball plqers who play !or the te8111 and school rather than !or them-
selves.• (044} "Because they like to help others.• (N66) ll'fhey are 
not self'ish and work tor everyone's benefit.• (J24) ll'fhey are 11J1der-
stauding1 generous, and can IlSke people !eel thq are 118Jltedo • (H4l) 
Because it did. not see~~ advisable to ask the :young people to 
judge one another on negative qualities, the pupUs were not asked to 
name the people in the room who would be least apt to stand tor the right 
or help others. However, since every child had a .free choice to select 
the classmtea he believed to meet the requirements or each discrbdnato17 
question, aome :youths received lllllV votes while others received none. 
No youth voted !or lrllllselt in either question. It was therefore asslllled 
that those who received the fewest votes nre those consid.ered by their 
peers as least apt to practice vicariOliB aacritice as described in the 
two discriminato17 qll8stions. 
The selections !lade !or each discr:i:ldnatory question were tabulated 
to form a total Dllllber o! votes !or each ;youth. Arter the :aumber o! votes 
each youth received had been tabulated, the 70uths were ranked according to 
the nwnber o! votes received. The person obtaining the 1110st TOtes vas 
given a l'P!I)dng o! one, the second highest vas ranked two, and the process 
cont:l.nued !or the entire BPIIple of !ortT•five. The .first ranldng person 
received thirty-three votes, while three pupUs received no votes. 
The total sample was divided into three groups o! f'itteen youths 
each. The top group was c011posed or youths who received the 1110st votes. 
9routh' s code Jll1lllber. 
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'1'118 bettoa group wu made up ol ;routha who received the fewest ntes. 
'l'he m:l.ddle group of fi!teen ;routha received teo few ntee to be placed 
in the top group, but teo _..,. for the betta greup. 
Because the behaT.l.or of this ar!Mle group was not aharpq c:lefiJied 
'1117 their pears, these fif'teen ;rnths wro ut included in the stuci1' 
wben oollplll"iaoDB vera ade between those who wuld be aost apt or least 
apt to practice T.l.carious sacrifiaeo Ia order to d.iati.Dguiah between 
the characteristics ol the top aDd bcrttaa groups, it vas Decassary to coDB1c!er 
eml;r thoaa chlldreD llhose behaTior foll.GIIed a fairq obT.l.oua pattern • 
.All the people iD tbe top grnp, the higheat-nmldl:l.g fifteen 
;routha, receiTed seTOD or aero votes, with a mem score otlS-4 YOtea 
per :vmh• No oDe in the batt• groap, the lowest fiftaa~~~oorar!ldnc ;routha, 
received acre than four YOtas, aDd their aom score was 1. 73 per person. 
'l'o streAgthen the reliabilit:r or the pupU scores, three teachers 
who had these ;rouths either iD their IaalE rooas or 1a classes vera asked. 
to liat three bo,ye aDd three girle fNa the total gl"'up doing the qus-
timm•'ra who 1I011ld be moat apt to et8lld for the right, and m equal nua-
ber so wuld be least apt to do so. 'l'hase teachers were also uked, •On 
what bases did :rou choose these pupUa7• 'l'ben thet '118ro askllci to follow 
the .,.. procedure iD selectine the IIIOIIt helpful aDd least helpful ;rouths 
in the gl"'up. 'l'his e1loved for a poaeibUit;r of 88T8Dt;r-tvo votes to be 
cast '1117 the tsacbera. :Cor the ;rouths in the group, thirt;r-ab: positive and 
thirt7-sb: negative cliloiaes. However, the teachers lett a total ol seven 
blanks. HoNover, since the teachers could not be infonaed about the 
;routba vhoae testa ceuld not be used in the a tuci1', tlle;y caet fourteen Dep.-
tive votes for tho four ;rouths who eitbar arriTed teo late to take the test 
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or who tilled it eut 1udequateJ;r.10 0118 peaitive TOte lJIUII·alao cast tor 
ODe of these tour youths • fhis lett a total of t1f't7 valid teacher TOtes 
which could be uaed in the tabulation. fhirty-t110 TOtes were cast for people 
tbe.r thought .. t apt to help aad stand tor the right 1 and eighteen TOtea 
for those they thought least apt to kelp md staad for the right.u 
Since there wre fever possible teaehera' votes which oould be 
uaed, and siDce the teachers nre felt to possess a 110re -ture judgmeut, 
each teacher' 11 vote 1188 considered equal to fin putks1 TOtes in the 
final tabulation. Hnaver, there 1188 Sllti'icientl;r high qreemeut between 
the teachers and youths in their selections that oaq ODe ::routh 110uld bava 
been cbmged !ram ons group to mother it these EDttra values had net been 
given to tha teachers' TOtes. In this cme ease, a youth who 1188 finally 
placed in the top group would ban been placed in the middle group. 
fhe vatea of teachers and pupUa coaeurred in the seleetion of 
to'lll'teen out; of the fi..t'teen :youths who wre f1paJJ;y ranked in the top 
group. fhs remaining one 78Ut.ll renk1nc in the top fifteen by peer aeloc-
tion was not voted tor either positivel;r or negative:cy by his teachers. 
fhe teachers' negative votes also corresponded with eleven ot the fifteen who 
118re ranked lmlast by peer selection. fbe re•ining f'eur youths' renk1ng 
in the bottcm greup by the peers were not vated for either positive:cy or 
neeative:cy by their teachers. When diaagreement existed bet- the TOtes 
of youtbs and teacllara, it 1188 vanal l:J sJ.1cht • la onJ;r OD8 instance did 
l.Osee Section 2 of' this Chapter. fhe sise of' the Sample. 
llsee AppODIHx F. 
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the teachers and ;yeuthe disagree tA the extent that tbe teachers rulcecl 
one :youth in the botta group when hia peers' ntes 110uld baTe placed 
hill in tbe top group. This :youth receiTed nine TOtes £roll the students, 
two neptiTe TOtes i'roll tbe teachers, end no positiTe "YOtes from tbeao 
Beca11118 of this wide difference of opinion, this :youth wu placed in the 
lliddle group and his enners were not ~ except llben the total 
lliddle pup was included. 
The author feels that the diTision of the 11a111ple into the three 
groups accordiac to their reputed practice of 't'icarieus sacrifice is 
11llid and reliable for the fol.J.Gw1ac reasonst 
1. The :youths end teachers i.Ddicated in their reasODS for 
selecting tbs indiTiduals the:y did that theT understeed and uaed the 
criteria asked for in each of tba two diacrilliDato:ey questions. There 
is erl.d.tmce that the :youth~~ end teachers actuall1' ada their selections on 
the bases of obserYed Ticarioua sacrifice. 
2. There •• high qree•nrt; UODg the :youthe thellselTes concerni.ac 
those clae-.tes who nuld be moat apt to practice rl.carious sacr1tice1 
end those who nuld be least apt to de so, the •en score for the top 
group beillg 1$.4 a1ld for the bottaa C1'ftP 1.73. 
3• There vas high agre-nt between tbe selections ads b:y tbe 
:youths and b,y their teachers. The teachers cast ~ two TOtes against 
the top :youths who were selected 'b,y their peers as being most apt to 
practice Ticarious sacrifice, end cut twent:y-seTen. TOtes for thea. 
Tlla:y also cast on:Qr two TOtes for the fitt.een botta-ranlring 7011ths 
as detel'llined b,y their peers, end east llixteea TOtes against this group 
in cencurreace with tbs ;rcrutlul' opinions. 
C • COIIp&l'UOA of the Top- and Bottoa-Ranldng Groups Based 
on ID.tor~~ation froa the Face Sheet Data Test 
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The Face Sheet Data Cl' nl:r proTides infor~~ation vhich is 
rather specific about a person aud his enrlroiiiiiiiiit, 8UCh as age, grade, 
Jlllllber of brothers 8lld si.ters, etc. rhe face she&t of this question-
naire aleo aeka tor the child' a attitllde toward his associstiOllB with 
his church. An ID!Ilyais of the answers given b7 the top &lid bott<B 
gl'Ol1p8 ot ;youth for each ot the qli&BtiOAB uked on the face sheet tollont 
1. Repreeentatien troa JICIIIII Ro<Bs.--Iouthe i'rGa t1r0 bOIIe rooms 
ot the Tan .Antwrp School participated in the study. Ten ot the top 
greup and eight of the bot.t<B group vere froa rooa 207, while five 
and MY81l, respectivell', vera £rea 1'0011 m. 
2. Sex Distrib'ltl;ion.--There were B8V8Il g:Lrle and eight boJs 
in the top group, and ab: girls and Dine boy's in the bottea group • 
.3. !&!•-The average age of both the top and bot.tc;aa greupa vae 
axact:cy- fourteen. There were eleven fGIIl'teeJ1-18ar-olds in the 'Hp group, 
and eight in the bottea group. The age range for the tw groups was 
froa thirteen tc seventeen years. Three of the top group were 701111ger 
than fourteen, while one was older. FOlll' of the bott<B gl'Oilp vera 
J'OUDCer, and three older, than fOlll'teen. 
4. Bducatien of Parenta.-when asked if the:!r parents vera 
liviag1 one troa each group said that his or bar father vas deceased, 
but all listed their 110thers u liyjng at the tille the questiormaire 
was adld!rl.stered. 
The educational ~nt ol the parents ot the you.tha in 
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both groups is hilh• The lathers of the 7011ths in the top gNll.p had c-
pleted u average ot 16.86 :years of l01'118l. ed11C&tion, and the ~~ ot 
this group averaged 15.07 78&"1• This 11881'18 that the lathers of this 
group had, on the ST81'&ge1 cOiq)].eted alaost ona year of gradute 110rlt1 
and that the :.others, 011 the average, had nearl¥ f'1n1sbed college. 
The parellts ol the bottoa group were not far behind. The fathers 
arnragecl 15.67 years of schooling, while the :.others averaged 14.47. On 
the average, the fathers ol the top group had 1.19 yeare 110re edueation 
than the bottoa group, while the Ethers ot the top group had cm:q .00 
Ere 19ars of education than their onnterparts in the bottca group. 
Four lathers ol the bottGII group had Dever gona to college, but 
ODl.7 oDe father of the top group had stopped at the high school level. 
S:lx fathers in each group had dOllS craaate work blQ'OBd college. Four 
JDOthers of the bott011 group and two ot the top group had concluded their 
£01"1118]. education at the high school lsvel., while one 110ther in each gre11p 
had sou graduate 110rk. 
5. Occupations of Parents.--AUhough the fathers of the top group 
averaged Era than one extra 19ar ot education than the fathers ol the 
bott011 group, both sets of fathers were about equal.ly classified in the 
E.jor occllp&tiO!ISl categoriss established by the United States Census 
Bureau. l'ine fathers tor each group were classified as professional or 
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teelmical. vorkersJ three of the top group and two of the bottOIIt group 
as lll&ll&g8r8, officials and proprieters; and one and two, respectivel;r, 
as erartaen, foremen, and ldndred workers. One or the bot'tolll group 
listed his father as a salesman. Three children from the two groups 
.filled to anner this question. The occupations of the fathers o.f' 
the two groups of ehil.dren are verr elosel;r ~~atehed, ccmsidering that 
occupation o.f' parents 1fa8 net used as a critericm in uldng the divisions. 
Jfost of the youths classified their mothers u houewives and 
listed no other occupation .for them. ~~waver, where the youths did. 
list the present and fol'll8r eccupaticms o.f' their 1110thers• one interest-
ing observation was made. Five youths in the top gi."Oup said their 110thers 
were either teaching now or had previouaJT taught, but only one of the 
bGttaa gJ."Oup listed his IIOther as a teacher. Although this difference 
i.e not great enough to be ccms:ldered a characteristic related to the 
practice of vicarious sacrifice• it colll.d be a factor which miglrt; well 
be ccmsidered in future studies. 
6. Sise o.f' Fawuy .. -one child in each group sa:ld he had no 
brothers or sisters. S:!x o.f' the bottoa group, and seven. of the top 
group, said they had one sibling. Eigl:d; and four, respectiv~, said 
they had two siblings. Three ot the top group listed three siblings. 
The following chart; shows this into:ration a little aore clearq • 
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0 l l 
l 6 
2 6 
0 
0 0 
7 • Church Uti.llations and .ltt.ewJ•noe.-Nineteen ditterent 
churches wre represeJlted :in the total 11811pler three Roaan Catholic, 
thirteen Protestant, two Jewieh, and one Chrietian Science • 
.18 was pointed out earlier, this particular 118111ple was ued 
because ot the concentntion ot CaP J'OU'I;k :in the Van Antwerp School. 
Ot the seV811 CRP 7outh trom the Firet RefOZ'IIed Chvch, five were 
selected b.f their peers and teachers tor the top group :in practicil:lg 
'ricarioaa aacrifice, one 11'&8 placed :in the lliddle group, and OD8 118.8 
ranked. :in the bott- group. 
st. Helen's Catholic Church alao .bad seven children :in the 
total 11811ple1 t110 ot lih- were ohoaen tar the top group, OD8 ter the 
aiddle group, and roar tar the bottoa grol!p. 
The church with the next; largest representation 11'&8 the Union 
Street Presbyterian Church. Ot the tin children troa this church, 
two were placed b.f their peers and teachers :in the lliddle group, and 
three :in the bott- group. loae li8N 1a the top group. 
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Three clmrcbes, the Eastern Parkwa;r Methodist, a Lutheran 
(specific church not 1181111d)1 and First Presb;yterian, each had three youths 
in the s8llpl.e. BOllleVer, the youths f!'CII each of these churebes were 
acattered between two or .are groups. 
It ia interesting to nate that two Protestant Episcopal churchea 
each bad two youths in the sempls 1 and all tour ot these youths were 
placed in the top group. 
It ia illlposs:lbl.e to draw UQ" significant implications from these 
statistic& relating to the churoh at.tU:I.ations represated b;r the 88111Ple1 
since the youths in thia sa~~ple -.y not be t,pical ot all the children 
attending these churches. 
In collllellting about their churches on the Face Sheet Data Test, 
the studeDts appeared .are concerned about the acti't'ities and. youth 
prograu than about the theolog 1 fOl'll of worship, or clmrch school 
curricul.UIIlo 
Both groups reported a high aft.N.ge att.endanc<a, but the a'981'age 
of the top group was slightl1' higher than that of the bottOlll group. 
Twlve of the top group said they attend church week:cy', one said twice 
a aolXth, and t110 said verr seldOIIo In the bottoa group, nine attend 
weelc:cy, tour about twice a month, and two veey seldOlllo 
Because the question concerning church or SfDAgogue classes was 
apparen~ not Understocd, the author did not include this question in 
the stuey-. 
The question relating to participation in church youth or-
ganizations foUnd the two groups standing in about the 81111e ratio to each 
other u in church attend•!'!()•• llline lllld BeVeD of the top and bottoa 
groups, respectivel;r, said tbq attend. wekl;y. Three of the top group and 
four of the bottoa group said thq Dever attend, whil.e one of the top group 
and two of tbe bottoa group reported tbat there are no youth organiaations 
in their churches. 
The llllli1Ail'S to the qaastians whieh wre intended to detel"Jiine the 
students• reaetione to tba:lr assoeiati011s with their chlll'Chss appeared 
significant. Twelve of the top group said they liked their associatiO!ls 
with their church verr 11111Ch, and two said thq liked thea fa:lr:cy wll. 
However, ~ seven of the bottoa group said the,r liked these assoeiatiO!lS 
TeJ!f Bleb., while six said t!w7 liked tba fairl;r wll. lll011e of either 
group indicated tbat tlul;r did aot like their assoeiationa with their 
church at all. The answers to thia questi011 CO!lCerning the youths• 
attitlldes to118l'd their church ahowed a greater diJ:ferenoe batween top and 
bottoa groups than did 81'/T other questi011 on the face sheet. Consctq11811tl;y, 
a positive attitllde toward oue1 s -iationa with hill church was coa-
aidered a characteristic related to the practice of Ticerious sacrifice. 
8. .Aotivitiss. Each youth 11'&8 uked to list the clubs and organi-
satiou to which be bel011ged at tbe tiM the test was adainiatered or 
within the year preceding that date. fhirty-nine diUerent clubs, organ1-
sati01ls1 and aetivitiss were listed by the chUdren of the two groups. 
The youths in the top group indicated a total of sixty-eight -.berahips, 
and the bottGIII group, forty-fi-... fhia i8 a Man score of 4.53 for the 
top group and 3e00 for the bottoa gro11p1 with a difference of 1.53. 
Apparentl;y the youth in the top group are aore aociall;y or club orielrt;ed 
than those in the bottoa group. 
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Jl.thoqh tbe qual.U'ioationa for partic:l:patiou in tbese clubs could 
DOt definiteq be detel'llined on the baaia ef- alene, an attaapt waa 
Mde to classif)' these organisatitiiiUI inte t110 -.1•r categories. One 
catepJ.'1 was clllll(leaed .r those clul:la, orpn1sationa, 81ld groups where 
aabersh:ip ia baaed on llldll 81ld vbere tbe .mber is either el.ected to tbe 
group er chosen b7 en adult director, IIUCh as a ceach or choir director. 
Eramples or this k:1nd of group are: Tarait;y schoel athletic tellll8, school 
choir er band, student counoil, and the achoel paper. Tbe top group listed 
th1rli)- aabere in this t::rpe of orpnisaticm, as coll()&1"8d with eieht froa 
the bottoa greup. This ratio would indicate 110re aldll and lead.erllh:ip 
ability en the part or the top group. 
The aecODd catepJ.'1 cGDIIiated of those clul:la, organizations, or 
groups vbere ~erah:ip vas due to an ilrterest, hobb;y, or 11111diocre aldlle 
Exuples of these erganisatiGDII are: church groupa., Y.M.C.A., intrumral 
sports, IIIU'aas• aid, end ~ograpb,y club. There wre thirty-seven .mber-
ah:ipa rr.. the top group in this tJ"P& ef .wpnisation, and also thirty-SOYen 
f'relll the bottoa group. Jl.theugh tbe Maberah:ip in this HCODd t::rpe ef 
organisation ae8118d equal, it was :bipoasible to makB 111JY other obael'9'ations 
about auoh partic:l:patien because of tbe v:Lde rage of interests represented 
in them. 
D. S-r.p-
The data froa the Face Sheet Data Teat prorlded opportunit;y to 
capare the sample used in this 8'tu.q with tbe total population. It was 
found that the ed'IICatieaal leTel. of the parents of tbe ;ywth in the atud;r 
vas 8lch hicber tban the natieaal anrage; also, a 1111Ch lerger proportion 
of the fathers or the ~~&~~ple were in prefe88i~, techldcal, or IEiq8l'ial. 
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eccupatiODII than ia tl'll8 tor the national ..:I.e population. It wu con-
cluded that thia sample waa not repreaezrtatiTe ot the total population. 
'rho data obtained troa the Face Sheet Data reat indicated that 
the 7nth within the ....,le ot tortT-tiTo11be were reputed to be •at apt to 
practice Ticarioua aacritice, aa ~ to thoae reputed to be least apt 
te practice it, tended to1 (l) tiDd. •re aatiataction and be •re actiTe 
iD their church relatiODIIhipa, and (2) be Mre actin in cluba, erp.nisatiena, 
and other utra-curricular activities wbere ald.ll ia required er where the 
ll8llber ia either eleoted to the grnp or chosen b,y en adult director, auch 
aa Taraitr baaltetball, acheol band, er atuderrt ~· 
Thia waa not a ll't'II4Y et the relatin ettecti"NDeaa ot the Cbaracter 
Research Project prograa ot relicieua edllcation and other pregrama in 
tra:lninc 7euth to practice Ticarieua aacritice. rbe cperiaental deaicn 
did net COIIIp&l'8 an ~tal croup with a control group. ~r, the 
particular aupl.e et 7euth aelacted did haTe a niUiber ot CRP tra:I.Ded 70UDC 
peeple in it, and certain reaulta wre observed. 
Fin ot the 1189'811 CRP traille4 7euth in the sample wre selected 
b,r their peera and teachere aa being Mat apt te practice Ticarioua sacri-
fice. Althouch it cannot ba aaid concluain:cy- that thia larp proportion 
et CBP trained 7outh vaa placed in the croup -t apt te practice 'ricarieua 
aacritice aa a result et their CBP training, it wuld aea that thia train-
inc did have a peeiti-q intluenoe on thea te exhibit thia trpe ot bahavier 
at acheel. 
Although tbeae tiDd.inga troa the Face Sheet Data Teat mq not 
app:cy- to all groups ot ninth crade 7onth, they 118re distinctive charac-
teristics ot these reputed to be IIIHt apt to practice Ticarioua aacritice 
in the ""''ple et 70VDC people tested. 
SOME CHARlCl'fBRIS'l'ICS OF YOUfH liHO BmiBl:rED VICARIOUS SACRIFICE 
Ill SOLU'l'IONS fO &P\Itll&'.tiC.&L Sl'l'UlfiOlfS 
The data obtailled troa the Situation fest ot the questiormaire, 
the •thcxi used to &lla.'cyse thie data. and the reeults ot the anal78ia 
are couidered in thie chapter. 
A. Imd. of Data ObtaiJuld fl'OII the Situaticmal fest 
In thie chapter there will be a discusion of the characteristics 
of pereoua in specific }Vpothet.ieal. eituatioDB who indicated that thfv 
would practice rlcarioue sacrifice in then situations. Most of the 
eharacterietics will be the attitudes which these :indiTiduala held in 
relation to the gi"nnll situations but '6llq not be the attitllliaa which 
thfv general.:cy- bald tor all lite situations. 
fhe responses to the TBri01111 situations which diiiiiOilStrated the 
110st Tioariou aacritice were DOt alWIQ's written by' the - people. 
Consequentq, this chapter, inateacl of being a stuq ot the characteris-
tics of uq one person or group of persons, 1111eh as the groups described 
in the preTiou.s cbapter, is a eoneideration of the attitudes, relation-
ships, and behavior ot people in responae to the narrowq detinecl coudi-
tions ot the aituationa • 
A correlation was -.de between the ;routh shoving '!;he 110st rlcarioua 
sacrifice in each ot their solutions to these aituatione with those :youth 
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who ranked 1n the top croup of the IIWho Would11 Test • .Uthou&h thia 
correlation vu pesitive 1n each situation, it was not sicnificant at the 
.f'ive per cent level. An attl!lllpt vu also made to find Characteristic 
Dit.f'erences between the sets ot annera civen to each situation by the 
;routh o.f' the top and bottom groups 1n the "Who 'ifould.lt Zest, but the judges 
were unable to find a:rq basie differences 1n the two sets of IUISII8rs. 
Those attitudes, rslati•nsh1ps1 and behaT.!.er patterns which are 
d---lltrated ..men an e:zpressiou of T.!.carious sacrifice is evident 1n 
the •lutious to the given situations are considered characteristics re-
lated to the reputed practice ot T.!.carioua aacritice b;r the ninth grade 
;routh obll81"t'ed 1n this study. 
B. Method ot ~inc the Data froa the Situational Test 
'l'he questionnaire which was administered to the .f'ort;r-!ive ;routh 
described earlier included a situatiousl test entitled "llhat Would You 
Do?ll In this section four different ntuatious were presented to the 
;routh, who were !iret aabd to :t..agine thsllselves 1n each situation, 
and thel'l to state llbat the:r would do 1n each case. They were also 
asked to tell wtv" tbe;r would act the wq tbsr said theT would 1n each 
ntuation. 
The situations were desipd to previde the youth ClppOI'tunit:r to 
express attitudes o.f' T.!.carioua sacrifice 1n their solutions it they were 
1nel.1ned te solve the problem 1n such a wa;y. Certain attitude aphases :In 
the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit ot the CliP •terials could be applied 1n the 
solutions to each situation. 
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Solie youths damonstrated a hi&h degree of Ticari.GUB sacrifice 
:in their solutions to these situations while others showed very little. 
York:inc :independently 1 three Ellbers of the CRP starr, all ordained 
ministers, nmked the forty-five respoll88s for each situation according te 
hia nn est~tion of the amllllt of Ticarious sacrifice which each answer 
daonstrated.. The answers shCIIfinc the ereatest amount of Ticarious sacrifice, 
as defined :in CRP literature, wre placed at the top, and those show:Lng 
the least were placed at the bottOIIo The correlation of the ranking of 
these persons for all the situations vas si&nificant at the tw per cent 
level or above. 
All of the answers for each situation were then di'rided :into 
three sets of apprca:~teq equal DUIIbers. One set, designated as the 
tep set, :included the answers which had been ranked as showing the 1110st 
vicarious sacrifice :in that situativn. .Another set classified as the 
bett011 one consisted of the &liBII8r8 ahiRr:ing the least TicariGUB sacri-
fice. The third or middle set contairwd those answrs which were nmked 
1!10111811here between those :in the other two sets :in the amount of vicarious 
sacrifice which thq displqed. The middle set of answers vas not 
IIZI&]ped fllrt;har :in thia stuey since it was felt that the responses shaviJl& 
110re a:tl'E!III8 behavior 1IWld reYeal 110re reliable characteristics related 
to the practice of Ticarious sacrifice. 
Becanse of ties :in the ranking, it vas not possible to have an 
equal DUIIIber of answers :in each set. The largest set fer 8l\Y situatien 
conta:lned seTenteen answers, while the BNllest included only thirteen. 
The average Dlllllber of answers for the four top sets was f:l.f't:.een, and 
fer the four bette. sets, fourteen. 
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Af'ter the aolutiona £or each situation were dirlded into the 
three sets, the top and. bottoa set wre cempared to discover llhat 
differences existed between them. These differences might be in the 
attitlldes, relationships, or behavior patterns which wre d~ed b;y 
the :lndirldual responses to the situation. The diff'ereoces which ware char-
acteristic for the top sets are considered characteristics related to the 
practice o£ rlcarioua sacrifice. 
'l'he di.f:terences betwen the top and bottom sets of answers were 
discoYered by a process, described prerl.ouaq, which the CRP staff calls 
the Method of Cheraeteristic Differences. From fin to SeTen people, 
lllGSt of them faeul't7 111811bers of N'atiolUil. College, Kansas City, Missouri, 
ware giTen the two sets of answers to each situation, asked to read each 
set, and note the characteristics. Thq 1181'8 then asked to list the 
characteristics that were different betwen the top and bott• set for 
each situation, and also to list the stw1larities. Howver, to aTOid 
contaiWlat:lnc their th:l:ok:ing, the people listing the characteristics, with 
the exception o£ the writer and h:la wife, were not told how the sets were 
lllade, nor ware they labeled •top and bott•• or identified in terms o£ 
Ticarious sacrifice. The llljori't7 of those searching for different 
characteristics in the two sets did not know the reasons for the divisiolla 
or which sets o£ answers had been ranked hich or low • 
The differences which each of these people found ware combined 
into t1110 sets for each situation, one set pr:lllari.l,y descriptive of the 
top set of en&118l'S1 and. one set prllaari:cy' ducriptive of the bott• set 
o£ IIDSIIItrs. Since each person looking for characteristic differences llli.ght 
ses SOIIl!lthing no one else saw in a certain set of answers, man;y o£ these 
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dif.t'erences obsernd represented the thinking of en:cy GM person and could 
therefore not be considered real diff'enmces until tbe7 were tarther 
ftl.:l.dated 1:11 additional persons. 
To ftl.:l.date the findings ot the persons doing characteristics 
dif'.f'erences, the folloving procedure was used. The differences vhich 
were descriptive of the tep seta of snswers for the four situstims were 
~d to note the differences which were COliiDIOil to all four situations. 
These e-n dif'i'erences were then used to form a list of differences 
which see~~ed to characterize people at the tille when ther practiced 
'Yicarious sacrif'ice. The - procedure wu follGIIed regarding the 
cli.f1'erences obsernd in the bottc. set ot answers, or those Govinc 
the least T.l.carieus sacrifice. These t110 sets of characteristic cli.f1'er-
ences, one set being descriptive of the 11118118rs shOlling the :.oat 'Yicarioua 
sacrif'ice in all the situations, and cme set descriptive of the ansvere 
showing the least vicarious sacrifice in all situations, were mixed 
together at randa to form one set of characteristic diff'arences. This 
list was g:l:nn to ei&hteen National College studeuts who were also pro-
vided with the original tep and bott• sets of answers for each situation. 
These studanl;s were asked to match sach characteristic difference with the 
set of &nsll'ers it best described. .lt least ten of the eighteen studeuts 
cOIIIp&l'ed the general set of characteristic differences te the ananrs for 
eve17 situation, although all eight88Zl did not make the cOIIIp&risons for all 
four situations. It these studeuta were able to match the characteristic 
difference with the correct set of ananrs, then that characteristic 
difference wu considered ftl.id. .lfter this verification, those differences 
descriptive of the ansnrs shewing the &at T.l.carious sacrifice were 
considered characteristics related to the reputed practice of 'ricarious 
sacrifice :l.a specific situations b7 ninth grade yGUth. 
In four of the conclusions, ererr student doing the verification 
correctly 111atched the conclusion with the proper set of answers, and in the 
s:b: l'lllllainine conclusions more than ninety per cent of the sttldents aatchsd 
the concluicms with the proper sst of IIJIBII8l'S. 
By this method, more characteristics are discovered than it cml,y 
ODS person did the analysis. Morecm~r, the categories for investiption 
are not predetel'll:l.ned as in - other •thode et research, but rather 
grew out ot the evidence which is collected. In the Method of Charac-
teristic DittereDCes, the categories relaftnt to the research are not 
presupposed. General intol'JIIatian is collected and di'rided according to the 
criteria ot the research desip. The relnant diftereDCes llhich are ob-
selTed and ftlidated then becoa the categories. The process is therefore 
axtremly creative. In addition, 1lhen several people are able to identity 
which characteristics apply to each set of Bn8118rs, greater reliability 
is given to the .final results. 
A list of the suggested characteristics identifying the top set 
et amnrers tollDvs. While DOt all ot these characteristics are e'rident 
in ererr answer in the top set, these attitudes whioh 1IW8 d811111D8trated 
b7 ftrious answers in the sst se• typical of the feelings axpresssd in the 
entire set. It is recognized that the characteristios discussed here do 
not represent all the characteristics Dtlated to the practice ot vicarieus 
sacrifice either tor the qusstiODnsire or tor lite in g-ral, but that 
rather the,r are characteristics identified throufh this stud;y llhich can 
becoa )Vpotbesu tor .future studies. In presenting the characteristics of 
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the W, set, it 'Ifill aeea helpful at t:las to discuss characteristics 
of the bottca set in order to point 1IP oontruts or to clar1f';y the Maning 
ot a ebaracteristic of the top set. 
follna1 
C • Cbaraeteristics FOIUIII :In Solutions to the 
B:Jpothetical Situations 
lo Situation .1.-situation .1 :In the questioDDaire readau 
Illagine that 1lhile you are ahcmtl1ng 8I10ir !roll 7ovr 0101 
dr:l.n and walk, so• ot your fr1lmds c- '117 and 1fallt 70u to 
go aledliiDg with thea. Thq are in a hurrr, but are y!JJing to 
wait until ;you finish shoTel.ing yov walk. Jut as ;you tiaish, 
;you notiee that the walk of an elder~ widow across the street 
is not shoveled. 
Write a paragraph telling llbat ;you vould do :In thill 1ituation. 
Tell vlo' you would act this 1llliT .1 
This situation wu designed so that the yudh' s response could 
ma.matrate a number of the attitwies :In the Vicarious lilacri.fice Unit 
of tha CBP lesson ~~ater:l.al.a. It :lnYolTes the possibilities of personal 
pl.eanre or service, prasnre to folln the crowd or selt-detel'llination, 
popularity or llllpGpularit;r 1 and social raaponsibilit;r or irresponai-
bllit;r. For the youth to go sledding and ignme the widov' a walk ia to 
seek peraODal. pl.eaaore over serTice to others, to fol.ln the viabes ot 
hill frieDiia is to aucc'llllb to social pressure rather than to uintaia 
high personal. lltandards, not to go sledding with friends presents a 
poaaibilit;r of losing those trieDda, and to ignore the 11'idov1 s walk 
could- shirldag one's social raspouibility for tbe well-being ot 
othare. 
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The attitude &~~phases :In CRP •teriala which can app:cy most 
directly to this situation are: ll'fhe determ:lnation to stand for the 
right even when there is soc:ial pre881ll'8 to the contral"111 J ll'fhe ability' 
to •:!..ntain one's detel'llination to serYe men whatever their respanse11; we-
inc to recognize that ever,yone can haTe 1101118 illportant social respona:Sbili-
ties• vhateTer his end.oaent• the achieving o:t which gives satisfaction 
that far outweighs the taunts, riiHcule• and frustration he llllq Ulldergo11 ; 
and "DeTelop:IJlc the detentination and the courage to carr.r out one 1 s 
taaka :In spite of fatigue or pain.11 Of course several other attitude 
emphase11 llight pose:lhly apply to this situation to a lesser degree. 
Situation A provides uple opportunity' tor ;youth to d-.t.rate vicarious 
sacrifice in their respoDMs• whether or not the,y have ever studied the 
CRP •terials. 
When the respoDMs 'llhich ahweci the 110st 1'icarious sacrifice 
were CCIIIp&l'Bd by' the Method of Characteristic Differences. with those 
'llhich showed the least, a JlUIIi)er of contrasting attitudes were noted. In 
the top set of ~~~. the youth showd that they were able to project 
thBIIaelves into the tuture and see tbeuelns :In the widow' a place. per-
haps .f'r:l.endless, helpless, and old. Because o! this, the7 said the7 
would shovel 'U!.e walk and hope that when they themselves were :In 'U!.e 88118 
situation someone would be 'llill.:lng to help them. 'While this utive 
is not altogether unseltiah, it does indicate a far-sil,lhtedness which the 
bott0111 group did not displa;y. This bottOill group wanted to have their 
pleasure now. Tluzy' 1118de no mention o:t the :fUture. Their idea was to get 
everyt.bing now while they could. 
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.Another attitude, closel;r allied to the .first, expressed in the 
top a!llllftlrs was ideJiti.fication with others, especia.l.J.;r with the needs o.f 
others. Not onl;r cH.d these youth imagjne the18selves in the place o.f the 
widGII' in years to come, but they also .felt zvmpat!v' .for her present precH.ca-
ment. CoDCerned with the widow's sa.fety and wel.fare, they" apparentl;r asked 
thelBselves, "What might happen to her i.f I don't shovel her walk?" They 
recognized the possibUity that she might be in plv'sical danger if the 
walk were not shoTeledo llclwever, being s811Sitive to the widow's needs 
did not make the top group inaensitin to their .friends' .feelings. 'l'heT 
wwld ask their .friends to help, but if the ethers did not want to, they 
encouraged the .friends to go sledding without th-. 
'l'his e.f.fort to get their .friends to help shovel the walk was 
unique with the top set o.f answers. The children who supplied these 
responses apparentl;r belieTe th«<; they can illfluence others to change 
their plansJ at least the,y are wil.lin& to try. TheT han faith that 
their friends would probabl;r help and would certainl;r not mind being 
asked. Their responses indicate that they .feel secure in their relation-
ships to their .friends, whereas the bottQII group 11ee11 a.fraid that theT 
might lese their f'rieuds i.f thfV' don't CCIIIIpl;r with their wishes. 
The top responses express a feeling of obligation to help the 
widow. To the88 youth, the widow's need is 1110re illlportant than their 
personal pleasure. This does not mean the top group show no desire or 
interest in sledding; the contrary is quite the case, but with theiB duty 
c-s be.fore pleasure. They feel there will still be time .for tun attar 
the 1iBllc: is shoTeled. 'l'hey believe that knowing they han met their 
o~tion to help SOII$one else .first will increase their eTentual pleuure 
in sledding. 
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The youth who responded to this situation by showing vicarious 
sacrifice also IIIBilifest a certain satisfaction in doing a good job. They 
see111 to sense the joy that can cOllie f'l'OIII doing a dif'i'icult task well. 
Instead of' dreading the job of' shovelirlg the widow's walk as the bottos 
group does, they seEIII to accept it as a part; of lii'e. 
As one person who was doing the Characteristic Dif'f'arences 
expressed it, tiThe top group did not shaw mucl1 equivecation or weighing 
personal acquaintance and financial gain.• Their wi111ngness to perf'Ol'lll 
this act of kindness waa baaed on the principle of' helping others, not 
on the kind of parson the widow was, the clesaness of their relationship, 
or what she 1I01ll.d Pllif them. The conditional clauses which were cODillon 
in the bottCIIII responses, SI1Ch as •It depends if' I knew her or not,• •It 
depends on bow llllCh I like to go sledding, n er •I would shovel it if' I 
knew ber well and knew she was not well, n did not appear in the top set 
of responses. 
In explaining the reasons f'or their behavior, the top group 
mentioned that they would shovel the 1l8lk because they haTe been brought 
up to respect their elders and to help those in need. It is perhaps even 
mora signif'ieant that they apparantl,y agree with this pr!nciple of gooci 
will taught by their parents. While one liiS>er of the bottos group said 
that he 1I01ll.d shovel the widow's walk if' his IIDther made him, his response 
shows onl;r a reeego.ition of parental authoritr, not an acceptance of' ber 
teaching. 
Finall,y, self-discipline appeared to be an outstanding characteris-
tic of' the top group. The top group -.rs displa,yed independent, 
critical thinking. These youth were not going to drop eveeyth:i.ng and go 
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sledding just because a liWiber of their friends invited them. They ware 
able instead to weigh the T&rious factors in the situation and base their 
own decision on this evaluation. They 'Ulan llhowed the courage to act on 
this decision. 
2. Situation B.-situation B reads as follcnnu: 
Iaagins that you are asked by several of your friends to help 
thea in a project which you do not enjoy doing. They need you to 
c~lete their plans, but you vou.ld rather do allllost ~ing else 
than what they haTS aslred of you. Write a paragraph teJJ ing 11hat2 you would do in this situation. Tell!& you would act this wa,y. 
The parpose of this situation was to identity expressions ot 
vicarious sacrifice which manifest a yillingnea'il to serve one's friends 
or group regardless of the cest to one's selt. 
These attitude 811phases in CRP •terials which this aituation vas 
designed to reTSal are: "Learning the value of making sacrifices tor 
his trienda and the skills for doing ao," and "Membership in and sacrifice 
for the group.• 
This situation pel'lllits the you'Ul to express either a wil.llngness 
to assist his f'riaDds despite his own lack of enjcylllent in the work, 
or an unvi.llingnsss to help because the preject does not appeal to hill. 
The first type ot response would llhow a sense of responsibility to the 
group, while the latter Naponee would cleMnstrate onJ;f selt-concern. 
Betvsen these two arlraes of behavior there could be infinite possibili-
ties tor responaas IJilggesting different SIIIOUilts of Ticerious sacrifice. 
Since the extent ot vicarious sacrifice is often revealed. aore by the 
11otiTS than by the behavior itselt, the answers to the question regarding 
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the reasODS ror their actions are considered as important as the solutiODS 
to the situation. 
The young people whose answers ware ranked at the top according 
to the II!IIOllllt or T.icarioua sacrifice disp~ manii'est a desire to help 
their trieDds tmm though the project does not appeal to them. They alao 
show III!UliY other characteristics 1lhich dittar 1'rolll those llhose 8.1U1119l's 
ranked at the bottom. The top group expressed a reeling or conf'i.dance 
that they could reaJ.:cy ma1re a contribution to the project in spite or 
the tact that they would not parstmal '7 anja,r the work. The bottom 
answers, holnmlr1 show rationalization at this point. They said they 
would not help because, since they didn't lilce to do the project, they 
would proba~ be more or a hindrance than a help. 
Another reason that the top group gave ror helping was that they 
felt their frieDds would help them in a s1w1lar situation. They showed 
a basic conti.dance not on:cy in thelll88l.ves but in their friends as well. 
Moreover, since they would expect their !l'iends to help them in a siF1181' 
situation, they projected their Ollll th1nldng into that or their friends 
and asSUIIIS<l that their friends would be counting on their help. This 
element or expectancy was not e'V'ident in the bottom ranking sst or lllllfW8rs. 
The top group also recognized that there was a real poss:IbUity 
that :they might need their friends' assistance at some time in the f'u't.moe. 
They were therefore able to ident:Lf'r thellaelves w:l.th their friends 1 feel-
ings in the situation. They did not want to disappoint their friends. 
This ability to put onesalr in the other person' s place was one or the 
-jor reasons given tor helping w:l.th the project. 
All the reasons given tor their helptul. behavior :lmpl¥ a reciprocal 
social relationship, a reeling or 1111tual dependence. There appeared to 
be a nrou need., I need you: ;you expect rq help, I expect ;your help11 
kind of UDderstanding among the persons :involved. Little of this atti-
tude was evident in the answers where there was refusal to help the 
friends with tbeh' project • 
.A marked co!Jtrast existed betwaea the two sets of 8IliiW8rS re-
garding the frankness which would be expressed in theu- interpersODal. 
relatione. In the set of 11D111118rs where there were retusala to help with 
the project, it was often suggested that false reasons would be given. 
Exalllples of such responses ares •It I real.l;y didn't l1ll& what ther were 
doing I would probabl;r IIBke up 11011e excuse to get out of it, • or •I 
believe that I would IIBke up s01118 pb.oJQ" excuse." On the other band, 
so• of the youth ma.king high ranking responses said theT would tell 
theh' i'r:l.ends that they did not like doing what ther were asksd to do 
but would do it arr;rwq if theT reall;r could help. lfone of the top answers 
nggested that a feigned excuse would be used • 
.As in the previous sitution, the top responses declare that 
one's social responsibility is 110re :blportant than one's pleanre, and 
that the weltare of the group should be of greater concern than one's 
personal eOllfort. The top answers show a desire to help others, whereas 
the bottom responses demonstrate a concern onl;r with personal bcetit. 
3. Situation c.-situation C reads as follmnn 
Imagine that ;you and one of ;your best friends are walking through 
a five-and-ten-cent store. You see ;your friend taka an article 
f'raa the counter and put it into his pocket. 
Write a paragraph telling what ;you would do in this situation. 
Tell !!5( ;you would act this wa;r.3 
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This situation was illcluded to test one's lo7alty to a .friend, 
his determination to stand tor the right, his sensitivity to his friend' s 
wltare, and his willingness to help evan it this help is 11IlW8Dted. It 
offered the youth being tested a vide l'IIDg8 ot alternatives: they could 
stand tor the right by leaving the friend who steals; they could overlook 
the petty thett which their trielld has cOIIIIitted; or they could sense 
what might bec0ll8 of the !r::l.end it steeling bec0111es a habit, and try to 
connnce the .friend that such behavior was not onl,y 1I1"'J1g but ult:llllateq 
unrewarding. 
The attitude aphases in CRP aterials which appq most directq 
to this situation are: "'l'he courage to develop and aintain Christian 
convictions"; "'l'he ability to maintain one's determination to serve men 
whatever their response"; "'l'he deterllination to stand for the right even 
when there is social pressure to the contrary•; "Learning the value c4 
making sacritices tor his i'riends and the skills to do so"; "Understand-
illg that everyone, whatever his end011118DLs, has SOllie leadership responsi-
bilities to carry out"; "The courage to undergo unpopularity in doing 
what he believes to be right and in returning good far evil." 
The youth whose answers wre rsnked top accordillg to the amount 
of vicarious sacrifice displqed tellded1 as one might expect, to put the 
friend's wltare above their own. In addition to this characteristic, 
the top set of answers show a shocked attitude that the friend would 
behave in this msnner. The YOUDi people in this group implied that they 
do not have friends who steal, that they expect their friends to be law-
abiding, and that they select triellds who have moral integrity. They 
recopize that shoplifting is 1I1"'J1g and declare that they would not do 
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such a thing th8111Selves. In defense of their position they cite the 
teachings of the Bible and the ethical principles which their parents 
have taught them. They do not try to rationalize that such behavior is 
natural or that the store weuld never miss the item. For them, steeling 
of an;r kind is wrong. 
The top responses nevertheless showed strong ties of frieDdship. 
The youth recognized the possibility of such a conflict of values and 
tried to find a solution which would maintdn the friendship and also 
permit them to stand for what they believe to be right. They did not 
view the situation as an isolated incident, but instead saw :in it a poten-
tial crlm:inal career for their friend. They sensed that the .future wl-
fare of their friend was at stake. ConsequentJ,y, they felt that to save 
their friend £r011 eventual harm and unhappiness, they would have to act 
immediately even if the friend did not want their help. They would try 
to coll"''ime the friend to put the item back, and would point out to IUm 
how such a practice can bec011e habit fol'llling. If the friend did not 
comp:Q" 1 some would go so far as to report his act to the manager or clerk 
if they thought that this might teach their friend not to steal. others 
would lend the friend the money to buy the article if he real:cy needed 
it and didn't have the money ltimsel£1 or might even offer to buy it for 
him outright. They wanted to shaw their concern for their friend and at 
the same time emphasize the necessity for pll1"ing for the article. 
The answers in the top set reveal a kind of friendship wbere a 
person has responsibility for his friands' behavior. The youths llho 
wrote these responses apparentq feel that this obligation is so strong 
that one 11111st jeopardize the frieDiship rather than pennit a friend to 
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tom. bad habits. They realize that in a crisis their concern :for their 
:f'r1ends liiUSt rise to the level of actian, aJ:IT ldnd of action which will 
help the frisnd do what is right. 
This action seemed always to be accOIIIpallied by understanding. In 
trying to solve the problem, the ;yotmg people in the top group asked 
th81118elves, ~ did DU friend do it?• or "Does he rea:t:cy- need it?" 
They would take these matters into consideration when they discussed the 
matter with their !riends or when they decided what type of action should 
be taken. 
In the top set of answers, the reason wily stealing was coneidered 
wrong was that the youths sensed that it was unfair to the shopkeeper. 
In comrast, the youths who wrote the bottCllll-ranking snners appeared to 
be influenced by the fear that they tbellselves might get into trouble 11' 
caught with a thief. The bottoa group also felt that frisndship is a 
relationship where one does not interfere with another's business. They 
would therefore do nothing to get either thelll8elves or their friends into 
trouble. The immediats avoidance of trouble is their primary concern. 
The bottom group also tended to rationalize that the petty 
steal1ng is natural and normal, as they had, on oc~si.on1 done it th-. 
selves. They identified themselves with the frisnd rather than with 
the store's clerk or manager. They felt that •squealing" on a frisnd is 
the worst thing one can do. While they :felt a sense of l~ on this 
level, they :felt no responsibility tor the friend's vel:fare. While 11011111 
would stop going around with a friend who stole, in order to stey out ot 
trouble thallselves, the frisnd' a :fate was his ow concern. The bottaa 
set of anewers indicate that, to the youths who wrote them, f'riendsh:!.p is 
-~ a convenient interpel'llonal relationship, to be brolam o£t vben 
it is no longer ot benetit to oneself. 
4. Situation D.-situation D reada aa tollowss 
Iag:!De that a person your age is being eoneidered tor ad!ld.ssion 
i.m;o a neighborhood club ot llhioh 70'1 are a .aJ!i>er. This person's 
tam:IJ;y backgro'111ld is different troll that ot the other mabers ot 
tbe club. For thill reaaon it seems 11keq that this person will 
not be accepted into the club. 
Write a paragraph telling :=It ;rou would do in this situation. 
Tell !5z: 70'1 would act this wa;r. 
This situation vas designed to test one's willingness to stand 
tor the ~ht against the desires ot the crowd and also to show lead-
ship ability in supporting what one beliews to be right. 
The CRP attitude aphases troa the Vicarious Sacrit:l.ce Unit 
which appq aost to this situation ares ftThe courage to undergo 
'lmpOP\1larity in doing what be believes to be right and in returning 
good tor ll'ril.•; IIJ.earning the value ot llllld.ng sacrifices tor his friends 
and the skills tor doing so"J •Understanding that ever;rone, whatever his 
end011118111;a, has SOM leadership respgns:!Bilit:las to carry out•; •The 
courage to develop and IU.i.ntain Christiaa convictions•; and "The courage 
to carry on in spite ot discouraging experiences im'olving unpopularity.• 
The top set ot &DS118rs llllllitest.s an attitude ot ident:lf'ication 
with the person being considered tor IIIBIIbership in the club. These 
youths expressed this attitude b;r ca.par:tng the person's probl.elll ot a 
different t&lli.q backgroUDd with their own or by iagining how they would. 
feel it th41r wre in this person's place. This attitude ot 11111P&thetic 
"see .Appendix Eo 
1lllderstanding is not evident in the bott011 set of answers. 
The top set of answers also reveals a determinetion to act in 
defense of the prospective 11181lber. They suggest that the writers would 
try to change the attitudes of the other members of the club. By cJ.ari!Y-
ing the issues involved, by pointing out that the club accepts lllellbers 
on their individual qualifications rather than on their backgrolliids, by 
listing the possible contributions a person with a different backgro1llld 
could make to the clnb by broadening their experience, by inspiring the 
other IRellilers to help this person, and by defending eve17one 1 s equal 
right to belong to the group unless his personal behavior proves lrlm 
U11110rt1Jf of such acceptance, the young people writing these answers would 
make an active attempt to have the person adaitted. 
The youths providing the top set of answrs showed an awareness 
of the fact that their one vote for accepting this person into the club 
would not be enough, that the problea vas much greater than mere personal 
acquiescence, and that others had to be convinced of the prospective 
member's worth. They indicated, in their answers stating that they would 
try to help their fellow Dlllllilers develop an appreciation of the prospec.. 
tive member, that they .felt confident of the rightness of their own position 
and of their ability to lead others to their own point of view. 
This group damonstrated an ability to isolate the individual 
.f.rolll his environment in their thinking. Moreover, they were able to see 
the problem of exclusion and prejudice as a universal one, not just as 
an isolated situation related to their club. In their responses they 
me.de appeal to a general principle for all such problems by citing such 
beliefs as "All men are created equal." All the answers show a recogni-
tion of an individual's responsibility to his fellow men. 
Tbe youths whose answers showed the greatest tendency to prac-
tice vicarious sacrifice appeared to have faith that, if the person 
vers admitted to the club, the association would benefit both the new 
IIIEIIlber and the club. They were also willing to assume personal respODsi-
bility for IIIBking the relationsbjp a hspw one. They expressed a strong 
desire to mak:e the new lllelllber feel accepted in the club. 
In this situation more thsn in 1q1 of the other three, there is 
agreement on one points both sets of answers clear:Q' show that the 
respondelrt.s objected to judgjng an individual by his background, a prac-
tice which~ consider unfair. While both groups also recognized that 
his or her background would have some influence on the prospective 
Elllber, the7 difi'e:red in their opinions about its e.f'i'ect. The top group 
saw the difference as a potential benei'it to the club, whereas the bott0111 
group viewd it as a hindrance. Although the bottom group felt that it 
was unfair to exclude a person because of his background, they were de-
tached .froa the situation and did not appear to be personally involved. 
The bottom set of answers revealed that this group would tend to mind 
their own business even though someone lliglrt be hurt by their withdrawal. 
One youth said, for example, that •he would probab:Q' go along with the 
majority." This group also tended to rationalize in defense of their 011n 
apatey b7 suggesting that since the person's background was different, 
he or she probab:Q' wouldn't get along with the other club IIISIIIbers ~· 
While some said that they would personal:cy vote to admit the prospective 
IIISIIIber, the7 were apparent:Q" willing to accept without opposition the fact 
that the majority would undoubted:cy reject the person. 
D • SlDamar7 of Characteristics Found in 1ll the 
lqpothetical Situations 
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The follow:lng is a Slllllllal'1 of the co1111110n characteristics related 
to the practice of rlcarious sacrifice which were observed in the responses 
to the four situations provided in the quest.j,mmaire used :in this stucl;r 
and which also ~~et the reliab:Uity requirEIIIIent described earlier 1n the 
chapter. 
It is not claimed that these characteristics, when present, 
will cause a person to practice vicarious sacrifice. However, they' 
were erldent in the responses to the test problems where the practice of 
vicarious sacrifice was 1ndicated in the solutions, and were lacking where 
little or no vicarious sacrifice wes suggested. Consequent~, it appears 
that when vicarioua sacrifice is practiced in a situation, a number of 
the following characteristics are apt to be evident in the persons prac-
ticing it: 
1. .A. tendency to see in the situation the opportunity to serve 
or to stand for justice. 
2. .A. tendency to identi1)' themselves with those who need help, 
to have empa~ for those who need their services • 
.3. .A. tendency to understand the issues of injustice or suffering 
involved 1n the situation and to evaluate their significance to the people 
experiencing them. 
4o .A. tendency to think inclusive~ rather than excluaive~ of 
their relationships with the people involved in the situation. 
5. A tendency to feel a personal responsibility for helping to 
solve the problem fer all concerned in the situation. 
6. A tendency to f'eel others a:pect them to stand f'or the right 
and to help in the situation. 
7. A tendency to see the possible good that can come merely 
in the attempt to solve the problem even if' they are UDSUccessf'ul. 
8. A tendency to see service and justice as the highest value 
responses they can ake to the situation. 
9. A tendency to have enough self-confidence to attempt to 
improve the situation. 
CH.APrER VI 
SONE CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUTH REPUTED MCBT APT TO 
PRACTICE VICARIOtB SACRIFICE 
This chapter consists or the ana.J.;rsis or the data obtained from 
the Sentence Co~~pletion Test o£ the questionnaire, the methods used in 
this ana.J.;rsis' and the .findings or the ana.J.;rsis. 
A. Kind of Data Obtained from the Serrt;ence C0111pletion Test 
In the Sentence Completion Test o! the questionnaire, the youth: 
were asked to c0111plete quic~ and spontaneously short phrases, sometillles 
called stems, to form whole serrt;ences. The six major areas o! investiga-
tion were the feelings the young people had about: (l) themselves, (2) 
their school, (,3) their homes and families, (4) their church, (5) their 
peysical and mental characteristics, and (6) their personal interests 
and activities. 
Although the phrases provided directed the persons to make their 
responses in these speci!ic areas, they permitted the youth; to express 
themselves tree:cy. No list o! answers, and no type o! answer, was 
suggested to the youth. The expressions each youth used to co~~plete 
each phrase were entirely his own. Consequently, the variety o! possible 
anliWEirs was infinite. 
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The purpose of this test was to obtain free expression of the 
feelings these young people had toward some of the major areas of their 
experience. Because of the freedaa permitted in creating aDBllers and the 
wide variety of answers given, it vu illlpossible to dete:mine accuratel;y 
the validity and reliability of the info:rmation gained fl'OIIl such a test. 
However, it vas possible to observe certain patterns in the responses 
made to complete the phrases. .An ana4'sis of these resp01188s was made 
and is presented, oot as any final or conclusive suggestion of personality 
traits or differences bet11een the top and bottom groups of youths, but 
rather as an indication of trends or probable characteristics related 
to the practice of vicarious sacrifice in ninth grade youth. 
Although it is recognized that the young people, in completing 
their sentences, J111f3 not alw;ra have expressed their true feelings about 
the subject matter of the phrase, the11: expressions represented individual 
respoDI!Ies to specific stilmli. Since all of the youths were aalald to 
respond to the - stimllli, in the form of the partial sentences or 
phrases to be . capleted, the various responses represent reactions of 
different personalities. While these respoDSes do not represent the 
total personality of' aey individual, they are products of that personality 
and are therefore 'IIOl't.lv of anal;rsb. 
The young people taking thia test 11ere, as described in Chapter 
IV of this paper, judged by their peera and teachers as practic:l.Dg differ-
ing &IIIOU!lts of vicarious sacrifice. They wre then ranked into top and 
bottOIIl groups according to these judpants. Since the responses to the 
sentence cempletion phrases wre considered to be reflections of per-
SODality, the responses of the top group, where they' differ f'rOIIl those 
lDl 
of the bott• group, are believed to :indicate characteristics related to 
the practice ef Ticarious aacri!ice. 
SiDce there waa an almost :infinite l1UIIber of possible responeu 
to the partial phrases, and since the sa11ple waa relativel;r SIIIBll, it 
seemed lllllikel;r that any pattern of agraa~~~nt could be ebserved :in the 
responl!les given by IBllbers of either group. It was therefore surprising 
that the patterns of agreement within each group showed marked differences 
from the patterns of agreement :in the other group. While not all the 
phrases wre of equal value :in this respect, the responses made to same 
of the phrases seemed to reveal definite characteristics :in each croup. 
The following snal;rsill is made in an attapt to discover so• 
characteristics llhi.ch are related to a certain kind of behavior. 
Howver, because of the complexity of the interrelated factore which 
4lldst in any behavior pattern, no claia is made that this is a collprehen-
Bive listing of all the possible characteristics related to the practice 
of vicarious sacrifice. 
B. Methods Used in .loa.l;rzing the Data .t'roa the 
Sentence C011pletion Test 
A method had to be developed by llhich the 118terial obtained :rr-
these phrases could be anal;rsed. A DUIIber of attempts 118l'e made to f:!nd 
categeriss, nch as anti-social behavior, aggressive behavior, positive 
adjustment, or negati"N adjustment, which would appl;r to the various 
responses to each phrase. I.t these attellpts had been nccess.tul, then a 
score based on how strongl;r it e:r:pressed the idea of the category veuld 
have been given to each response, and the differences of scores between 
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the t110 groups ef youths could haft been dete:rmined statilltic~ for 
each category. Thill would have been the same procedure used by Rotter 
in an&:cyzing the results of responses ade to The Rotter Inc!!!ll?lete 
Sentences Blank.1 H0118ver, the range of subjects cevered in the Sentence 
Capletion Test of the questionnaire uaed in this stud;y was so broad 
that BUch a statistical ana:Q'sis vas illposs:lbleo No cate&ary could be 
found that would app~ to the respon1es of all the ;young people to all 
the phrases, and ~ rare~ did all the responses to &IV' one phrase tit 
into an;r one category. 
Since the responses made to the phrases 'll'lre not caparable to 
one another, it was finaJJ;r decided that a silllple quantitatiTe &nLcysiB 
of the responses tor each phrase would be the most fruitful method of 
determining the characteristics of the two groups of ;youths. The 
following ill a description of the Mthod which was uaed. 
The responses Gf the top group of fifteen youths for each phrase 
were assembled into one set of anS'II'Irs. Since there 'll'lre fift;r-seven 
phrases or questions, there were fif't7-seT811 sets, with fifteen responses 
in each one. The same procedure 118.8 tollO'II'Id for the fifteen youths in 
the bott011 group, which resulted in fift;r-seven sets of 8.1181rers far this 
group too. 
Each set of answers was then studied to see if a millibar of answers 
were siwilar or preseut.ed the same basic idea. If such •i•il•rit;r in 
the &DSIJ8rs could be fo'llJid, the bailie idea which they upressed was called 
a category. In SOlie sets of answers, no more than four sim11sr responees 
would fit iDto arq single category, 'llhile other sets had as high as 
twelve answre which apressed ODe ides or category. 
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When this had been done for all the sets of answers for both the 
top and bottom groupe, each set of :respoiiHs by the top group was 
c011p8.1'8d with the cor:reapondinc set of :responses for the bott011 group. 
This comparison revealed that for s- phrases the two sets contained 
s1•1ler ideas or categories, 1lhile for other phrases the two sets of 
responses conta'ined opposite ideas. And for other phrases, there vera 
no comparable or contrastinc categeries in the two sets of answers. 
In the presentation of the IIIJLQrsis of these aDBWere, the author 
used the following criteria to detel'lline the significance of various 
categories, whether they were e1•1lar or different in the two sets 'llhich 
wore compared: (1) Five or ~~ore e1J11ler responses had to be present 
in any set of anell&rs before a category was considered wortb;y of discussion 
:lJl this paper. (2) Catepries are not presented unl.ees the S8118 category, 
or its opposite, was found in the set of responses aade to c011plete a 
phrase by both the top and botto. groups. (3) Whore the same category 
appears in the responses of both the top and bottOII group for an;r given 
phrase, the ides w:lll. be considered a characteristic related to the 
particular group havinc the largest DWii:lor of answers c.preesing this 
ides, providinc there is a difference in Dl:lllber of at least five responses 
betll&en the two groups. 
The chief weelme8s of this aetbad is that the anal7sis depends 
a great deal on hulllan judgaent rathor than on ~ ebjective criteria. 
In SOliS cases the writer 111Q' have failed to identify a s1m11arity of 
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answers, or he 1111Q' have erred in judging llbether a response act~ 
expresses a given idea. In order to overcoll8 this limitation, the 
author went over the responses a Dlllliber of times on different dqs aDd 
at different hours of the dq. In a further atte111pt to give more rel::l.a-
bUity to the categories, other people were aakBd to ~ze SOII8 or the 
responses indepeudent:cy' to aee whether their interpretations agreed with 
those or the author. Where there 1188 DD consistency either between the 
author's interPretations at varions t:iJaes1 or between the author's llll&lJ'sis 
and those of other persons, a category 1188 considered inYalid and is not 
reported in this paper. 
Co Findings from .A.na:cysis of the Sentence Completion Data 
1. Feel:l.ngs about Self in Relation to others.--Although the 
first question in part one of the Sentence Completion Test did not elicit 
replies demonstrating strong differences, six people in the top group and 
seven in the bottom group coapleted the phrase "Most people are l.ilcely to 
•• •" in a vq which sholftlti approval or others. Four or the top group 
shoved DSgative feelings toward people ganeral:cy1 llbereas only two of the 
battoa group :unifested negative feelings, and these were directed toward 
having to do the questionnaire. As there ware more tt1Kllarities than 
differences between tbe two sets of answrs to this question, no characteris-
tics relative to the practice of vicarious sacrifice could be discerned. 
In cOllpl.eting pl1rasEt two, IIWhen I help &01180D81 I expect •• • •, 
ten or the top group and eight of the battoa group said that they expected 
80118 kind of favorable or appreciative response from the person thq 
helped. Four of the fol'llllr group and six of the latter said thq cpected 
little or nothing in return. Here again, the similarities are greater 
than the dii'terences and :Indicate no distinctions on the part of either 
group. 
The third phrase to be cnpleted in this section was "I! 
so11111one does better than I. • •" ~he responses of the bottom group 
here ahwed a more c011petitive spirit than the top group. Eight of the 
bottom group indicated that tbe7 110uld try harder or work for sel:r-
iapl'QV'8111flnt.1 while cm:cy four or the top group sho'lftld this same attitude. 
Moreover, four of the top group ahwed a "don't care" attitude which was 
not c:preseed by aey of the bottom groupe Six of the top group displ.a;yed 
respect for the person vho had done superior work and said they would con-
gratulate him1 but onl.y t110 of the bottoa group ll&llifested this attitude. 
Responses ~oward others Who Do Superior Work 
Response Top Group Bottoa Group 
Col\Rl"atulate or adllli.re 6 2 
Acceptance of other's superiority; 
•It' s natural• or "Don't care" !i 0 
Will try harder to illprove self 4 8 
other l 2 
Could these responses be interpreted to mean that the top group 
is 1110re self-confident and self-acting, and therefore not disturbed by 
superiority in others? Such an attitude 110uld enable them to accept such 
superiority as a natural occurrence and to congratulate others for their 
SIICcesses. The bottoa group, on the other hand1 appear to think of them-
selTes in t81'!11S or COlllpetition with their fellow 1181lo Comparison of the 
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responses made to this phrase with those ude tor the !itth o~~e would 
seem to 1111pport this interpretation. 
Another distinction appears in the responses of the two groups 
to phrase tour, "If I disagree with s0118cme •• •" Five of the top group 
said that they 110uld trr to see the other person's point of view, while 
~ oDe of the bottoa group stated this feeling. Four .t"rool each group 
indicated that they would 'll8l1t to reach an agreement or would not want 
the disagreelDent to cause unpleasant lmlllan relationships. Five in the 
top group and eeven in the bottoa group shOII'ed that they would eitber 
argue or trr to prove their point. The top group appears tc !eel less 
need to prove that they are rigat and shOII' acre w1llingness to see another 
person's point of view. The tre:nd in these responses seems to support 
the evidence of c011petitivaness in the bottca group which was indicated 
by the answers to the previous phrase. 
The responses to phrase five, "When the odds are against liB • • • 1 • 
are nearly the same for both groups. Five in each group said that they 
would trr harder, and three in each recognised that having the odds against 
them was discouraging or a definite disadvantage. However, it ia interest-
:lng to note the dif1'erence in the responses to this phrase as compared 
with those tor phrase three. An interpersonal relationsltill is involved 
in the third phrase, while phrase five is much more illlpersonal. In 
answer to the earlier phrase, the top group ahOII'ed a less competitive 
spirit than the bottoa group, but in response to phrase 1'ive, they showed 
an equal desire to overca. the odds. 
Because of the wide ramge o1' anawrs given to phrase ah:, IIJ!oat 
of all I want. • • 1 • it was hltossibl.e to lllllce specific categories. 
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Neither group showed IIU.Ch viaion of service. Most 1181ltioned specific 
th:ings pertaining either to :l.mmediate desires or to long range vocational 
or educational ambitions. The responses of the two groups were similar 
in kind and lllllllber. 
Phrase seven emibited one of the gt"eatest differences between 
the two groups which were revealed by the Sentence Elompletion '%est. To 
cCIIIIplete the phrase, •Ii' I'm unpopular because of sanething I believe, 
I ••• ,• six of the top group as&llEd they were right, but only two of 
the bott011 group expressed this feeling. In contrast, seven of the bott1111 
group assUIIIIId they were wrong and said they would tey to correct or mend 
•tters, 1lh1l.e enJ.y ona of the top group shOlftld this attitude. These 
responses seeJII to indicate two quite different approaches to interpersonal 
relationships. The top group anifested self-confidence in what they 
believe and do in relationship to others; the bett011 group lacked this 
self-conticence and asswoed that they would be 1ll'01lg and should tey to 
make up for their own veakoesses. Four and three, respectivelJr, of the 
top and bottaa groups indicated that they wuld check to see who was right 
or wrong. 
Chart Shoring Answers to Phrase on PopularitY 
Percentage Figures Given 
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Beaponse !op Group Bottom G!'oup 
Ass- tbq are right 
although 'rlew 1118kBs thelll 
unpopular 
As8111118 they are wrong i!' 
Tiew akes thelll 1IDpOp11l.ar 
Would :Investigate to see 
who was right 
Miscellaneous lllUIWere or 
blanks 
In cClllpleting phrase eight~ tbe aajority of both groups of youth 
said the,. •object 110st to• people ot a certain t,pe of behaTier rather 
than to things. 'l'en ot the top group and thirteen of the bottom group 
responded to the phrase in this '03. 'l'he youth objected ~ to 
conceited people or to :t.loral behavior~ but three of the bottom group 
stated that they did net like 11people who bothered tbell.11 The reactiODS 
to this phrase did not indicate aJV' distinoti'n qualities for either group. 
'l'he phrase "My lite would be a success it • • •" also failed to 
produce &I1,Y" significant ditfereDees in response. Each group gave eleven 
anners which centered in self. As with the s:lxth phrase~ neither group 
showed D1ch vision ot high 110ral living or of serviee to •nk1Dde ~ 
roar of the top group and two ot the bottca. group gave responses llhich 
would tall into this category. 
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Both groups listed fair~ high standards for the person they want 
to marry. In response to phrase ten, II'J.'he person I lll&l"1'1 DlllBt have •• • ,• 
the top group JIIEintioned 110ral qualities five times, and the bottom group 
stressed Jdndness and understanding as essential qualities. Both groups 
considered good personality important. lfeither group emphasized 
physical qualities, although tliO for each group mentioned that attractive 
peysical traits would be desirable. The major difference in the responses 
was that the top group emphasized the blportance of moral qualities, while 
the bottem group was more concerned with unselfish qualities. 
To describe a great person, in response to phrase eleven, both 
groups listed such qualities as I living up to one's comictions, being 
h'llllli:i.1.e1 being able to get along with people, and being able to take it 
1lhen the going gets tough. Howver, there was one significant difference; 
five of the top group listed service to their fellow •n as a sign of 
greatness, but none of the bottoa group included this characteristic. 
When the youths were asked in question twelve what kind of per-
sons they wanted to be, a mch larger proportion of the top group expressed 
a desire for social approval and for Mral, unselfish personal qualities 
than did the lower group. Of the top group, 8lo7% listed so. idea of 
this kind, whereas o!Lcy 53o3% of the lover group expressed this ambition. 
Examples of the ideas included in response to this phrase are 1 •Kind, 
understanding, and thoughttul of other people•; nans vbo is honest, 
thoughtful, kind, faithful, and has a respect for other people"; •A well-
lilted person and have lots of i'riends.• Words like decent, respected, 
responsible, and thoughtful are prevalent in the responses of the top group. 
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2. FeeJ.ings about School •• -lfo differences between the top and 
bottoa groups wre noted in their co~~~~~mts about their teachers or llhat tbe,y 
lill:ed best about school. Most of the ;roung people expressed favorable 
opiniou about their teachers. 'l'he adjective ued most frequentq waa 
:njee-# a rather :noncOIIIIIital vord. vhich llhon SOIIIS degree of approval. '!'be 
majority of both groups said that the thillg the1' liked best about school 
was the people they got to be with, i.Dclud.ing teachers and fellw students. 
In c011plet:ing the phraae IIWhat I liJce best about school. • • , 11 sligh~ 
more of the top group than the botta group 88ll in school an opportunitJ' 
to bec01118 educated or to get something 110rth while. However, in response 
to phrase three of this seetio:n, •Because ef ., classes at school. • • 1 1 
an almost equal l!WIIber from each group said that the;r enjoyed their 
olasees or sav in them an opportunity for personal growth. 
A greater difference se8118d to appear when the youths were asked 
to state wbat most of their sehoolates thnght of thell. While 110:re 
than half of both groups said that their classmates approved of them, 
and s0111e froa each group ve:re noncoaait.l in their cOB&llts, four of the 
bottom group mentioned negative qualities such as "careless," •d1Dib1 " 
"bad boy1 11 or •stupid.• On4r one of the top group said that his claas-
-tes thought of !rla in such a negative wq1 although two of the top 
group said that their classmates felt tbq nre "1m the good side" or •too 
studiOUBo111 While SOIII8 of the top group felt u:naccepted bJ their class-
-tea becaUBe of their own Yi.rtue or studio'IISUss, the -.bars of the 
bottoa group who felt u:naccepted attributed this situation to their own 
st'I!PiditJ' or personal faults. On4r one of the bottCIII group felt that 
his claa-tes coneidered hia better than averags. While the difference 
in IIUIIbers here is :not sienificant, the responses ~ nggest a tl'8Dd 
lJl. 
of tb.ougbt. 
In reapoue to phrase fiYe, the llajor c011plaints which the youth 
~~eemed to have about their clallemates wre related to their social atti-
tlldea, both toward thelleelves aDd to people in general. For 8UIIIple, 
they wished their achoollu.tes would llt17 to 'llDderstam the other person,• 
"treat me lllicer, • or •stop bragging.• There were no significant ditfel'-
ences between the two groups' respOlUIIes to this phrase. 
The llajority of both gr9ups :flldieated in the next phrase that 
they en,1oyed school clubs and thought thea worth wh:SJ.e. However, the 
tep group vas al.ight]1 less critical of the Clubs. Four from the bottca 
gr9Up expressed objection to th•, bu.t there vu ~ one llild complaint 
tro• the upper group. 
More than t118Ilt7 different auggestions were given in response to 
question seven, •It you were principal of your school, what challges 'IIOUl.d 
J'OU llllke?" Except for the two children who did not answer the question 
and the s:fx who :flldieated that the7 veuld not JUke IU\r changes, there 
were ne duplications in the responses • Beeaue of the vida range in the 
type ot sugge.tions which were ude, it was :blpossible to aDalyze the. 
further. Moreover, the types of suggesticms offered by the two groups 
were •1•1lar in nature. 
3· Feelings about liolll8 and F••ny.-The third section of the Sen-
tence C011pleticm Test dealt with the young people's hCIMs and fa•il:fes. 
Most of the 701lths in both groups indicated, in questions one and tvel.Ye, 
that they enjo.Jlld being with their f•"'l:fea. When uked iD the secODd 
questien to atate wbat they liked ben about their parents, two-thirda 
of both g1'9Up8 said that their parents were fair and underatuding. 
The first dit.rerenee between the t1IO groups was observed :In 
their responses 'to tbe phrase, "My parents have alwqs wanted 11e 
to. • •• • Kine of the top group said that their parents wanted tbelll 
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to live 110ral lives, but o~ four of the bottoa group Jllenticmed this. 
Seven youths :In the bottoa group, and four :In the top group, listed cer-
ta:ln ?Oea'tiona and s!c!l]s as the things their parents :aost llliJ1ted theal 
to acc011plish. Ncme of the 'top group :Interpreted their parents' wishes 
for them as •re obedience, but two of the bottoa group responded to 
the phrase :1n tut llllllll8r. 
However, when the question was phrased negativeq, IIM;y parelrt.s 
don't want ae to. • • ,n nine froa each group listed it811S which per-
'tained to aoral. behavior, such as drinking, 111110king, stq:lng out too 
late at night, or be:lng a delinquent. 
A cCIIIp&rison of the answers 'to questions three and four :Indi-
cates that the youth :In the top grotlp believe that their parents have 
ill.terpreted good. behavior both positiveq and ugatively to them. i'hese 
parents have apparentq stressed the blportance of do:lng certain good. 
deeds as well as avoidiDg certain actions llbich they' considered wrong. 
In colrt.raat, the parent.a of the bottoa group of youth se• to have ilt-
pressed their children with a Mre negative aoralit.y. Although the bott. 
grGQp felt that their parelrt.s would not vaut them to do a!Q'th:lng wrong, 
these youth believed that their parents lllmted thea to acquire a sld.ll. G1' 
an education 110re than arqt;hing else. libere the top group had been :In-
spired to live nobq1 the other grotlp had been encouraged to live succesatulJ.T. 
In phrases five and ten, ·RMy father tb1nks I. • .• and liMy 
110ther th1Dks I •• • ,• elicited 1!11•fler :responses from each youth. It 
a young person believed that his father was critical of him, he usuaJ.ly 
felt that his mother was also critical. For both phrases, slightq 
110re than half of the young people in the top group wrote that their 
parents disapproved of tbell. at soa point. 'fwo less youths in the botta 
group finished the phrases in this wrq • There was such variety in the 
remaining responses that no category of 110re than three could be 
established. 
In the other questions relating to the youth's attitude toward 
his parents, the majority of both groups of young people indicated that 
they approve of both their parents. No other characteristics eraerged 
from the responses to phra&es six, seven, nine, end eleven. When uked 
to compal."9 their fathers and 110ther& in phrue eieht, the youth in each 
group listed the following responsssJ 
Reaponse Top Group Bottoa Group 
Show no preference 4 6 
Prefer 110ther 4 5 
Prefer father 2 3 
Make no comparison 5* 1 
il'1'vo of the top group stated that father is deceased or divorced. 
The difference here in ratio between the tw groups is not sufficient 
for characteristics to be identif'ied for either group. 
In phrases thirteen end fourteen, the youthe were asked what 
their brothers end sister& thought o:r them. Seven o:r the top group 
and &i.x of the bottOlll group &aid they bad no brothers, and four and &:ix, 
respectivel;r, said they had no &isters. Of the remaining youthe in the 
top group who were able to complete these phraes, three indicated that 
their brothers approved of them, aDd .five that their sisters did, which 
made a total of eight expressions of s:l.bllng approval. In contrast, 
the bottCIIII group gave no indication of sibling approval, but eight indi-
cated that their brothers disapproved of them and three that their 
sisters did, which :mde a total ot elevan expressions of sibling dis-
approval. There were onJ;r three expressions of sibling disapproval in 
the top group. This striking dii'!erance would seem to impl,y that 
perceived good si'!lling relationships are a characteristic related to 
the reputed practice of vicarious aacri£ice in ninth grade youth. 
The section on the hmle and tamiJ,y was concluded with the ques-
tion, "How would you change your hQII8 life it you could?• Elevan of 
the top greup, or 73.7% said they would not lllake any changes. or those 
in the top group who wished for changes, one showed approval of the 
.famiJ1' but wished they would do 11.0re things together, another wished his 
mother would go out 110re, and one left the space blank; onJ;r one said 
he wished his famil,y would get along better together. 
In contraat, onJ;r four, or 26.7%, ot the bott0111 group said 
they wanted no changes. Some changsa which the remaining eleven membere 
of this group wanted in their fp111es were1 more money, 2; changes in 
sibling relationships, 4; stopping music leasons, l; and more .freed~ 1. 
One of the bottom group said he "couldn't change it, so wb,y think about 
it.n Two others left this question blank. 
The results of the young people's responses to this question 
would indicate that satisfying famil,y life is a characteristic related 
to the reputed practice of vicarious aacri£ice in youth ot this age. 
~. Feel1ngs about Church or Spagogae. Mrv of the questiou in 
this aectien are left blank by the youths in both gl'Ciups. For s011e of 
the questiou as UJ1Y as .30% of the ;roung people did not respond. The 
reasons for these Ollisaiona -.q be that - of the questions did not 
ap~ to all the ;rouths because their churches either did not baTe ;routh 
groups or classes, or they did not attea4. 
When the ;routh were asked to state what tbq li.ked best about church, 
110at ot the aunrers conceraed the secial aspects of church life rather 
than the atrictl;y religious. Onl;y thrM responses in each group 11181ltioned 
worship, prqer, or the S~ aerrice • .lll other resp<mses coiiCernad 
actiTities and fellmrahip which could prebabl;y be found in any secular 
organization. The church did not ae• te be •king a unique contribution 
to the line of the •joriv of ;rOllth in both greups. 
In~- to the second phrase :Ill this section, ten of the 
top group indieatecl. tbat the)' liked the other 11811bers of their chureh 
;routll organisatiOD; five of the bottoa group cpressed a si•iJ•r lik:l.ng. 
l'one of the top group said that tU7 did not attend. their church ;routh 
organisation, but three of the bottoa group said the;r did not. &0• One 
:f'roll each greup stated tbat his church did not have a ;routh gl'Ollp• !iro 
of the botta group lett this question blank. 
S:l% of the ;rouths in the two groups, or 20., Clllittecl. the question 
Ill! thiDk churches should. • • •"' Of the anners that are given, four 
of the top group nggeated. that churches should work to illpreve humaD. 
relations, and four others thought they should proTide more actiTitias 
for J'OUDg people. !lone of the bott011 group 1116D.tioned either of these 
things. However, four of the bottoa graap Mntioned things which are 
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specifical:cy' relig:l.ou, while only one of the "top group listed anything 
of this sort. In their church life the tep group show more social 
erientation in their thillk:l.ng than the bottom group. 
In question tour, when asked about their ;routh leadere, ten ct 
the top group and tiYe of' the bottom gt"oup expressed approval. However, 
six of the bottom group either lett this question blank or said the;r did 
not attend, as ca~~psred with two of' the top group. It 'IIOIIl.d appear, 
atter the results of thie q11estion haTe been compared with those of' ques-
tion two regarding Mllbers of the church ;routh organizations, that the 
;routh in the top gt"OUp are 1111ch more active in, and look with 1111ch 
greater favor on, the ;routh prograu of' their churches than do the 
;routh in the bottom group. 
In question five, the suggestions 111ade by the top group regarding 
church school classes uowed. that thq wanted to gst something out of' 
thell. Thq wanted the classes to be more educational and more orderly. 
The suggestions of the bottom group were ustly related to tiller solll8 
wanted classes more otten, and -· longer sessions. Four of the bottom 
group lei't this q11estion blank. 
When asked IIWhat wuld ;rou like churches to do that 1:.hey don • t 
do, • two of the top group and seven of the bott0111 group lei't the apace 
blank. Eleven of the top group 111ade suggestions for impl'OV8Jiente or changes, 
nine of' which were regarding recreation, ;routh writ, or less f'omal church 
serrices. Only five of the bottom group made suggestions of an;r ld.nd. 
The f'ew remaining ;rouths in each group expressed satisfaction with their 
churches as the;r were. 
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5. Feelinp about Plq'sical and HeBtal Characteriatics.-In response 
to the f'irat phralle :In thia aection, •Because of DIY bulld, I Ulo • • , • 
the m&3ority of :YOUDC people :In liloth groupe e:x:preaeed. aatiataction with 
their pb;ysical condition or consicl.ered it an aaaet :In sports. Five o:r 
the top group •ntio1111d that they wre either tall or big, and noM 
IIIBntioned that they wre aall. In the bottom group, olll;r tw mentioii8CI. 
that the,r were big, and three aaid the;y were 8lllall. or short. 
The top group regarded their •uta.l capacities u a •ana o! 
doing good or superior work; the bettoa group, although eatiafied with 
their ~~~~mtal abUities, thought •re :In tel'll8 of Mrel;r getting lilT• Eight 
of the top group felt they had the 118lltal ability to llllke A grad.H or 
succeed :In completing college, but onl;r three of the bottoa group vie118d 
their •ntal capaci'l;iee :In this manner. 
Six of the bot'l;oa group wished they were older or more attractive, 
but enl;r OD8 of the top group ~~~mtiGD8CI. a desire to be prettier or •re 
haJid8oae. Honver, .four o.t' the top group said the,r 'IIBilted a good per-
I!IQDali'l;;y eo that they could get along better with others. 
Fi'\1'8 o.t' tbe bottaa group .fa!. led to ca.plete phrase .four, "Because 
or 7q looke ••• ,• but onl;r 0118 or the top group lett thia question 
blank. othenriae, there were no aigaitican'lo ditferemcee between the 
responses or the tvo groups. Jlost or tbe &llSIIers illdicated that the 
;yollths thoqht their appearance waa an aaeet to th8111o 
In phreae .five, IIJIJl' special talent iao • • ,• both groups listed 
s111'flar talente and held baaicall;r tbe - attitudes 'toward tha. 
However, a eonaicl.erable difference between the two groups appeared 
when tbe;y were asked, ill phrase s:lx, RJiost people th:IDk I. • • .• Tnl.YII 
of the top group indicated that others approved of them in SOllie w;y 6 
whereas orLcy' five of the bott01111 group listed evidences of approval. 
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While these responses did not show a feeling of f'ull acceptance, they 
indicated that the youths believed they had at least soiDB skill or trait 
which others admired and which was pl'OIII:inent enough in their thinking for 
them to llllntion it. 
Both groups' responses to questions seven and eight regarding 
size and age were similar. About two-thirds of each group se81D8d to be 
satisfied with their size. One-third of each group felt that their age 
restricted them in some WlJ36 but an equal DUIIber recognized that their 
age permitted them to do SOIIIIII things which they might not otherwise be 
able to do. 
Answers to the next phrase6 •It is eas,r for me to. • • 6 " demon-
strated ene of the most striking contrasts which appeared in the responses 
of the tw groups to the sentence cOIIII.p].etion portion of the questionnaire. 
Eight of the top group said it was eas,y for them to get along with people6 
make friends, and to talk to them. on:cy ons of the bott01111 group mentioned 
such ability. Instead6 seven in the bott0111 group listed so111e particular 
skill6 such as drawing or doing school work, which was eas,y for them. 
Again social skill and adjustment seem to be uppermost in the thinking 
of the top group of youths. 
The anacysis of the responses to question ten6 "What kind of per-
son do you think you are6 • revealed that the top group tend to think 
more highly of themselves than do those in the bottGIII group. Thirteen 
in the top group gave positive responses6 while orLcy' seven in the bott01111 
group did so. or these students who gave positive answers, the majority 
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of both groups thought of themsel'Yes as uerage nice people, vith average 
or slight~ better than average abW.ties. Such terms as •f'rl.end:q,.• 
llho118st,• IIJaild-tempered, • and "!fair~ intelligent• appear frequent~ 
in both groupe' respoDBes. 
'rwG of tbe top group expressed feelings of definite superiority, 
but no118 of tbe bottaa group elaimeci to be 1111Ch above a.verage. ~ one 
of tbe top group apressed sol.ell' Degative feelings toward. hillsel£1 whereu 
five of' the bottoa grw.p l1ate4 pare~ DBgative qualities. Six of the 
top group included both positive and uegative qgalitiea in their answers, 
but Cllicy' t110 of the bottoa group appraind thnlselvu in ltllCh an objec-
tive •zmer. One of the top grw.p, and three of' the bottoa group, left 
the question blank. 
While these differences are not illportant statiaticaJ.:b', they 
sholred another slight but interesting trends several in the top group, 
in their negative 1'88pOillles, cOIUJid.ered their 01111 need f'or seli'-:blprcve-
mem and al8o their attitudes towa:rli others. For eyaaple, one said, •I 
tiWik I ueed a lot of' iJiprwing but I Ul too critical of' others.• Another 
sud, •I a apt to j'IUige people too quickly. I hold a grudge. It 1e hard 
for 1118 to aclldt I•llllll'QDg•• The negative responses of' the bottoa group, 
in contrast, terlded to be either f'llppaat or f'atal1atic1 vith no apparent 
aarenesa of a desire for change. JCxmaples of' these responses arec •1. 
little S~J IIWise gu;r•; •linda st1!pid. because I nppose~ ba'Ye the 
. . . 
ability but don't ue it.• 
6. FeeliDgs abol1t Persoaal Interests and l.ctiTiti.es.-The tire1l 
phrase in this aeotion 111, "If' 7q .fri.ellds want me to, I. • •• • Twelve in 
each group said. that they 1I011ld help or do what was asked, but eight of the top 
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group placed a personal or moral reservation on their c0111plisnce, such 
as (I) 1twilJ. if I can and think it is right" or (I) 11go along if I feel 
it is right •" 
None of the bottom group who said they would c0111p:cy made a:tr¥ 
reservations. mustrations ot this type of answar arer (I) "would do 
what they want"J "t:cy to please the"J "will help them. 11 on:cy in the top 
group was the combination of heli!fulness and ethical judgment clsar:cy 
apparent. The bottOJR group seemed to lack this sense of responsibility 
for their actions and were willing s1mp:cy to follow the crowd. 
When the youths were asked to complete the phrase, 111 think it1s 
important to. • • 1 " ten ot the top group gave answars showing a re-
sponsible relationship to others, but on:cy four of the bottOJR group listed 
this characteristic • 11Be trieild;cy and nice to everyone, n "understand 
people, n and "be kind to others" are typical of the top group's responses. 
Most of the bottom group mentioned certain skills as being important 
rather than a specific kind ot relationship to people. on:cy one in each 
group said they felt it was important to be religious. 
Questions three through six in this section of the test failed 
to distinguish differences between the top and bottOJR groups. There 
was great variety in the hobbies, spare time activities, obligations, 
and special interests which were listed. Categories which could be identi-
fied in one group were f'air:cy well matched in the other. 
The two groups also appeared to have s1pr!lar li!Otives f'or engaging 
in their chosen leisure time activities. In answer to the seventh question, 
"Explain vlv your interests and activities are important to you, 11 six ot 
the top group and five of' the bottOJR group indicated that they saw in their 
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hobbies an opportunity for education. However, there were four in the 
bottom group, aa compared with only one in the top group, who thought of 
the:!r activities and interests mere]¥ as something to keep them busy. 
D. 5-r.r of Findings 
Several factors were noted in the Sentence Completion Teat which, 
since they meet the requirement set forth at the beginning of this chapter, 
are considered characteristics related to the practice of vicarious 
sacrifice. 
The youths 'llho were selected by their teachers and peers as being 
most apt to practice 'ricarioua eacrifice tllthibited the following charac-
teristics to a greater degree than did those who were considered least apt 
to practice itt 
1. They show more seli'-con!id8nce in their social relationships. 
2. They consider others as less of a threat to them in achieving 
their goals. 
3. They are more social]¥ oriented in their thinldng and behavior. 
4. They tand more to evaluate what they would do for others, when 
asked, in terms of both cooperation and ethics. 
5. They feel more that others, especiall¥ siblings, approve o:t: 
them. 
6. They believe more etrongl¥ that their parents above all want 
them to live honorable, respectable, moral lives. 
7. They are more satisfied with their fami:cy' life. 
8. They are more active in their church youth organizations and 
tend to •R>l'OVe of the young people and leaders in such groups • 
9. They see to a greater degree in their own IIIBntal endovmente 
the capacity to do good or superior work. 
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10. They .find it easier to get along with people and talk with 
thea, and lllelrt;ion this ability in pre.ference to speci.fic skills other 
than social. 
ll. They show greater sel.f-determination and leadership. 
12. They show a greater sense o.f respons:lbility .ror initiating 
and maintaining wholesome social relationships. 
CHAP'l'ER VII 
FINDINGS AND CCllCLtsiONS 
This chapter contains a ~ of' the pri1llar,- findings of' 
this study and the conclusions tha author baa drawn fl'OIII tha data and 
regarding research methods. 
A. Findings 
The foll.owing findings reaul.ted from the analysis of the data 
obta:lned from the questionnaire: 
1. The sample of youth used in this study was not typical of 
the national population, since the educational level of the parents of 
the youth in the sample was far above the national average. Moreover, 
a much larger proportion of the fathers of the youth in the sample 
were in professional, technical, or lllllllagerial occupations than is true 
for the national -.J.e population. 
2. The youth who were reputed most apt to practice vicarious 
sacrifice exhibited the following characteristics to a greater degree 
than did those reputed least apt to practice it: 
a. They show more self-confidence in their social relationships. 
b. They consider others as less of a threat to them in achieving 
their goals. 
c. They are more soc~ oriented in their thinking and behavior. 
do They tend to evaluate what they woul.cl. do for others, when 
asked, in terms of both cooperation and ethics. 
e. They tend to feel that others, especially siblings, approve 
of them. 
f. They believe that their parents want them, above all, to live 
honorable, respectable, moral lives. 
g. They are more setisfied with their family life. 
h. They are more active in their church youth organizations and 
tend to approve of the young people and leaders in such groups. 
i. They see in their Ollll mental endCIIIIII8Ilts the capacity to do 
good or superior 110rk. 
j. They find it easy to get along with people end talk With them 
and mention this ability in preference to specific non-social 
skills. 
k. They show greater self-determination and leadership. 
1. They show a greater sense of responsibility for initiating and 
maintaining wholesome social relationships. 
m. They are more active in clubs, organizations, and other lllttra-
curricular activities where sk:lll is required or are the 
IIISIIIber is either elected to the group or chosen by an adult 
director, such as varsity basketball, school band, or student 
government. 
3. A !llllliber of the following characteristics were found to be 
present to a greater degree in the persons liho demonstrated the most 
vicarious sacrifice in their ansvers to certain b;ypothetical situations 
than those who demonstrated littler 
a. A tendency to see in the situation the opportunity to serve 
others or to stand for justice; 
b. A tendency to identify themselves with those who need help, 
and to have empat~ for those who need their services; 
c. A tendency to understand the issues of injustice or suffering 
involved in the situation end to evaluate their significance 
to the people experiencing them; 
d. A tendency to think inclusive:Q' rather than exclusive:Q' of 
their relationships with the people involved in the situation; 
e. A tendency to feel a personal responsibility for helping 
to solve the problem for all concerned in the situation; 
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f • A tendency to feel others expect them to stand for the right 
and to help in the situation,; 
g. A tendency to see the possible good that can come merely 
from the attempt to solve the problem, even if they are 
unsuccessful.; 
h. A tendency to see service end justice as the highest value 
responses they cen make to the situation,; 
i. A tendency to have enough self-confidence that they attempt to 
improve the situation. 
B. Conclusions 
Through analysis of the results of this stuctr, the following 
conclusions have been reached: 
1. Due to the limited sample of youth and the type of methods 
used in this stuey, the findings cannot be aBBIIlD.ed to be conclusive or 
applicable to all youth. They can be considered only b;ypotheses for 
further investigation. However, these findings can be assumed to be 
more valid than mere opinion or speculation, since they were derived 
from evidence collected end analyzed in a qstematic llllllln8r. 
2. The Method of Characteristic Differences, as used in this 
study, seemed to avoid so~~~:~ limitations of the control group research 
design which result from the inability to control all factors affecting 
the experiment in the control group. .Although in some cases the findings 
from this method may not be as valid as those from more controlled experi-
~~~:~nts, the method is reco~ed for use in other research studies be-
cause of its simplicity of application and also because it allows for 
greater creativity on the part of the researcher. 
3. Extensive pre-testing, evaluation of results, revision, 
and further pre-testing are essential for the creation of a measuring 
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instrument such as the questionnaire used in this research. The instru-
ment III11St be prepared with great care before it can provide information 
with any degree of validity or reliability for the purpose intended. 
4. ~ factors in an individual' 11 personality seem to be 
associated with the practice of vicarious sacri1ice. Self-confidance, 
sensitivity to the needs of others, ability to think clearly and criti-
cally, a self-image of high ethical qualities, the desire to serve others, 
and courage of self-determination are SOJIIII of the associated factors 
which were noted in this stud;y. Vicarious sacrifice seas to be related 
to the whole of one's personality and becomes an expression of it. It 
is not an isolated factor that can be observed ,.part fl'OIII the total 
self • Probably one cannot educate for vicarious sacrifice as an isolated 
factor in the character structure. 
5. In this study greater di!i'erences were found between the 
attitudes o.r those who were reputed to practice vicarious sacrifice and 
those who were not, than in their background, environment, natural 
abilities or relationships. It wuld therefore seem that individual 
attitudes toward, and interpretation of, these objective elements are 
more close]J' related to the practice of vicarious sacrifice than are the 
objective elEIIIIElnts themselves. The youths' reactions to associates, 
churches, homes, schools, and recreational facilities seem as important 
as the existance o.r good companions or leaders, facilities, or institu-
tions. While there is probably interaction betwen the objective elements 
and the youths' attitudes toward thaa. the provision of a good environment 
cannot be considered an and in itself. Rather, since attitudes appear 
to detel'llline an individual's behavior 110re than does his envirolllii6Ilt, 
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the envirOilllll!llltal factors should allfii1S be evaluated in terms of the 
attitudes the,r help to foster. 
6. A youth's behavior in a situation seems to be dependent 
upon his interpretation of that situation. Whether or not a person 
w:Ul practice vicarious sacrifice in a specific situation is dependent 
upon his interpretation of such factors as the need, the interpersonal 
relationships of the individuals involved, and his 01111 competence to 
solve the problem. 
7 • Although some youth, as observed in this study, are apt to 
practice vicarious sacrifice more than others, these individuals w:Ul 
not alwa;ys practice it in eV'817 situation. The opposite ~ be said 
also: just because a person seldom practices vicarious sacrifice does 
not mean that he never will. Youth are not consistent in their be-
havior although they ~ tend to follow generally identifiable patterns. 
8. Since self-confidence, critical evaluation, end self-deter-
mination wers found to be related to the reputed practice of vicarious 
sacrifice, it would therefore seem umd.se to 18ach those concepts or to 
use teaching methods which would tend to destroy these characteristics 
in youth. Attempts to indoctrinate youth into unquestioning acceptance 
of rigid or discouraging dogmas, or repaated use of humiliating types 
of discipline, 'llllq produce just the opposite characteristics from those 
related to the practice of vicarious sacrifice. 
9. Since the practice of vicarious sacrifice in youth seems 
to be closel1' related to his total life, the work of the religious edu-
cator is much broader than the operation of an educational program in 
the church for a few hours each week. He should make contact with the 
youth1 s life as extensive:cy- as possible if he is to help him develop 
those characteristics related to the practice cf vicarious sacrifice. 
He should seek the cooperation of people who influence the youth in all 
areas of society-in the school, the h011181 and the colllll1lllity, as well as 
in the church. 
10. Further study into the nature of the relationship of vicarious 
sacrifice to the characteristics observed in this etud;y is needed. It 
is hoped that the methods which were uaed in this study cen become a 
basis for investigation concerning the characteristics related to the 
reputed practice of vicarious sacrifice fer people of other age levels 
and for samples that are more typical of the national population. In 
addition, further research is needed to determine to what degree 
reputed practice of vicarious sacrifice is indicative of actual practice. 
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APPENDIX A 
GENERAL INFO.BMATION FOR USE WITH Y01Jl'H OPINION STUDY 
1. CODE NUMBER---- 2. AGE ---- 3. SEX -------
4. SCHOOL------------ 5. GRADE------
6. FAMIIX 
A. Father is living • ••• yes no (circle correct one) 
Mother is living •••• yes no (circle correct one) 
B. Father: Graduate of high school •••• yes no (circle one) 
Graduate of college •••••••• yes no (circle one) 
Occupation-------~-----------
c. Mother: Graduate of high school •••• yes no (circle one) 
Graduate of college • •••.... yes no (circle one) 
Occupation (such as housewife and aqy other job at 
which she ~ now be working) ---------
D. Brothers: list ages----
E. Sisters: list ages----
7 • CHURCH OR SYNAGOGUE 
A. Name ot church or synagogue I am now associated with. It none, 
~NO~-------------------------------
B. I attend church or synagogue (check one) 
regular:Qr about twice a month ve-q seldom never 
- - - -
C • I attend church or synagogue classes 
regular:Qr about twice a month ve-q seldom never 
- - - -
D. I attend a youth group sponsored by a church or synagogue 
regular:Qr about twice a month ve-q seldom never 
- - - -
E. ~ associations with churches and synagogues 
I like very much I like fair:Qr well I don't like too 
well I don1t"'!!ke at all I haveli.O associations 
- - ---
F. I have been associated with this church or synagogue for __ _ 
years. 
8. ACTIVITIES 
List a:rry clubs and organizations to which you belong (for example, 
church youth groups, Scouts, 11!11 clubs, school organizations, 
athletic teams) ______ .....__ 
T. 
This boy 
wanted most 
to~:---
would: 
should: 
APPENDIX B 
SAMPlE ILLUSTRATION 
T. As a boy was w.allrlng home from school with 
his friends on a warm afternoon they passed an 
ice cream stand. All the boys wanted to stop 
:ror ice cream but this bey had promised to go 
straight home after school to maw the lall!lo 
l. stop and have an ice cream soda and put 
off mowing the lawn. 
2. not stop because he had promised to go 
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straight home after school to mow the lawn. ----
3. ask his friends to get cones so it 1iOUld 
not take so long and he could still mow the 
lawn. 
4. on:cy- bu,y a cone himself and go home alone 
so he would have time to mow the lawn. ------
Ao 
This bay 
wanted most tor __ _ 
wouldr 
should:-
B. 
This boy 
wanted most 
to:----
would: 
should: 
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A. While a boy was riding his bike a friend turned 
his bike into the boy' s causing a wreck which damaged 
the boy's bike and tore his new jacket. 
1. assume it was ~ an accident but tell his 
friend to watch where he was going the next 
time. 
2. seek wJ:v' this accident occurred and sea 
it he could prevent the causes for such 
experiences happening. 
3. blame the friend for the accident but 
offer to help him because the Bible says, 
lfto return good for evil•"' 
4. ask his friend to pay for fixing the 
bike and replace the torn jacket since 
the accident was his fault. 
C OlllllBilts: 
B. A boy received a long wanted rifle for his 
birthday. The following week he read in the paper 
that it was unlawful for minors in the city to 
own guns. 
1. pretend he did not see the article and 
keep the gun. 
2. give the gun back to his parents since 
he could not pay the fine if' caught in 
possession of it by la:il . officers. 
3. explain to his parents that he appre-
ciates the reason for the law but would like 
to keep the gun in his room and be trusted 
not to use it. 
4. recognize that the law is a just one for 
the protection of the people and give the 
gun back to his parents to keep for him until 
he is of age. 
Commentsr 
c. 
This boy 
wanted most tor ___ _ 
would:--
should: 
D. 
This boy 
wanted most 
to: 
would: 
--
should: 
lJl 
C. Wb.Ue a boy was shoveling the snow from his Olil1 
drive and walk, some of his .friends came by and wanted 
him to go sledding with them. They were in a huri7 
but were willing to wait until he finished shoveling 
his walk. Just as he finished he noticed that the 
walk of an elderq widow across the street was not 
shoveled. 
lo tell the .fellQWS to go on sledding and he 
would come later after shoveling the widow's 
walk. 
2. pretend he hadn't noticed the widow's 
walk was not shoveled. 
3o try to persuade his .friends to help 
him so he could go sledding with them. 
4. tell her he would be back later to 
shovel her walk. 
Comments: 
D. A group of boys around this boy decided to 
laugh at a certain girl when she walked into 
their classroom. 
lo refuse to laugh because it would make her 
.feel bad but do nothing to prevent others 
.from laughing. 
2. refuse to laugh because the girl was 
his good .friend. 
3o laugh at the girl elong with his 
.friends. 
4. persuade the boys not to laugh be-
cause it would mske her feel bad. 
Eo 
This boy 
wanted most 
to: 
would: __ 
should: 
-
Fo 
This second 
girl wanted 
most to: __ 
would: __ _ 
should: __ _ 
E. A boy who liked to play football vas asked by 
his gang to play after school. His mother had 
asked him to come right home af'ter school and baby 
sit so she could visit her doctor. He promised 
her he would go right home. 
l. play football with his friends since he 
lilced to play very IIIUcho 
2. explain to his friends he had promised 
to go right home after school to help his 
mother# and go home. 
3 • go right home as his mother asked, 
since the Bible sqs# "Obey your father 
and your mother.• 
4. phone his mother and ask her if she 
could visit the doctor some other time. -----
COIIIIIlSil t s : 
F. Two girls have both been taking violin 
lessons for three years. At a recital where 
they both played# the first girl did a 11111ch 
better job than the second girl. 
lo give up the violin because people do not 
appreciate her playing. 
2. be critical of the first girl's mistakes 
and point up the good points of her Ollll 
playing. 
3o compliment the first girl and try 
to develop her Ollll talents more. 
4. wrk harder at the violin so that 
she will be the best player in the 
recital next year. 
C0111111ent s r 
o. 
This 'biiJ" 
wanted .oat 
tot---
would: __ _ 
should: __ 
This girl 
wanted 1110st ten __ _ 
would: 
--
should: __ 
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G. .At a n:I.Dau:1ng .et a boy has the chalice to be in 
tha IIIDst faTerable pesition to win peints tor his 
team. Ewn with thiB advantage he is nat confident 
he can win tllrl' peints for his teaa but he is certain 
his teiW'IIIte who is a better sn-r could if given 
the SUI8 pesitien. The pesitiona for each teu are 
interchangeable for ~era of the team. 
1. attempt to do the best be can for the sake 
ef the team in the pesition given him. 
2. ask to nitch positions w:l.th his teannate, 
since his t.,_te is 1110re apt to Yin points 
fer the t88lll in that position than be. 
3• realize it is to his advantage to keep 
hiB position, and keep it. 
4. keep his pesition because it might cause 
too IIUCh disturhuce to IIBb the change.-----
COIIIIIIeJrts: 
H. .A girl was asked to aceompan;y on the piano four 
of bar friends who were to sing at a Pl'A meeting. 
.Although she 1I8S fairly COIIIpetent at tbe piano she 
had never been an accollp!!nist and llhe did not like 
to play the piano in publi.c. 
1. refuse on the grounds she was nat capable. 
2. accept but adlllit she did not like the 
idea • 
.3io accept because she wanted to help her 
friends. 
4. ~gest several .there who lllight plq in 
bar place. 
COliiiiBDts: 
I. 
Thia b07 
wanted aost 
to: 
would:--
should: 
-
J. 
This b07 
wanted •st 
tot----
would: __ 
ahould: 
I. A boy is 11'1111 liked b7 his clas~~~~~ates and 
u o:rten ael.ected as the leader of ar:ry group 
he 1a in. 
1. refuse additional opportunities !or leadership 
to live others a chance. 
2. expect others to follow his auggestions 
since he 1a popular • 
3• use hill leadersh:lp ability to help otbera 
to beco• leaders theiiiSelvea. 
4. try to be a good leader of every group 
he ill in since he has leadership ability. ----
C01111181lts: 
J. A boy heard tlat Mrs. Murray across the street 
wanted .-eo:ne te do errands for her 1 as she lla8 an 
in9al.1d and coald not leave the house. When he 
uked her it she wanted SOlie groceries .traa the 
store she said aha alreacl;r had her groceries and 
scolded hilll fer diatlll'bing her nap. However, several 
dqs leter, she called hill and asked hill to do an 
errand for her. 
lo do her errand fer her in hopes she would 
give hill SOlie IIIOD8Y for helping. 
2. do her errand for her and ask it she 
wanted ar:rything else do:ne. 
3· tell her he llight help, but ask her to 
explain her actions a few dqs earlier.-----
4. refuse since she had been haat:y to 
hill a fw dqs earlier. 
CoDI!nta: 
K. 
fhisboy 
wanted 110st tor __ _ 
would:--
ahoaldl 
-
L. 
'l'hia bo;r 
wanted 110st tor __ _ 
wouldc: __ 
shouldr 
K. .A. group of triend8 this boy was with were 
throwing rocks at a bulletin board on their way 
rroa school, and detacinc it. 
1. join his friends in throlfin8 the stones since 
he el:ljCJT8d throtr.l.ng stones. 
2. not throw stones but wait anci watch 
b1s tr1enda until they f'lniahede 
3• perauade his friends not to throw atones et 
th:f.ncs they would daage. 
4. p on home alone without stopping te 
throw stones. 
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L. Due to a childhood disease a boy lost lllllCh 
et the control ot his balance and vu UD&ble to 
phlf ball or other actin £811GS• Consequently he 
vu lett out ot aaD.f things aDd &oM classmates 
ll&de tun et hia by bdtating so• ot hie jerking 
110V81118nts. 
1. tr.r to deTelop his intellectual capacities 
but also try to help in tbe group activities 
et which he 1f&8 capable. 
2. anid those whe alee tun of hilll. 
3. try to deftl.Gp his ald.ll in read1ne 
which he enjoys 'Nl7 1111ch and leave the 
ether children alcme. 
4. accept his fate u being untortliJiata. ----
Co.Bntst 
M. 
This girl 
varrted aost 
to:---
wouldt --
ahouldt 
-
H. A girl 1 a .t'riend 1IU being voted on tor adlliaaicm 
into a neighborhood club • The trielld 1 a !Uii:q baek-
greund 'IIU of a t..r economic standard than that of 
the other g:lrla in tbe grcup. For that reason it 
aeead likeJ¥ she liWld not be accepted into the olub. 
1. vote along with the other girls in order 
net to lower the stadard or the club. 
2. threaten to vitlld.raw tl'OII the club it her 
friend 1a not accepted. 
3. atteapt to conrince the g:lr:U. that ether 
standards than econaic aheuld be coneidered 
in selecting ~era tor the club. 
4. pmdt the g:lrl8 to decide on their own 
whetber to accept the :new girl since she 1a 
her perscmal trieDd and tberetera she 1a 
apt to be biased. 
Coaentas 
1.39 
APPEIIDll: C 
1. The people and things in your h0118 influence you in the 'IRQ" :yeu 
solve probl... Some of these are ..abers of your f81111:Q', relatives 
liYing in your h0118, boarden, pets, the ~ 701U' parents d1sc1pl1De 
70U• the CODIO!l f81111:Q' interests and acti'Yities, the ~ JUabers of 
;your f'ald.:cy. get along together, and the pb;ye1cal cOllditions ot 7f1I1Z' 
h0118. In what 'IRQ" did these iDfluence ;you to aolve tho a'bfie 
preblOIIIS in the ll&mler ;you did'/ 
2. The people you know and the thinp you do in school iaflUSIICe yw 
in the wq you solve problema. Some ot these are your claseea, 
subjects, stud;rinc6 ether school act1"f'it1es, teachers, and school-
•tes• In what 'R1' did these iDfluenoe you to solve the &bow 
probleu in the EIIDBr ;you did'/ 
3. The people you know and the things you de in 70\11' church or SJll&ppe 
illnuence you in the ~ J'01l aolve prebl.eu. 801118 of these ere the 
clergy, volllllteer workers, f'r:i.elld11 wl'lldp ael"'lices, ch'Dl'Ch achool 
clallllea, ,-outh grsupa, and -r charch oapa. In what wrr did. 
theae illnuence :vou to aolve the abeve prebl- in the 'MT!l!er you 
did? 
4. Yeur activities and interesta iDtlunce you in the va;,r you aolve 
pml.eu. Soae of these are clubs, Deigbb8rhood trieDds, hobbies, 
part-tille 'IIOrk, MYiea, radie, televiaion, and recreational read-
ing. In what wrr did these :lnflueace you to aolve the above prebJ..a 
in the unner yeu did? 
S. Your characteristics irlfluence ;rou in the 1IIIV' :rou solve p:robl8118. 
s- of these are ;rour height., weicht, appearaDCe, coordination, 
imel.l1gence, aDd special taleats, In what 1AI1' did these illf:Luence 
:rou to solve the ab~m~ pro'bleu in the •naer :rou did? 
6. !8111' feal:IDp about certain things intluence ;rou in the wa;r ;rou 
solve p:robl.eJDa. Soma of these are llbat you think of others, what 
;rou believe others imillk of you., what you think of ,...uraelt, and 
the things that disturb ;rou or that you eapec~ enjo,r. In wbat 
wa;y did your feelings 1ntluence ;rou to solve the above problama in 
the llllllmEir you did? 
.&PPBRDII D 
SISN'l'ENCE COMPIETION. COIIIplete each 1111nteDce below. Work quickl,yo 
l':Nbabq :rour first thought will be the best answer. 
l. I 1JU happiest when 
2. Most of all I liiU'lt to 
3. I feel that a real friend 
4. If I dieagree with SOIIOone 
s. To help IV te~ I 
6. A friend ill llkeq to 
1· It ill 8JIIbarruainc to 
8. If aomeene doesn't speak to me, I 
9. When I help s0110one1 I expect 
lOe J. great person ill one 1lho 
n. I apoet 
12. J\r greatest wr17 is 
13. When I see the teacher coainc, I 
14. When I B11 alone with IV 1'Bil1J.T1 
15. Wben the odds are api.nat 1101 
16. h IV classrooa I cet along best with 
17. To be kind to an e11811ir ia 
18. I don't l.1ka people 1lho 
19. I believe I have the ability to 
20. I could be happy if 
21. If people dislike •• I 
22. I like people 11ho 
23· J\r fears seaaet:l.llaa force 110 to 
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24• I reau hlr when-----------------------
2$. It I 1m unpopular because of ao•tlrlllg I believe, I-------
26. Wbat I want out of lite 18 ----------------
27 • It •-oDII does better than I, I --------------
28. Wben I•• not ar.und, -.q trierlds ---------------29. I ________________________________________ __ 
A.PPERDII I 
YOU'!H OPINIC!f STUD! 
On the .tollOidng pages are a DDIIber o.r questicma and situations. 
You are asked to state your reactions. fbere are no right or 1fl'ODC 
m8111trs. Your anllllllll" ill the right OBe .tor ;rou. Please be .frank &Dd 
houst in giTinc ;y-our anners • 
.lll in.tormation ;rou gift here 'rill 'be kept in strictest 
coD.tidence. On:cy' the person gi'l'ing the questionnaire vill know the 
answers ;rou give. 
Please read the matru.cticma care~. If you have questions, 
please raise your baDd and the person gi'ring the questionnaire will 
help you. 
Wek qui~, ba.t at your best rate o.t speed. Do each part o.t 
the questiolmaire in the eder it 18 ginn in the 'boolclet. Continue 
vork1ng until ;rou have answered all the questions. 
i'he iD.tGl'llation you gift in tMs questionnaire 'rill be 8ll&cylll8d 
md the results 'rill be used b,y a student as part ot hi8 requirfllllenta .re 
a Doctflll' o.r Philosoplv' Degree .troa Boston UniTersit;r. 
Your cooperat!ea in .tilling out this questionnaire is deepq 
apprec:La.ted. 
1. HOME ROO!IIITU!IBER ---- 2• ACB ----3. SEX-------
4. SCHOOL S. GllAD8 ------
6. F,A!III;t' (circle one) (circle one) 
A. Father iB li'ring • •. • 788 u Jfother iB living • •• • 7ea u 
B. Father: 
c. Mother: 
Education (circle DWiber of 78&r8 ;rwr father cempleted) 
high acboel • • • • • • • 0 1 2 3 4 
~U.aaortrade ac~l 0 1 2 3 4 
college • • • • • • • • • 0 1 2 3 4 
additional college train-
1ng •••••••••• Ol234 
Occupation (Del IIPOC1tic - tor ~~XU~ple 1 electrical enai-
near1 auto sale-, high achoel teacher) 
Education (circle muaher of 7eara 70Ul' mother COIIpleted) 
high achool • • • • • • • 0 l 2 3 4 
~iDeas or nurllizlc 
school • • • • • • •• 
collage • • • • • • • • 
additional college 
• 0 
• 0 
l 2 3 4 
l 2 3 4 
training • • • • • • • • 0 1 2 3 4 
Occupation - to~ and present (other than housewife) 
D. Brethera: L1at ape 
It noDe, 
otate HONE 
-
-
B. Slletera: LiBt agee 
It none, 
state NONE -
-
7 • CHURCH OR SDJAGOOOE 
A. H&~~e ot church or s;yD&gope I aa nn uaociated with. If none, otateNOB ___________________________ ___ 
B. I have been associated with this church or aynagogua tor 78&ra• 
-
c. I attand church or synagogue (check one) 
weekl;r about twice a aonth Tery aeldca D8Yar 
- - - -
D. I attend church or IV'JI&&'Ogu& claasea 
wek:cy about twice a ~ T817 ael.dolll nenr 
- - - -
E. I attend a 7outh group aponaored bf a church or aynagogue 
wekl;r abeut twice a aonth very aeldoa neYer 
- - - -
F • H.r aaaoc:latione with rq church or aynagogue 
I like nry llllCh liJce fair]T wll don't like too well 
don't like at all- haTe 118 aaaociatl'Oiia -
- -
8 • !CTimiES 
List tm:1 clubs and organizations to which you belong now, or have 
belonged in the past year (for example, church routh groups, Scouts, 
nrn clubs, school organizations, athletic teams} 
WHAT \DUUl YOU DO? 
Please state exactq what you would do in each of the following situa-
tiollllo There are no right or wrong answers. Your anSWBr is the right one 
for you. Be sure to tell !!!!, you would behave as you stated in each situa-
tion. You 1111q write on the back of the sheets if you need more apace. 
A. Imagine that while you are shoveling snow from your own drive and 
walk, some of your frieDds COII8 by and want you to go sledding with 
them. They are in a hurr,y, but are willing to wait until you finish 
shoveling your walk. Just as you finish, you notice that the walk of 
an elderly widow across the street is not shoveled. 
Write a paragraph telling what you would do in this situation. 
Tell !!!z you would act this ~. 
B. Imagine that you are asked by several of your friends to help them in 
a project which you do not enjoy doing. They need you to complete their 
plana, but you 110uld rather do almost anything else than what they have 
asked of you. 
Write a paragraph telling what you 1IOuld do in this situation. 
Tell !!!z you would act this wq • 
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C. Imagine that you and one of your best frie!lds are wl king through a 
five-and-ten-cent store. You see your friend take an article fr011 
the counter and put it into his pocket. 
Write a paragt"aph telling llhat you would do in this situation. 
Tell !!!it you would act this Wf!J"• 
D. Iaagine that a person your age is being considered for adlllission into 
a neighborhood club of which you are a ...Wer. This person's tam:l.l;r 
background is different from that of the other members o.f the club. 
For this reason it seearas l1lceJ¥ that this person vill not be accpeted 
into the club. 
Write a paragt"aph telling what you would do in this situation. 
Tell !!!it you would act this ws:y. 
J.nsver each question below to the best of your ability and tell vb;y you 
select the classmates you do. Remember - your anSII9rs will be kept in 
c011plete confidence. You ma;y D8lll8 the same persons for each situation it 
you think they best :tit the requirellents. 
1. It you wre to take an unpopular stand in your class :tor something you 
believe is right and ought to be done, who in this room would be 1110st 
apt to stand for the ri~ with yoltl IIT11111e two boys and two girls in 
this room. 
~ (l) __________________________________ __ 
(2) -------------------
'Wey do you think these boys would take an unpopular stand £or the right 
with you? 
G~la (l) __________________________________ __ 
(2) -----------------
'Wey do you think these girls would take an Ullpopular stand for the r~ 
with you? 
2. Some of your clas-tes are willing to help others and to work for the 
good of the group; others seea to think on:cy of their own interests 
and wl:tare. Name belov two boys and two girls in this room nov who 
you think are most apt to help others, with little concern £or the 
:I.Dco!lVenience it ~ cause them. 
~ (1) ________________________________ _ 
(2) _____________________ _ 
'Wey did you choose these boys? 
G~le (l) 
(2) ___________________ __ 
'Wey did you choose these girls? 
SENTENCE COMPLETION. Complete these sentences to express your real feel-
ings. Write down the first idea that comes to mind. Each person will 
give different answers. Please be sure to complete every sentence. 
l. Most people are likely to 
2. When I help someone, I expect 
3· I:f SOEone does better than I, 
4. I:r I disagree with someone 
s. When tbe odds are against me 
6. Most of all I want to 
7. I:r I 1m unpopular because of something I believe, I 
B. I object IIIOSt to -----------------------
9. My lite would be a success i! ------------------
10. The person I IIIIL1T1 IIIWit have ------------------
11. .l great person is one who -------------------
12. What kind o:r a person do you 'll'lllit to be? 
Complete these sentences to express your real feelings about your school. 
Please complete f!SV'ery sentence. 
l. In school, Jrr:f teachers 
2. What I like best about I!IChool 
3. Because of Jrr:f classes at school 
4. Most of Jrr:f schoolmates think I 
s. I wish 1111 achool.matea would 
6. School clubs are usual.ly 
7 • I:r you ware principal of your school, what ohsnges would you make? 
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Co111plete these sentences to SJ~press your real. feelings about your home aDd 
f~. If you do not have one of the relatives referred to, please 
stste •I haw none• on the appropriate line. 
1. When rq fami:cy' gets together 
2. What I like best about rq parents is 
3. MY parents have alwa;ys wanted me to 
4. MY parents don't want me to 
5. MY father thinks I 
6. MY father llardly ever 
7. If I 118re rq father, I 'IIOilld 
a. COIIIp&l'ed with 'IIIII father, rq mother 
9. If I 118re rq mother • I would 
JD. MY mther th1nla! I 
u. !f;y' mther hardJ.T ever 
12. When I am alone 1li th rq fami:cy' 
13. MY brother thinks I 
14. !f;y' sister thinks I 
15. How would you change your home life if you could? 
Complete these sentences to express your real feelings about your church 
or IJllll&gogue. Please co111plete f!lrflrT sentence. 
1. What I like best about church----------------
2. The :anabers of rq youth group ----------------
3. I think churches should ------------------
4. In church youth group, the leaders ---------------
5. Church school classes should -----------------
6. What would you like churches to do that they don't do? 
Complete these sentences to express your real feelings about your pb;ysical 
and mental characteristics. Please co11plete ever,y sentence. 
1. Because of 1ll{f build, I 811 -------------------
2. I believe I haft the mental ability to -------------
3· I wish I were-----------------------
4. Because of rq looks ---------------------
5. !V special talent is --------------------
6. Moat people think I 811 -------------------
7. Because of 1ll{f size ----------------------
8. Because of 1ll{f age ----------------------
9. It is easy for me to ---------------------
10. What kind of·person do you think you are? 
Co~plete these aentences to express your 1'eal. feelings about your personal 
interests and activities. Please complete every sentence. 
1. If 1ll{f ftoiends want me to, I -----------------
2. I think it's importent to-----------------
3. In 1ll{f spare tim--------------------
4. I like hobbies that --------------------
5. I ought to ------------------------
6. Outside of school711{f special interests-------------
7. Explain wb;y your :lntereste end activities are important to you. 
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TEACHERS' SECTION OF "WHO 'WOULD" TEST 
Please 8llS119r each question below to the best of your ability and tell on 
what bases you made your selections. Your choice will be kept in complete 
confidence. You ms;r name the same pupils IIICil'e than once it you think they 
best tit the requirements. 
1. :lame below three boys and three girls in this room who you think would 
take an unpopular stand for somethil:lg they thought was right; and ought 
to be done. Al110 name three boys and three girls llbo are most apt to 
go along with the cl'Oiid even it the crowd is doing wrong. 
HAST AP1' TO STAND FOR THE RIGHT IEASl' APl' TO STAND FOR THE RIGHT 
Boys Boys ------------
~~ Girle. __________________ __ 
On what bases did you choose 
these pupils? 
On what bases did you choose 
these pupils? 
2. li'81118 below three boys and three girls in this room now llbo you think are 
most apt to help others, with little concem for the incomrenience it 
ms;r cause them. Al110 name three boys and three tirls who are least apt 
to help others • 
I&ST APT TO HELP OTHERS 
Boys 
-----------------oys 
Girls _____________________ G.irle ______________________ _ 
On what bases did you choose 
these pupils? 
On what bases did you choose 
these pupils? 
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Statement o.f the Problem. The probl.ell o.f this dissertation 
is to identifY some characteristics related to the reputed practice or 
Ticarious sacrifice by certain ninth grade youth. 
The author made this study in close cooperation with and in the 
fra vorlc or the Union College Character .Research Project, Schenectad;y, 
!lew York, which states: 
By definition, "'rlcarious• means •pertol'llll!ld or suf.fered by one 
person with relllllta accruing to the benefit or advantage or 
another" • • • 11Sacri1'ice" meana lito IIBke sacred. • • • a giving 
up o.f aolll8 desirable thing in behalf of a higher object.• The 
lfgiTing up• somet:lllles includes su.f.fering which means •to :nfure 
or lllldergo without sinking, to IIUIIta:in, to bear up under.n 
In this study 1 a characteristic related to the practice o.f 
Ticarious sacrifice is considered. to be that distinctive trait, quality 1 
or property which exists when vicarious sacri.fice is practiced. 
Method. Id.enti1'ication or these characteristics was made by 
the use o.f a questiODDilire created and administered by the author. This 
questionnaire consisted or .four separate tests: a Face Sheet Data Test, 
a Situational Test, a "Who Would• Test, and a Sentence Completion Test. 
The questionnaire was completed by .forty-rive ninth grade youth in the 
Van Antwerp School, !lis~, New York. 
The methods used in an&:cy'zing the data obtained .from these tests 
were rank control, characteristic di.f.ferences, statistical .fonmlae, and 
~ College Character liesearch Project, Vicarious Sacrifice 
~ Ge~~eral ID:troduction (Alm .trbor:. -Cuhinc vanoy, IliC., litho-
prillted, 19$.3) 1 P• .3o 
l$6 
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descriptive tabulation. 
Findings. The sample o£ youth in this study was not typical o£ 
the national population. Those in the sample who were reputed to prac-
tice vicarious sacri£ice the most tended toa have more sel£-con£idence; 
be more soc~ oriented; show critical evaluation o£ behavior; £eel 
others' appl'O'Ial; believe their parents desire them to live honorable, 
moral lives; show greater sel£-detel'lllination and leadership; and be 1110re 
active in church groups end cl'llbs where skill or election is required. 
Those who demonstrated the 1110st vicarious sacri£ice in certain 
cypothetical situations showed more awareness o£ opportunity to practice 
vicarious sacri£ice, had greater empatey with those in need, perceived 
injustice in the situation, thought 11101'8 inclusively o£ all people involved, 
£elt personslly responsible £or improving the situation, sensed that 
other's e:xpected this type o£ behavior £rom them, end had enough sel£-
con£idellce to try to impl'O'Ie the situation even though they might £ail. 
ConcJ.uaiona • .Af'ter an enalysis o£ the results o£ this study, the 
£allowing concluaions have been reached1 
1. Although the £indings in this study cannot be considered 
conclusive or applicable to all youth, thfu cen be ass'UIIIed to be more 
valid than mere opinion or speculation, since they were derived f'rolll evi-
dence collected and enalyzed s,ystematically. 
2 • The Method o£ Characteristic Di££erences is reco!IIIIIEinlied £or 
other studies o£ this nsture because o£ its simplicity o£ application 
and creative use o£ data. 
3. Pre-testing, evaluation of results, rev:l.&ion, and further 
pre-testing are essential in the creation of a measuring instrument 
for collecting valid, reliable data. 
4. Vicarious sacrifice seams to be related to 11111ey aspects of 
one's perscmalit:y and is an expression of it. 
S. Greater differences were found between the attitudes of those 
who were reputed to practice vicarious sacrifice and those who were not, 
than in their background, environment, natural abilities, or relation-
ships. Envirc!llllental factors should therefore always be evaluated in 
terms of the attitudes they foster. 
6. A :youth's behavior in a situation is dependent upon his 
interpretation of that situation. 
7. Some :youth, as observed in this study, are apt to practice 
vicarious sacrifice 1110re than others; although they may not be consistent 
in their behavior, they tended to follow genera.J..4' identifiable patterns. 
8. Since self-confidence, critical evaluation, and self-
determination were found to be related to the reputed practice of vicarious 
sacrifice, it would therefore seem UDNise to teach those concepts or to 
use teaching methods which would tend to destroy these characteristics 
in youth. 
9o Since the practice of vicarious sacrifice in youth is related 
to an individual 1 s whole li.fe, the religl.ous educator should seek the 
cooperation of people llho influence the youth in all areas of society, such 
as home, school, and collllll1Dlity1 as well. as the church. 
lO. Further stuCV" into the nature of the relationship of vicarious 
sacrifice and the reputed practice of it to the characteristics observed 
in this stuCV" is needed. 
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